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Ig REVISION LOG

Title: Setpoint Calculations EEB-TI-28

Revision Description

0 Initial Issue of EEB-TI-28

1 To add procedure requirements for Setpoint and Scaling documents.
Redefine Allowable Value 'Av.

2 A complete rewrite to provide additional clarification and guidance with
respects to instrumentation uncertainties. This revision of 11-28 combines
information from the previous revision of TI-28 and the draft of ISA 67.04,
Part II. No methodology changes have been implemented Into this revision.

3 Incorporate corrective action required for resolution of PER CHPER9801I18.
This revision deletes the SAR review documentation requirement of section
6.3.3 of this TI. Added references NEDP-2 and SPP 9.3 to Reference
section.

4 Update references; fix typo's; additions of sections 4.3.4, 5.14.1.1, 5.16.5,
5.1 8, and 6.3.7; additions to sections 4.3.3.4, 4.3.3.5, 4.5, 5.2.1, 5.1 1,
Appendix A, Appendix D, Appendix E, and Appendix G; complete rewrite
of the Appendix B and C.

5 Revised Appendix K to correct values associated with the K Table on page
K-9. This is part of the corrective action for PER 00-000008-00.
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1.0 PURPOSE

The purpose of this instruction Is to define the minimum requirements for assuring that
setpoints and associated scaling have been established within and will be maintained within
specified limits for nuclear safety-related instruments used in nuclear power plants.

2.0 SCOPE

This instruction describes the method for determining the acceptability of setpolnts for
nuclear Safety-related, Technical Specification, Compliance, and Appendix R
instrumentation channels. This instruction addresses not only the criteria for ensuring that
analytic/safety limits are not exceeded, but also those criteria that must be considered when
evaluating setpoints for normal system operation. This Instruction does not define what
calculations are required for each Site, only how to perform them once the Site defines their
scope per Reference 3.9. This instruction applies to all 'TVA nuclear power generating
stations.

This Technical Instruction shall be used for the preparation of all calculations defined in this
scope statement as of 90 days from the date of Issue of this Instruction. This revision does
not require back-fit to previously issued calculations, but shall be applied to any future
revisions of these calculations (only for the portion of the calculation being revised).

3.0 REFERENCES

3.1 NRC DG-1045

3.2 Regulatory Guide 1.105

3.3 ISA-S67.04, 1982

3A ISA- RP67.04, Part 11-1994

3.5 ISA-DS-51.1, 1979

3.6 NEDP-1

3.7 NEP-3.12

3.8 NEDP-10

Draft Regulatory Gulde - Instrument Setpoint
forSafety-RelatedSystems, Revision 3,10/96

Instrument Setpoints for Safety-Related
Systems, Revision 2, February 1986

Setpolnts for Nuclear Safety- Related
InstrumentationUsed in NuclearPowerPlants

Methodologlesfor the Determination of
Setpoints for Nuclear Safety-Related
Instrumentation

Process InstrumentationTerminology

Design Basis and Design Input Control

Safety Related Setpoints for Instrumentation
and Controls- Establishment and Validation

Design Output
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3.9 SPP-6.7

3.10 NUREGICR-3659, PNL-4973

3.11 Electrical Design Standard,
DS-E18.3.3

3.12 Branch Technical Instruction,
EEB-TI-27

3.13 Branch Technical Instruction,
EEB-TI-30

3.14 Flow Measurement
Engineering Handbook

3.15 Handbook of Statistical
Methods for Engineers and
Scientists

3.16 ASME Standard,
ASME MFC-3M-89

3.17 Statistical Methods

Instrumentation Setpoint, Scaling, and
Calibration Program

A Mathematical Model for Assessing the
Uncertainties of Instrumentation
Measurements for Power and Flow of PWR
Reactors

Instrumentatlonand Controls -
Instrumentation Symbols and Tabulations
(Browns Ferry Nuclear Plantthrough
Bellefonte Nuclear Plant)

Control Loop Response

InstrumentSensing Line Response

By R W Miller, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
First Edition

By Harrison M Wadsworth, First Edition

Measurementof Fluid Flow in Pipes Using
Orifice, Nozzle, and Venturi

By G W Snedecor and W G Cochran, Iowa
State University PresslAmes,8th
Edition

Design Verification and Interface Control

Design Calculation Process Control

By King and Halfter, Longman
Publishers First Edition

Plant Modifications and Design Change
Control

Setpolnts for Nuclear Safety- Related
Instrumentation

VendorManual Program

3.18

3.19

3.20

NEDP-5

NEDP-2

Underground Power Cables

3.21 SPP- 9.3

3.22 Not Used

3.23 ISA-S67.04,Partl, 1994

3.24 SPP -2.5
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3.25 Draft ISA-TR-67.04.04

3.26 SS E18.14.01

3.27 Draft ISA-TR-67.04.06

3.28 Calculatlon72186RDM

3.29 TVA-NQA-PLN89-A

3.30 IEEE Standard 603-1991

3.31 PER No. WBPER940052

3.32 Variance Request

3.33 Variance Approval

ISA Technical Report, "Effects of EMiIRFI on
Instrumentation Setpoints and Indicators"
(Draft)

Electrical Standard SpecIficatIon,
"Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) Testing
Requirements for Electronic Devices"

ISA Technical Report, "Seismic Effects"
(Draft)

A Review of Electronic Components in a
Radiation Environmentof 5SX10' Rads

Nuclear QualityAssurance Plan

"IEEE Standard Criteria for Safety Systems
for Nuclear Power Generating Stations"

PER on TI-28 Sign Convention and SSDs

R. M. Johnson to J. E. Allen, dated March 14,
1994 (T41 940314 837)

H.L Williams to R. M. Johnson, dated April 11,
1994 (BO0 940407 001)
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4.0 METHODOLOGYFOR THE COMBINING OF UNCERTAINTIES

4.1 Square Root Sum Squares (SRSS) Combination

The SRSS methodology for combining uncertainty terms that are random and Independent
is an established and accepted analytical technique. The SRSS methodology is a direct
application of the central limit theorem, providing a method for determining the limits of a
combination of independent and random terms. The probability that all the independent
processes under considerationwould simultaneously be at their maximum value (i.e., + or -)
Is very small. The SRSS methodology provides a means to combine individual random
uncertainty terms to establish a resultant net uncertainty term with the same level of
probability as the Individual terms. If an individual uncertainty term is known to consist of
both random and bias components, the components should be separated to allow
subsequent combination of like components. Bias components shall not be mixed with
random components during SRSS combination.

Resultant net uncertainty terms should be determined from individual uncertainty terms
based on a common probability level. In some cases, Individual uncertainty terms may need
to be adjusted to the common probability level. Typically, a probability level corresponding to
two standard deviations (2-sigma) is used. Using probability levels corresponding to three
and more standard deviations may be unnecessarily conservative, resulting In reduced
operating margin. For example, if a reference accuracy for a 99% probability level (3 sigma)
is given as ±6 psig, the 95% probability level corresponds approximately to *4 psig (= 2/3 x
6).

The central limit theorems require that the variables to be combined must be random AND
independent Some statements of the theorem allow Individual variables to be either
identically or arbitrarily distributed. Then, if the number of components, "n", Is large, the
distributonof the sum will be approximately normal. Large has been interpretedas 10-30.
Anotherstatementof the theorem requires individualvariablesto be acproximatelvnormallv
distributed and their variances about equal (none are dominant). If these conditions are
met, the sum of the components will be approximately normally distributed even for a
relatively small "n". Relatively small has been interpreted as low as 4. In the limiting case, if
two individualvariables are exactly normal, theirsum or SRSS is exactly normal as well.

When a random variable represents the net effect of a large number of smaller,
independent, un-measurable causes, the variable can be expected to be approximately
normally distributed. The approximation becomes better as the number of contributors
increases. Per Reference 3.4, empirical evidence suggests that the normal distribution
provides a representation of many physical variables, Including Instrument uncertainties.
This observation is consistentwith the fact that most instrumentchannels are composed of
several parts thatcontributeindependent, random uncertaintiesto the net sum.

Even if the number of devices In a given instrument loop Is relatively small, the number of
elemental uncertainty sources within the devices can be much larger, making the SRSS
summation justifiable.

11
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4.2 UncertaintyEauatlons

Since all measurements are imperfect attempts to ascertain an exact natural condition, the
actual magnitude of the quantity can never be known. Therefore, the actual value of the
error In the measurement of a quantity is also unknown. The amount of the error should
therefore be discussed only in terms of probabilities. Example: There may be one probability
that a measurement is correct to within a certain specified amount and another probability
for correctness to within another specified amount. For the purpose of this TI, we will utilize
the term Ouncertaintyto reflect the distribution of possible errors.

There are a number of recognized methods for combining instrumentation uncertainties.The
method discussed by this TI is a combination of statistical and algebraic methods which use
statistical Square Root Sum of Squares (SRSS) methods to combine random uncertainties
and then algebraically combines the non-random terms with the result. The formulas and
discussion below present the basis principles of this methodology.

The basicformula for uncertaintycalculationstakes the form of

Z-iA2+B2+C2 ±I1+LM

where:

A, B, C - are random and independent uncertainty terms. The terms are
zero-centered, approximately normally-distributed, and are represented by
a ± sign;

F - arbitrarily-distributed uncertainties and/or biases (unknown sign). The term
is used to represent limits of error associated with uncertainties which are
not normally distributed and do not have known direction. The magnitude of
this term (absolute value) Is assumed to contribute to the total uncertainty In
a worst-case direction/sand Is also represented by a ± sign;

Land M- biases with known direction. The terms can Impart an uncertainty in a
specific direction and, therefore, have a specific + or - contribution to the
total uncertainty;

Z - resultant uncertainty. The resultant uncertainty combines the random
uncertainty with the positive and negative components of the non-random
terms separately to give a final uncertainty. The positive and negative
non-random terms are not algebraically combined before combination with
the random component

The addition of the F, L, and M terms to the A, B, and C uncertainty terms allows the formula
to account for influences on total uncertaintythat are not random or independent. For biases
with known direction, represented by L and M, the terms are combined with only the
applicable portion (+ or -) of the random uncertainty. For the uncertainty represented by F,
the terms are combined with both portions of the random uncertainty. Since these terms are
uncertainties themselves, the positive and negative components of the terms cannot be
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algebraically combined into a single term. The positive terms of the non-random
uncertainties shall be summed separately and the negative terms of the non-random
uncertainties shall be summed separately and then individually combined with the random
uncertainty to yield a final value. Individual non-random uncertainties are independent
probabilitiesand may not be present simultaneously.Therefore, the Individual terms
cannot be assumfied to offset each other, so positive (+) uncertainties should never be used
to cancel out the effects of negative (-) uncertaintiesorvice versa.

If "R" equals the resultant random uncertainty (A2 + B2 + CP , the total uncertainty Is
determined by:

±Z=±R ± IFI+L - M

maximum positive uncertainty by:

+Z=+R+I1 +L

and maximum negative uncertainty by:

-Z = -R-I11-M

Using SRSS combination for bias uncertainties presupposes that the bias uncertainties are
random and therefore some will be positive and some negative, and that the two classes
cancel each other to a certain extent. Since the number of known biases Is typically small
and they may or may not be present simultaneously, this TI requires conservative algebraic
summation for bias uncertainties unless evidence to the contrary is documented in the
uncertainty calculation.

The purpose of the setpoint calculation is to ensure that the protective actions occur before
analytical limits are reached with a 95% probability at a 95% confidence level (See section
4.3.4 concerning regulatory position associated with the 95%195% requirement). This
conservative philosophy allows applying the SRSS technique only to those uncertaintiesthat
are characterized as Independent, random and approximately normally-distributed (or
otherwise allowed by versions of the central-limit theorem). All other uncertainty components
are combined using algebraicsummation.

In the determination of the random portion of an uncertainty, situations may arise where two
or more random terms are not totally Independent of each other but are Independent of the
other random terms. This dependent relationship can be accommodated within the SRSS
methodology by algebraically summing the dependent random terms to make a single
independent random term prior to performing the SRSS determination. The formula takes
the following form:

Z=± A2+B 2 +C2+(D+E)Y ±i1+L-M

where: D and E-are randomdependentuncertaintytermsthatare independentoftermsA,
B, and C

13
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While the basic uncertainty formula can be used for any instrumentation application, care
should be taken when applying the formula in applications containing non-linear devices or
functions. An uncertainty term for a non-linear device generally has its value expressed in
terms of its output signal. While the term can still be random and independent, its magnitude
is a function of the Input and the transferfunction of the device. This requires the calculation
of uncertainty for instrument channels containing non-linear devices to be performed for
specific values of the input signal. The most common of these in instrumentation and control
systems is the square root extractor in a flow channel. For these channels, the uncertainty
value changes with the value of flow and, therefore, should be determined for each specific
flow rate of interest

The basic uncertainty combination formula can be applied to the determination of either a
device uncertainty or a total instrumentchannel uncertainty. The results are independent of
the order of combination as long as the dependent terms and bias terms are accounted for
properly. For example, the uncertainty of a device can be determined from its Individual
terms and then combined with other device uncertainties to provide an Instrument channel
uncertainty, or all of the individual device terms can be combined in one Instrument channel
uncertainty formula. This TI recommends performing the device uncertainties first and then
combining the device uncertainties together to obtain a channel uncertainty. This method
ensures that the appropriate information Is available for support of Setpoint and Scaling
Documents (SSDs). This also allows for propagation of uncertainties through non-linear
functions.

4.3 Uncertainty Data

The basic model used in this methodology requires that the user categorize Instrument
uncertainties as random, bias, or random arbitrarily-distributed bias. It is the purpose of this
section to provide an understanding of the categories of instrument uncertainty and some
Insight into the process of categorizing instrumentation based on performance
specifications,test reports, and plant calibration data.

The determination of uncertainty estimates Is an iterative process that requires the
development of assumptions and verification of assumptions based on actual data.
Ultimately, the user is responsible for defending the assumptions that affect the basis of the
uncertainty estimates.

It should not be assumed that, since this methodology addresses three categories of
uncertainty, all three should be used in each uncertainty determination.Additionally, it should
not be assumed that Instrument characteristics should fit neatly Into a single category. Data
may require, for example, that an Instrument's state pressure effect be represented as a
random uncertaintywith an associated bias.

4.3.1 Categories of Uncertainty

4.3.1.1 Random Uncertainties

Random uncertainties are sometimes referred to as a quantitative statement of the reliability
of a single measurement or of a parameter, such as the arithmetic mean value, determined
from a number of random trial measurements. This is often called the statistical uncertainty
and is one of the so-called precision indices. The most commonly used indices, usually in
reference to the reliability of the mean, are the standard deviation, the standard error (also
called the standard deviation of the mean), and the probable error.

14
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It is usually expected that those instrument uncertainties that a manufacturer specifies as
having a t magnitude are random uncertainties. However, the uncertainty must be
zero-centered and approximately normally-distributed to be considered random. After
uncertainties have been categorized as random, any dependencies between the random
uncertainties should be identified.

1) Independent Uncertainties

Independent uncertainties are those uncertainties for which no common root cause
exists. It is generally accepted, but requires verification, that most instrument
channel uncertaintiesare Independentof each other.

2) DependentUncertainties

Because of the complicated relationships which may exist between the instrument
channels and various instrument uncertainties, a dependency may exist between
some uncertainties. The methodology presented here provides a conservative
means for addressing these dependencies. If, in the user's evaluation, two or more
uncertainties are believed to be dependent, then, under this methodology, these
uncertainties shall be added algebraically to create a new, larger independent
uncertainty.

Dependent uncertainties are those for which the user knows or suspects that a
common root cause exists which Influences two or more of the uncertainties with a
known relationship.

4.3.1.2 Non-Random Uncertainties

1) Bias (Known Sign) or Systematic Uncertainties

A bias is a systematic Instrument uncertainty which is predictable for a given set of
conditions because of the existence of a known direction (positive or negative).

For example, the static pressure effect of differential pressure transmitters, which
exhibits a predictable zero shift because of changes In static pressure, is
considered a bias. Additional examples of bias Include hydraulic head effects, range
offsets, reference leg heatup or flashing, and changes in flow element differential
pressure because of process temperature changes. A bias error may have a
random uncertainty associated with the magnitude.

2) Arbitrarily-Distributed Uncertainties

Some uncertainties are not normally distributed. Such uncertainties are not eligible
for SRSS combinations and are categorized as arbitrarily-distributed uncertainties.
Such uncertainties may be random (equally likely to be positive or negative with
respect to some value) but extremely non-normal. Other considerations such as
non-identicalness of distributions, dominance of an uncertainty due to it's large
variance and the number of uncertainties to be summed may cause an uncertainty
to be categorized as arbitrarily-distributed.
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This type of uncertainty is treated as a bias against both the positive and negative
components of a device's uncertainty. Because they are equally likely to have a
positive or a negative deviation,worst-case treatmentshall be used.

3) Bias (Unknown Sign)

Some bias effects may not have a known sign. Their unpredictable sign shall be
conservatively treated by algebraically adding the bias in both the positive and
negative directions.

4.3.2 Sign Convention

It must be noted that the sign convention used in the preparation of TI-28 calculations is
opposite of the one defined by the Instrument Society of America (ISA). The ISA and T1-28
sign conventions are as follows:

ISA Sign Convention

Error= IndicatedValue - True Value

TI-28 Sign Convention

Error- True Value - Indicated Value

As can be seen from these equations, the ISA convention Is referenced from the True Value
and the TI-28 convention is referenced from the Indicated Value. It is very important that the
calculation preparer is aware of both sign conventions. Most of the data (defined as
systematic or unidirectional) obtained from instrumentation vendors will be represented in
the ISA sign convention and must be changed to the TI-28 convention before use in a TI-28
calculation. Upon obtaining systematic data from the vendor, the calculation preparer must
verify and documentthat the data is per ISA sign convention and then shall reverse the sign
for use In the 11-28 calculation.

Example: Using TVA sign convention to address an uncertainty of + 10 psi to - 5 psi
means that for a bistable trip value of 100 psig, the actual process pressure
may be anywhere between 95 and 110 psig.

4.3.3 ObtaIning and Application of Uncertainty Data

In the context of setpoint determination, nuclear plant engineering groups are likely to deal
with data from different sources. These include the analysis of field data by plant personnel
and the use of manufacturer'sspecifications.

4.3.3.1 Sources of Uncertaintv Data

There are several sources of instrument accuracy data. These are:

1) ManufacturerSpecifications

These specificationsare the main sources used in performing calculations. The use
of this type of data in an uncertainty analysis for normal environmental conditions Is
conservative. Since all data should fall within the bounds set by the manufacture,
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using these specified limits for a 95% or even a 99% tolerance interval analysis will
lead to a conservative estimate of the error. The referenced specifications must be
reviewed and approved per Reference 3.24.

2) Testing Data

This data normally originates from the Instrumentation's qualification program such
as 10CFR50.49 and Seismic qualification programs. When using this data, the
calculation must use the data supported by the Equipment Qualification Binder
associated with the specific instrument loop of interest The testing data may be
presented as raw test data orthe vendor may provide an analysis of the test data. If
only raw test data is provided, a statistical analysis can be performed if there is a
sufficient numberof samples. If there are not a sufficientrnumber of samples (e.g., 2
or 3) then the worst case error can be used by applying it both systematically and
bi-directional.

3) Calibration History

This data source is one of the best sources for specific types of data (specifically
drift and reference accuracy) because it normally analyses your plant's
instrumentation In it's normal operating environment The major drawback In using
this type of data is the time involved in gathering and performing the statistical data
analysis to support It's use. Obtaining enough samples to ensure an appropriate
distribution of the population can also be a problem. This source of data Is used
primarily when there is insufficient vendor documentation or when the calibration
history supports smaller drift uncertainties than supplied by the vendor. See
Appendix K for details concerning calibration data analysis.

4) Purchase Specifications

Purchase specifications can be used If the vendor can provide sufficient
documentation to assure that the error will not exceed a specified value. Caution:
The problems with using this type of data is ensuring an adequate specification
(e.g., covering or bounding all possible uncertainties) and verifying that the vendor
understood and met the specification requirements.

Please note that the use of telex or fax is not recommended by this TI. Any vendor
information used to support a TI-28 calculation should be officially submitted to TVA and
approved as a QA document If a telex or a company letter is used to support a Quality
Related calculation, the calculation preparer must ensure that the individual that has signed
off the telex has the authority to do so for the company. Sales personnel and working level
engineers normally do not have this authority. Once the telex or letter Is received, it must be
entered into and controlled by the vendor manual or EQ binder program.

4.3.32 Confidence and Tolerance Intervals

Field measurements at a plant can form the database for statistical analysis using known
techniques. Normality tests and knowledge of sample sizes allow determining the closeness
of commonly used approximations.These include normality and the closeness of estimators
with true population parameters. The parameters population mean (m) and standard
deviation (s) are estimated by the sample mean (X) and standard deviation (S). This
approximation Is made better as the sample size increases.
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If these approximationsare taken, it Is sufficientto describe a confidence interval as a range
of values which include (with a pre-assigned probability called the confidence level) the true
value of a population parameter. For a normal distribution, a ±1 .96S (approximately±1.96 s)
interval has a 95% probability of including the true parameter. Another common
interpretationis that 95% of the population is contained within the Interval.

If a sample population Is known to be small, it may be difficult to justify the above
approximations, and it is appropriate to establish uncertainty limits using statistical tolerance
intervals. This approach requires the additional statement about the population proportion
Included In the interval. It is frequently desired to describe a tolerance interval using the
sample mean and the sample standard deviation such as X ± K*S. The value of K (tolerance
factor) is a function of the sample size, the desired confidence level, the population
proportion, and whether the distribution is one-sided or two sided. Tables for the K values
can be found in general statistics text books (Under Tolerance and Confidence intervals).
See Appendix K concerning statistical data analysis.

Numerical Intervals also originate from manufacturer's product specifications. The i "A'
specification may represent a confidence Interval (with a specified confidence level and an
implicit assumption that estimators closely agree with population parameters) or a tolerance
interval (with specified confidence level, population proportion, and sample size).

4.3.3.3 Interpretationof UncertaintyData

The proper interpretation of uncertainty data is necessary to ensure the validity of the
uncertainty calculation. Performance specifications should be provided by instrument
vendors. Data should Include reference accuracy, drift, environmental effects, and reference
conditions. Since performance specifications often describe a product line, any single
instrument may perform significantly better than the group specification. If performance
summary data is not available or if it does not satisfy the needs of the users, raw test data
may need to be re-evaluated or created from additional testing. Discussions with the vendor
may provide helpful insight for Interpreting performance specifications or test results.

Historically, there have been many different methods of representing numerical uncertainty.
Almost all suffer from the ambiguity associated with shorthand notation. The symbol ":", for
example, without further explanation, is often interpreted as the symmetric probability
Interval associated with a random, normally-distributed uncertainty. Further, the confidence
level may be assumed to be 50% (probable error), 68.27% (one sigma), 95145% (two
sigma), or 99.73% (three sigma). Still others may assume that the "` symbol defines the
limits of error (reasonable bounds) of bias or non-normally distributed uncertainties.

It is the user's responsibility to avoid Improper use of vendor performance data. If a
vendor-published value of an uncertainty term (source) is believed to contain a significant
bias uncertainty, then it Is recommended that the ± value be treated as an estimated limit of
error. Simple field tests (repeated measurements) by the user can give an indication of the
random component of the published value, if separation of components is desirable. If the
term Is believed to represent only random uncertainties (no significant bias uncertainties),
then the ± value can usually be treated as the 2 sigma probability Interval for an
approximately normally distributed random uncertainty.

One source of performance data that requires careful Interpretation is that obtained during
harsh environment testing. Often such tests are conducted only to demonstrate functional
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capability of a particular instrument in a particular harsh environment. This usually requires
only a small sample size and invokes inappropriate rejection criteria for a probabilistic
determination of Instrument uncertainties. This type of data base typically results in limits of
error (reasonable bounds) associated with bias or non-normally distributed uncertainties.

The sample size should also be carefully considered prior to adjusting performance data
obtained during harsh environment testing to determine the measured net effects on the
instrument's performance. The results of such tests describe several mutually exclusive
categories of uncertainty. For example, the measured net effects of harsh environment
testing contain uncertainty contributions from instrument reference accuracy, M&TE
uncertainty, calibration uncertainty and other uncertainties, In addition to harsh environment
effects. Sample size may affect the methods used to separate the various constituent
uncertainties to identify the uncertainty due strictly to harsh environment effects. A
conservative practice Is to treat the measured net effects of harsh environment testing on
instrument performance as the uncertainty due only to harsh environmenttesting.

Occasionally select test data may appear inconsistent with the majority of the test data
collected. In this situation It may be possible to justify the Inconsistent data as outliers.
Appendix B provides further discussion on statistical analysis for determining outliers.

Occasionally the situation arises when the test data necessary for an uncertainty calculation
is not readily available such as the testing only verified functionally and did take pre and post
calibration data. Several approaches may be taken in these cases. If possible it is usually
best to obtain the Information or a recommendation from the manufactureror to use actual
test results (or other utility experience). Other approaches for non-harsh applications might
include performing a similarity analysis which would include circuit analysis of electronic
circuits, or using data associated with an Instrument made by another manufacturer that
uses similar principles of operation, with some appropriate conservatism and justification
included.

4.3.3.4 Choosing a Sample Size

When choosing a sampling size in order to establish a mean and it's standard deviation and
make inference to the population of interest, several rules need to be remembered:

1 ) The more samples the better the estimate of the mean value becomes.

2) Definition of the level of confidence is required for your analysis (e.g., 95%. 80%,
etc.).

3) As a rule of thumb, a confidence Interval of 2 sigma would be appropriatewhen the
sample size Is 30 or greater. For smaller sample sizes, refer to standard statistical
textbooks.

4) Assuming a normal distribution, as the sample size increases, the distribution
changes from a uniformed or mound shaped to a normal distribution. The mean
value comes into focus or a more accurate estimate is obtained.

5) The width of the confidence interval increases as the confidence coefficient
increases.
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6) The larger the size of the sample selected, the more likely it is that the sample will
contain offsetting large and small sample values.

7) Definition of the type of analysis that is to be performed Is required. There are two
types of statistical analysis, Sample and Population. In the Sample analysis, you
make inference to the specific set of devices analyzed, where in the Population
analysis, you make inference to a larger population using sample data. The Sample
analysis will provide smaller uncertainty numbers but they are only good for the
samples analyzed. If a Sample analysis is performed on a set of Installed
transmitters then the results of the analysis are only valid for those installed
transmitters. If a transmitter is replaced with a identical model, the analysis is no
longer valid. Whereas, performing a Population analysis for the same set of
transmitters allows for future replacementswhile maintaining a valid analysis.

8) It should be noted that the degrees of freedom are dependent on the analysis
being performed (e.g., Given 4 devices calibrated 10 times each, the degree of
freedom for predicting future operation of these specific S/N devices Is 39 (40 -
1). The degree of freedom for predicting future operation of this type of device
(general device population will same manufacturer and model number) Is 3 (4 - 1)

The objective of statistics is to draw inference about a general population based upon
information contained In a sample. Statistical inference In a practical situation contains two
elements:(1)the inference and (2) a measure of goodness.

4.3.3.5 Calibration History Data Analysis

Instrumentdrift values for use in uncertainty calculations can be derived from manufacturers
specifications or from plant specific calibration history, if available. Section 5.4 of this TI
provides the guidelines for interpreting the manufacturers specification for drift and
combining values for larger time intervals. This section provides guidelines for a data
analysis methodology for plant specific as-foundfas-leftdata to determine a drift value. The
user is ultimately responsible for determining how to use the data.

It should be noted that the As-Found/As-Left data may Include the combined effects of
reference accuracy, inherent drift, measurement and test equipment, humidity, vibration,
normal variations during the time period under surveillance. Caution: Do not use the
calibration history analysis results to replace M&TE uncertainties In the calculation otherwise
the slant will be required to meet 4 to I M&TE ratios. TI-28 M&TE uncertainty methodology
provides for I to 1 M&TE ratios (See section 5.5.1). Additional terms may be included for a
particular application as needed. A value for drift as obtained by this methodology could be
more conservative than the value of drift as obtained from the vendor because It will Include
some or all of these other uncertainties.

1) Theory

For the purposes of this section, 95/95 values were chosen as the basis of the examples
contained herein. The 95/95 values will bound hardware perforrnancewith a 95% probability
with a 95% confidence level. The probability value establishes the portion of the population
that is included within the tolerance Interval. This means that 95% of all past, present, and
future values should be bounded by the 95195 interval value.
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The confidence level essentially establishes the repeatability of calculating a value which will
fall within the estimated values. This means that if the values were to be recalculated In the
future, there Is a 95% chance that the values would be bounded by the 95195 interval
values., Using 95195 values means that we are 95% sure that 95% of all values will be less
than the estimated values.

A statistical data base or spreadsheet package such as Lotus, Quattro Pro, Excel, and Math
Cad can be used in place of manual methods for large volumes of data. TVA's software
procedures must be followed when using these type of software packages.

Analysis of as-found/as-left data begins with establishing the scope of the analysis.
Generally, this means identifying the types of equipment being used in the application of
interest Factors, such as process conditions, range, location, and environmental conditions,
which may cause one device to behave differently from a duplicate must be determined.

Once the scope has been established, the next step Is to obtain the as-found and as-left
calibration data. All as found/as left data available should be used to support the assumed
distribution. This section describes two methods of analyzing as-found/as-left data. The first
method is based on the data being characterized as a normal distribution. The second
method does not depend on any specific underlying distribution.

Generally, the data can be represented by a normal distribution. Verification of normality
(utilizing more than 30 data points) shall be performed, where possible. For non-normal
distributions pass/fail criteria can be established and the resulting pass/fail data is analyzed
assuming a binomial distribution (at least 100 data points is recommended to use this
method).

Once the calibration data has been obtained, the next step Is to determine the changes over
the interval of interest. All data should be converted to a common base (e.g., % of span).
The surveillance interval should be noted. The difference between the previous as-left value
and the successor as-found re-calibration value should be determined. The data should be
examined to see if there is a drift effect (uncertainty as function of time). The data should be
examined by looking at it as both percent of span and percent of setpolnt If there is a drift
effect, the uncertainty or percent error will increase with the increase of the surveillance
frequency. It is very important to obtain a variety of surveillance frequencies. If all the
frequencies are of the same duration, it is impossible to determine if there is or is not a time
relationship. For this case one must make a conservative assumption that the uncertainty at
the end of the surveillance Interval is all due to drift It is also important to determine if re-
calibrationwas performed. If re-calibrationwas not performed or was skipped. the calibration
interval can be extended to the next re-calibration of the device. One method of Identifying
skips is to compare the calibration periods as-found to as left values. If re-calibration was not
performed, these values will be equal. If by examination there appears to be increased
uncertaintywith time, the data may be standardized to a common interval between readings
by dividing the time interval between readings and then multiplying by a standardized time
interval. This technique conservatively assumes a linear extrapolation of drift Non-inear
functions can be used to model drift if supported by the calibration data.

Once the as-found/as-left data Is determined for Individual devices, the data can be grouped
by model and by groups with similar environmental conditions. When groups have been
established, the data can be analyzed. It is expected that most as-foundlas-left data will be
normally distributed. A method for analyzing this data for 95195 interval values follows. If, In
conducting this analysis, it Is determined that the data Is not normally distributed, an
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alternative is described for defining arbitrary pass/fail criteria to establish a binomial
distribution.

2) Normal Distributionof Data

One of the three criteria which must be met in-order to use the SRSS methodology is that
the random variable possess approximately a normal or bell shape distribution. To
determine if the data that is being analyzed possess a normal distribution, a histogram
should be developed for the data. The more data used in the analysis and the smaller the
intervals for the histogram, the more focused the shape of the distribution will become. The
Figure below is an example of a histogram produced by using spreadsheet software. The
data points are divided up Into bins (See Table 4.3 for an example) and then plotted based
upon the number or frequency of data points within a specific bin. Caution: The appropriate
bin sizes are critical. If too small or too large bin sizes are chosen, the Histogramwill appear
to have an uniformdistribution.
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Sometimes histograms are difficult to use to determine normal distribution. An additional method is to use a
Cumulative graph to plot the data. The Cumulative plot is generated by summing the Frequency numbers
going from negative to positive. See Table 4.3 for the bin and frequency data for these Figures.

Figure 4.3.3.6 Figure 4.3.3.7

Bin Frequency Cumulative
Frequency

-2.5 0 0
-2.25 1 1

-2 0 1
-1.75 1 2
-1.5 0 2

-1.25 0 2
-1 1 3

-0.75 4 7
-0.5 1 8

-0.25 1 9
0 0 9

0.25 0 9
0.5 1 10
0.75 0 10

1 1 11
1.25 2 13
1.5 1 14
1.75 0 14
2 0 14

2.25 1 15
2.5 1 16

Table 4.3
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3) OtherNormalityTests

Once the data has been edited and grouped, the ChiSquare Goodness of Fit Test can be
used to assure that the underlying distribution can be represented by a normal distribution.
This test assumes a normal distribution and based on the sample mean and deviation,
predicts the expected number of observations in each interval. The expected values are
compared to the observed values using a histogram. Since this test requires a rather large
number of points, It should only be applied to groups with a large population of say 30 or
more data points. To use the Chi-Square Goodness Fit Test, consult a statistical reference
book

4) Treatmentof Outliers

An outlier Is an observation that is significantly different from the rest of the sample. They
usually result from mistakes, malfunctioning instrumentation, or measuring device problems.
The best way to Identify outliers is to perform and examine a graphical representation of the
data with appropriate attributes. From the graph, the outliers can be identified by their large
deviation from the rest of the sample data. The first and best method of handling outliers is
to examine the calibration or testing records associated with that specific outlier. These
records should be examined for abnormalities such as documented Work or Maintenance
Requests identifying an instrument malfunction. If no documented explanation can be found,
a statistical analysis can be used to determine If the outlier is statistical valid or not Two
methods are discuss In Appendix B of this TI.

5) Non-Normal Distributions of Data

There are methods available for analyzing data when the underlying distribution cannot be
demonstrated to be a normal distribution. In this TI, it is recommended that non-normal
distributions should be conservativelyalgebraicallysummed in a bi-directional manner when
combining uncertainties. Note that non-normal distributions can result when the value being
measured is small with respect to the precision of the measurement.

4.3.3.6 Correction for Set Points with a Single Side of Interest

For many safety-related setpoints, Interest Is only in the probability that a single value of the
process parameter Is not exceeded, and the single value is approached only from one
direction.

In situations where additional operating margin is desired, the magnitude of the random,
approximately normal uncertainty component with a known confidence level may be
reduced by accounting for a one-sided area of Interest (only one side of the distribution
curve Is needed to predict the probability that a single value is not exceeded). For example,
since instrument manufacturers typically publish instrument performance specifications
symmetrically (e.g., reference accuracy + 0.5%), the use of their number predicts the
statistical interval that will contain the true value in both directions from the mean. If one Is
only interested In not exceeding a single value (e.g., .100% power), then the factor 1.645/K
can be applied to the random uncertainty. K represents the number of standard deviations
desired (fora 95% confidence, a 1.96 standard deviations (sigma) is required and K = 1.96).
The individual component uncertainty values should all be expressed in the common,
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desired confidence level, e.g.. 1.96 sigma. For this example, the correction factor-reduces to
0.839, and the effect would be to reduce the random uncertainty (for reference accuracy of
±0.5, this would be 0.839 x 0.5 = ±0.42).

For device uncertainties in which both positive and negative deviations are a concern, the
one-sided area of Interest factor Is inappropriatefor that device. An example of this situation
is a transmitterwhose signal is used for both high and low functions.

4.3A Tolerance Limits Requirements

NRC Regulatory Requirement

The NRC's tolerance limit requirements documented in Ref. 3.3 requires a 95%
probability level with no confidence level defined.

TI-28's Position

In general, TI-28 calculations have not documented specific tolerance limits (X probability
with Y confidence level) associated with the uncertainty data and the data analysis. For
TI-28 calculations, the 95% probability limit is a requirement for Safety Related
calculations but the 95% confidence limit is not a documented NRC requirement. The
95% confidence limit requirement goes beyond the NRC requirements established in
Reference 3.2 and is not always a reasonable requirement for some analyses. There are
some areas where a 95% confidence level could not be achieved with existing
instrumentation. Some examples would be harsh environment instrumentation where only
2 or 3 devices were tested in the 10CFR50.49 program. For these cases, the required
confidence limit multiplier (ie., 38 for two samples) would be so large that the device
would not be usable.

In-order to ensure a high confidence level for TVA setpoint calculations, TI-28 provides
guidance in several areas to ensure that our uncertainty calculations are performed to a
high confidence level. Some examples are the use of normal vendor specification data
(the NRCs position in Reference 3.10 is that this data probably has a 95/95 or even a
99/99 tolerance Interval); data analysis using small sample sizes should treat the worst
case deviations as a plus and minus uncertainty and be combined algebraically; the use
of tolerance interval multipliers in drift analysis (based upon actual calibration data) which
have not always been 95/95 multipliers but are always very conservative with the
documented instrument's performance; the use of conservative M&TE and Ab uncertainty
values when compared to actual documented uncertainties; and worst case deltas for
temperature variations and calibration frequencies are used to calculate temperature
effects and drift effects respectively. Based upon TI-28's methodology, uncertainty
calculations are conservative and provide a high probability of assurance that the
protective actions will occur before their analytical limits are reached. No added safety
value can be seen by the addition of a 95% confidence level requirement Sometimes
when calculated uncertainties are overly conservative problems can occur from
premature Operator actions and reduced operating margins which could possibly result in
spurious trips and/or transients.

Statistical Drift Analysis using Calibration Data

For Safety Related calculations where calibration data is used to determine instrument
drift, a 95/95 statistical analysis is required except where technical justification is provided
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documenting why a 95% confidence level analysis could not be performed and why a
confidence level of less than 95% is acceptable. By performing a 95/95 analysis, this
ensures that enough samples (calibration data) are collected to obtain an accurate drift
model and reasonable statistical multiplier.

4.3.5 Unbalanced Tolerances

As a result of Reference 3.31 which documented the misinterpretation of the sign
convention used in Engineering NESSD's uncertainty data (e.g., Acceptable as Found,
Allowable Values, etc.). Engineering's sign convention for uncertainty calculations, as
defined in this TI, uses the indicated value as the reference to define error. The NESSD
values were used based upon the ISA definition where the actual/true value is used as
the reference. This means that the tolerances were implemented opposite to that of the
NESSD requirements. Note that this condition does not apply if the SSD uncertainties
have been represented as symmetrical tolerances (e.g., ± 5 percent of span) or if
represented as defined limits (e.g., < 50 psig). This problem only occurs when the
NESSDs uncertainties are represented as non-symmetrical tolerances (Example: + 6
percent and - 7 percent). The primary problem areas in which this occurred were the
uncertainties for indication loops where uncertainties are normally represented as
tolerances, not limits and for loops where component uncertainties are normally non-
symmetrical (e.g., flow loops, radiation monitors, etc.).

To eliminate this problem from occurring in the future, the following guidelines are
recommended for future NESSD preparation. Engineering's sign convention will remain
as presently defined in this Ti with the indicated value used as the reference.

1) The recommended solution is to provide non-symmetrical tolerances as actual
calibration values. If this is not possible or Is potentially confusing (e.g., multiple
operator setpoints/limits), use one of the following methods, 2 or 3.

2) If non-symmetrical calculation uncertainties are to be used in NESSDs, they should
be rounded off conservatively to make them symmetrical. This Is a conservative
method and eliminates Interpretation problems. Caution: This would reduce operating
margin when defining Allowable Values

Example: A calculated Av = + 7 percent, - 9 percent of span would be rounded to an
Av = * 7 percent span for use in the SSD.

3) If a reduction in operating margin Is not desired, non-symmetrical uncertainties should
be clearly defined with respect to the required calibration method used for the loop.
This requires that the NESSD states the specific calibration method to be used by the
plant (e.g., forward calibration, reverse calibration, etc.). Note that this Ti's sign
convention directly supports reverse calibration values. These values would need to
be converted to ISA sign convention for use in forward calibration procedures. In the
supporting calculation or NESSD, the uncertainties used in the NESSD should be
converted, if necessary, to match with the plants calibration method. Any conversion
to ISA sign convention shall be clearly noted in the supporting calculation or NESSD.
Note: The supporting calculation shall continue to use TI sign convention to address
the design limits.
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4.4 Calculating Total Channel Uncertainty

The calculation of an instrument channel uncertainty should be done In a clear, straight
forward process. The actual calculation can be done with a single loop equation containing
all potential uncertaintyvalues or by a series of related term equations. Either way, a specific
instrument channel calculation should be laid out to coincide with a channers layout from
process measurementto final output device or devices.

The actual technique and layout of the calculation is influenced by the type of instrument
channel being analyzed. While many channels can be analyzed using the basic formulas
defined in Section 4.2, channels containing devices with transfer functions such as an
amplifier, summer, square root extractor, etc., require special consideration. This is due to
the affect the transfer function can have on the incoming signal and Ws associated
uncertainty. The device's transfer function will act on both the true signal and It's uncertainty
to develop an output. Thus, the uncertainty within a signal may be increased or decreased
by a device's transferfunction, with respectto the true signal.

4A.1 Application of Equations for the Propagation of Uncertainties Through Functional
Devices

If signal conditioning devices such as scalers, amplifiers, summers, square root extractors,
multipliers, etc., are used in the Instrument channel, the device's transfer function shall be
accounted for in the instrument uncertainty calculation. The uncertainty of a signal
conditioning device's output can be determined when the uncertainty of the Input signal and
the uncertainty associated with the device as well as the device's transfer function are
known. Using partial derivatives or perturbation techniques, equations can be developed
(See Reference 3.4) to determine the output signal uncertainties for several common types
of signal conditioning devices. Caution: When using this method for nonlinear
applIcations, large calculation errors may result If the Instrument uncertaintyis large
In comparison with the actual value of interest (calculated slope does not
conservatively envelope the area of Interest). The calculation preparer must provide
verification that conservative results were obtained by using this method. The user must also
take care in applying these equations to individual Instrument channel uncertainty
calculations to ensure that the probability and confidence levels of the data and resulting
uncertainty values are maintained. In balancing the requirements of calculation
conservatism, probabilities, and operating margins, It may be beneficial to optimize the
uncertainty determination by computersimulation techniques.

For channels which contain multiple signals which interact or for channels which contain
non-linear transfer function devices, the instrument channel uncertainty must be calculated
using propagation equations. The instrument channel uncertainty calculation uses the
propagation equations discussed in Section 4.1 to combine uncertainties prior to and
downstream of the transfer function device and the equations of Section 4.4.1 to determine
the uncertainty through the function.

In dealing with channels containing non-linear transfer functions, the uncertainty value Is
dependent on the relative magnitude of the input signal. With the input uncertainty held
constant, the instrumentchannel uncertaintywill increaseas the inputsignal decreases and
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vice versa. As a result, it is generally advantageous to calculate the uncertainty of loops
containing non-linear devices in terms of specific readings and not percent span. Care must
be taken In establishing the proper uncertainty transfer function for non-linear devices since
the non-linear devices can skew both the probability levels and the confidence levels of the
resulting uncertaintyvalue.

One common method used in engineering calculations is to linearize a non-linear function
over a relatively small range of interest. Then errors can be propagated through the device
using relatively simple linear techniques. When using this method, care must be taken to
account for any modeling uncertainties generated by the linear approximation. One must
also ensure that the uncertainty to be propagated is contained In the linearized range.

4A2 Application of Basic Statistical Equations

For single Instrument channels which do not have transfer functions or their transfer
functions are linear, the formulas of Section 4.2 can be used directly to calculate Instrument
channel uncertainty. The basic formulas may also be applied to multiple signal channels
which have linear transfer functions as long as the transfer functions have unity gain. The
instrument channel equation would take the form:

CUf = + 1PM2+PE2 +Device2Deice2+...Device- + B.

and

CU= - jPM2 +PE2 +Device+Device2+...Device. - B;

where:

CU- Channel Uncertainty (CU) at a specific point in the Instrument
channel; the CU can be calculated for any point in a channel from
Device I to Device n, as needed,

PM- Random uncertainties that exist in the channel's basic Process
Measurement (PM),

PE- Random uncertainties that exist in a channel's Primary Element
(PE), If it has one, such as the accuracy of a flow-meter table.

Devicei,2, - Total random uncertainty of each device that makes up the loop
from Device I through Device n,

Bt - The total of all positive biases associated with an Instrument
channel; this would include any uncertainties from PM, PE, or the
Devices that could not be combined as a random term (biases and
arbitrarily-distributed uncertaintiesas discussed in section 4.3)
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-- The total of all negative biases associated with an Instrument
channel; this would include any uncertainties from PM, PE, or the
Devices that could not be combined as a random term (biases and
arbitrarily-distributed uncertainties as discussed in section 4.3)

The individual device random uncertainties are in themselves a statistical combination of
uncertainties. Depending on the type of device, its location, and the specific factors that can
affect its accuracy, the determination of the device uncertainty will vary. For example, the
device uncertainty may be calculated as:

e=+ J2 + D:+T2 + Ha b ICI-O + B

and

e- = 7R + DT2 A TA2 + RA D2 + IC2 + B

where:

e- Uncertainty of a device,
B - Biases associatedwith the device, if any.

For the purposes of the above example, most of the uncertainties have been considered as
random and independent However, the user must determine the actual characteristics of
each uncertainty term and combine them based on the criteria discussed in section 4.2.
Additional terms may have to be Included for a particularapprication.

The Individual device uncertainty formulas would contain all appropriate terms for a specific
device Including any bias terms. The final Instrument channel formula bias terms, Be and B-,
would be the sum of the Individual biases. For example, for the total instrument channel, if
PM contained a +3.0% reference leg bias, Device 1 contained a ±0.5% calibration arbitrarily
distributed uncertainty, and the instrument channel could experience a +1.0% Insulation
Resistance (IR) degradation effect

By = BfPM + BiR + B = 3.0% + 1.0%+ 0.5% = +4.5%

W= BI = -0.5%

A instrument channel calculation should account for the effects of each device in the
channel on total uncertainty as well as the external (non-Instrumentinduced) effects that act
on the total uncertainty. The individual instrument channel device terms would be derived
based on the device type. These terms account for both the effect a device has on
instrument channel uncertainty due to Its own Inaccuracies, as well as its affect on
instrumentchannel uncertainty due to Its manipulation of Incoming uncertaintyvalues.

As with any engineering calculation, proper determination and accounting of engineering
units is essential.This can become a major stumbling block to an analysis due to the myriad
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of ways uncertainty is specified. The basic formula is not affected by units as long as they
are consistent Either actual process measurement units or a representative unit such as
percent of calibrated span may be used. This document uses percent of calibrated span as
the base unit This affords a universal appeal to the examples and provides for ease of
comparison between differenttypes of instrumentchannels.

4.5 Setpolnt Relationships

The establishment of setpoints and the relationships between a Setpoint, Allowable Value,
Analytical Limit, and Safety Umit are discussed In this section. A thorough understanding of
these terms is important In order to properly, utilize the total instrument channel uncertainty
in the validation of setpoints. Figure 4.5 presents the relative position of the Safety Limit,
Analytical Limit, Allowable Value, and the Setpoint with respect to the Normal Operating
Point

Safety Limit

Analytical Limit

Allowable Value

Setpoint _

Normal Operating Point

Figure 4.5

Safety Limits are chosen to protect the integrity of physical barriers that guard against the
uncontrolled release of radioactivity. The Safety Limits are typically provided in the plant
technical specifications and safety analyses. The Analytical Limits are established to ensure
that the Safety Limits are not exceeded. The Analytical Limits are developed from event
analyses models which consider parameters such as process delays, rod insertion times,
reactivity changes, instrumentresponsetimes. etc. The developmentof the Analytical Limits
and Setpoints (the l&C Engineer may develop but the System Engineer must approve them)
are outside the scope of this TI. Establishment of Setpoints and Analytical Limits are the
responsibility of the Process System Engineer, not the l&C Engineer as defined in
Reference 3.7 which was generated to resolve NRC concerns associated with
responsibilities between disciplines. The following section will define the use of the Analytical
Limits to calculate the lnstrumentation'sAllowableValues.

The Allowable Value is a value or values that the Setpoint can have when tested
periodically, beyond which the Instrument channel shall be evaluated for operability. The
Allowable Value ensures that sufficient allocation exists to account for Instrument
uncertaintiesthat eitherare not presentor are not measured during periodictesting (defined
as unmeasurables). For example these may include design basis accident temperature and
radiation effects or process dependent effects. This will provide assurance that the
Analytical Limit will not be exceeded if the Allowable Value is satisfied. Another calculated
variable defined as the Normal Measurable Accuracy (Ad) provides a means to identify
unacceptable instrument performancewhich, if exceeded, may require corrective action.
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The standard ISA definition for "Setpoint" is a predetermined value at which a bi-stable
device changes state to Indicate that the quantity under surveillance has reached the
selected value. Another definition of "Setpoint" used at TVA Is an Operator Setpoint or
Trigger Value at which an Operator takes predetermined corrective actions. The
Instrumentation used to implement Operator Setpolnts are Indication loops (e.g., Indicators,
recorders, and CRT's).

4.6 Allowable Value

Two methods for determining the Allowable Value (A,) have been developed and are
presently In use at TVA. The TI-28 method Is illustrated in Figure 4.6. The allowance
between the Allowable Value and the Setpoint should be large enough to contain that
portion of the instrument channel being tested for the surveillance interval (monthly,
quarterly, or refueling) and should account for only the measurable uncertainties, such as:

1) Drift (based on surveillanceinterval)

2) Instrumentcalibrationuncertaintiesforthe portion of the instrumentchannel tested

3) Instrument uncertaintiesduring normal operationwhich are measured during testing

In Figure 4.6 and the discussion which follows, it is assumed that the process increases
toward the Analytical Limit If the process decreases toward the Analytical Limit the
directions given would be reversed.

In the first method In Figure 4.6, TI-28's Method, the Allowable Value (Aj) is determined by
calculating the instrument channel uncertainty without including the normal measurable
uncertainties (A,) such as those items identified above, (drift, calibration uncertainties, and
uncertainties observed during normal operations). This resultant Is defined as the
unmeasurable uncertainties of the instrument channel. These unmeasurables are then
subtracted from (for an upper limit) or added to (for a lower limit) the Analytical Limit (AL) to
establish the A, Please note that this calculated A, is a bounding maximum limit If adequate
margin exists between both the setpoint and analytical limit and the setpoint and the
operational limit, A, could be reduced to a lower limit of the Setpoint plus/minus A,. The
following is a mathematical description of A,

A,mrax) - (AL - (Adb. - A.jf)) J IncreasngSetpoln1AfxlmumLimit

A,(max) - (AL + fAdb - Afi)) a DecreasingSetpointMaxmnLimuit

A,(min) - SP + AV E IncreasingSerpointkMinimwnLimit

A,(min) - SP - Anj * DecreasingSetpoinAfMininum Limit
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Resulting in the following expressions for defining A:

For an Increasing setpoint,

A,(nmax) 2 A, t A,2min)

or

(AL - (Aim, - A)) ;)- Ai, 2 SP + Anf

and for a decreasing setpoint,

A,(max) S A, -5 A,,(min)

or

(AL - (Adb, - Ant)) S A, • SP + Anf

Adb, - Design Basis Event Accuracy

As for where to establish A, within this defined range, it is dependent upon the specific
application. The closer A, is to AAmax), the lesser the possibility exist for unnecessarily
declaring an instrument loop inoperable, but this increases the possibility of having to revise
A, If the Analytical Limit or the Instrumentation changes. The closer A, is to AN(min), the,
greater the possibility exist for unnecessarily declaring an instrument loop inoperable, but
this decreases the possibility of having to revise A, if the Analytical Limit or the
Instrumentation changes. When determining an A, (specifically a Technical Specification
value), the pro's and con's stated above should be carefullyweighed in this deterrnination.

The second method is used only when performing Westinghouse Setpoint
Methodology Calculations and calculating the A, Then an allowance for the normal
measurable Instrument uncertainties (drift, calibration uncertainty, and uncertainties
observed during normal operation) are calculated. This allowance is then added to the
previously established Setpoint to establish the A,. If the allowance is not determined in a
method which is consistent with the method used for the determination of the Setpoint
(SRSS vs Algebraic) or the transfer function of the loop being tested Is non-linear, then a
check calculation must be performed. For example, If a SRSS combination is used for
determining the Setpoint and an algebraic combination Is used for the allowance between
the Setpoint and the A, then a check calculation shall be perforrned. The check calculation
should provide assurance that the purpose of the A, Is still satisfied by providing a large
enough allowance to account for those uncertainties not measured during the test. If the
check calculation identifies that there is not enough of an allowance between the AL and A,,
the A, must be changed to provide the necessary allowance.
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Caution: Some Technical Specifcation (TS) As's are Implemented for partial loop
survefllance testing (not all of the loop Is testeco. The components that are not part of
the survelllanc testing are treated as unmeasurablesand are normally tested at less
frequent Intervals. If the A, applies to a portion of the loop, this shall be clearly
describedin the appropriate Setpolntand Scaling Document

Example: The Westinghouse protection rack equipment (signal conditioning and
bistables) are testedon nonnallyeverythres months but the associatedtransmitters
are tested only every 18 months. The TS A, Is calculated for and applied only to the
rack equipment.

AL(Upper) p p
j

Region of unmeasurables
uncertainties

Av(Max) = (AL - (Adbe - Anf) )

positive uncertainties

-E U

Av Band Region for Adbe

Av(Min) = SP + Anf

Setpolnt (SP)

Av(Min) = SP - Anf

* - I
I

mn��

Region of normal
measurable
uncertainties

S -

_ _

negative uncertainties

Av(Max) = (AL + (Adbe -Anf))

AL(Lower)

Av Band Region for Adbe

- I p -

Region of unmeasurables
uncertainties

I I -

Figure 4.6
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5.0 UNCERTAINTYPARAMETERS

5.1 Normal Temperature Effects (TN.)

Most Instruments exhibit a change in output as the ambient temperature to which they are
exposed varies during normal plant operation above or below the temperature at which they
were last calibrated. This change or temperature effect Is an uncertainty and must be
accounted for in instrument uncertainty calculations.To estimate the magnitude of the effect,
the operating temperature (OT) extremes above or below the calibration temperature (CT)
must be defined. Since the calibration temperature is not usually known, the worst case
assumption should be made that the CT and the OT were at completely opposite extreme
points of the operating temperature range.

When defining the normal temperature effect (TN,) for a device, the abnormal low and high
operating temperatures documented from the applicable environmental drawing should be
used as the bounding limits for conservatism. This will bound a worst case scenario where
the device is calibrated at either the normal high or low temperature and the device is at the
other extreme condition. Since the calibration temperatures and operating temperatures are
normally of a random nature (controlled at a defined point with random variations about that
point), and if this temperature deviation is being applied to a temperature coefficientwhich is
random, independent, and has a normal distribution,the TNe should be applied as a random
and independenteffect

Once the temperatures are defined, the TN. for each device can be calculated using the
manufacturers published temperature effect specification. Commonly, the temperature
effect is stated in vendor literature In one of the two ways listed below (expression in
parentheses is an example). In each expression the temperature component (e.g., per
1 000F) is a change in temperaturewithin the vendors specified range. Either

Example 5.1.1: TN, = ± X% span per Y0F (for example ±1.0% span per I 000F)

or

Example 5.12: TN. = ±X1% span at minimum span per YgF (for example ±5.0% span at
minimum span per 1 000F)

and

TN, = ±X2% span at maximum span per YOF (for example ±1.0% span at
maximum span per 1 000F)

If the temperature effect cannot be approximated by a linear relationship with temperature, a
conservative approach is to use the bounding value for a temperature shift less than YOF. If
the relationship is linear, then the uncertainty can be calculated as follows. For the TN, as
expressed in Example 5.1.1:

n -±X * ATT( 0F) Eqn.(5.1.1)
Y6 F
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where:

AT - * (OTr= - 0'mil,) Eqn. (5.1.2)

For example, using Eqn. 5.1.1 and the value of TNe In Example 5.1.1 and the abnormal OT
varies from 700F to 120°F for a j of 500F,

then,

= (1.0%) * (120- 70)°F
100S F

Eqn. (5.1.3)

7WT, - ± 0.5%span Eqn. (5.1.4)

For Example 5.1.2, the uncertainty is not only a function of temperature but is a function of
span as well. To find the temperature effect for the span of interest, assuming the
temperature effectis a linearfunction of span and temperature,it is necessary to Interpolate
using the following expression:

X = Calibrated Span
Xi = Minimum Span
X2 = Maximum Span

X - Xl . Calibrated Span - Minimumn Span
X2 - Xl Afaximum Span - Minimum Span

Eqn. (5.1.5)

Solving Equation 5.1.5 forX,

X CalibratedSpan - ifnimum Span a (X - XI) + Xl
Maximum Span - Minimum Span

Eqn. (5.1.6)
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If, for example, the span is 55 psi for a transmitterwith an adjustable range of 10-100 psi,
the uncertainty in Example 5.1.2 for the same temperature conditions assumed in the
previous example can be calculated using Equation 5.1.6 then Equation 5.1.1 as follows. In
this case, however, XI and X2 should be converted to process units so that units are the
same.

X2= i.OYspan , 1OOpsia
1008 F span

X? M )1.00psi d
JOOVF

X =(55 - IQ) *cIO.. 0.5) +0.5

Eqn. (5.1.7)

Eqn. (5.1.8)

Eqn. (5.1.9)

X= 45*0.5 + 0.5
90

Eqn. (5.1.10)

X = :0. 7% psia
100 F

Eqn. (5.1.11)

77V, = I (0.7S) * (120 - 70`F)
100

Eqn. (5.1.12)

TN, ±0 a375psia Eqn. (5.1.13)

or in % of calibrated span:

N =± 375 psl * 100%M
55psia

Eqn. (5.1.14)

TN, = ± 0.68%pofcalibratedspan Eqn. (5.1.15)

This section has dealt with device ambient temperature influence under normal conditions.
Accident effects and ambient-induced process uncertainties (such as reference leg heatup)
are discussed in Appendix L. If a particular instrument Is influenced by the process
temperature (e.g., an instrument's temperature is greater then the ambient temperature due
to the close proximity of a hot pipe) and exhibits uncertainties under varying process
temperatures, a range of expected process temperatures needs to be Included and the
actual uncertainty calculated.
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5.2 Process Pressure Effects

52.1 Static Pressure Effects (SP.)

Some devices exhibit a change In output because of changes In process pressure. A typical
static pressure effect coefficient applicable to a differential pressure transmitter where the
listed pressure specification is the change in process pressure may look like:

±0.5% span per 1000 psi

This effect can occur when an instrument measuring differential pressure (dP) is calibrated
at low static pressure conditions but operated at high static pressure conditions. The cause
of this effect is due to the process pressure compression of both of the device's diaphragms
in a non-symmetrical manner. To calculate the static pressure effect uncertainty (SPE,), an
Operating Pressure (OP) for which the unit was calibrated to read correctly and Pressure
Variation (PV) above or below the OP needs to be determined. Once these points are
defined, an expression similar to Equation 5.1.1. can be use to calculate the static pressure
effect (given the effect Is linear). Normally, the manufacturer lists separate span and zero
effects.

This effect can be addressed by several methods:

1) By quantifying the uncertainty within the uncertainty calculation. This is performed
by applying the vendor's static pressure coefficient to the pressure difference
between calibration and system design operating pressure. This is the preferred
method of addressing this effect

2) By calibrating the device at the normal operating system pressure and applying the
vendor's static pressure coefficientto the remaining system pressure variation up to
the design pressure. This method is normally not used due to the costs associated
with the calibration process associated with this method.

3) By calculating the static pressure shift using the vendor's static pressure coefficient
and system design pressure, and then biasing the device's calibration in order to
offset this effect in the most conservative direction. An uncertainty associated with
the calculated static pressure shift (SECu) must be quantified and addressed in the
uncertainty calculation.

A caution needs to be discussed here concerning the use of this uncertainty in calculations.
The effect shown earlierin this section was represented as random (±). However, additional
bias effects may need to be included due to the way the static pressure calibration
correction is done. For example, some instruments read low at high static pressure
conditions. If they have not been corrected for static pressure effects, a positive bias would
need to be Included in the uncertainty calculation.
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Example5.2.1: SPE ±=X% span perY psi(forexample±0.5%span per1000 psi)

The pressurizer level transmitters are calibrated at atmospheric condition and normally
operate at 2250 psig.

SPE XY AP (p)
y psi

Eqn. (5.2.1)

where:

AP - ± (Mar Operating Pressure - Calibration Pressure ) Eqn. (5.2.2)

For example, using Eqn. 5.2.1 and the value of SPE, in Example 5.2.1 and the pressure
difference between calibration pressure and the maximum operating pressure

then,

SPE, ( 05%) * (2250 - 0) psi
1000 Eqn. (5.2.3)

SPE, - i: 1125% span Eqn. (5.2A)

5.2.2 Over pressure Effects

Another effect related to pressure extremes Is the over-pressure effect This uncertainty is
due to over-ranging the pressure sensorand included In the uncertaintycalculation.

A device should not have errors associated with an over pressure condition. The device
should have been procured to operate within the bounding system pressure conditions. If
the device is being used outside of Its designed functional range, vendor data (e.g., testing)
must be obtained to support
any errors caused by this over pressure condition. Vendorguidance Is required to determine
if the effect is for a single over pressure event or multiple events.

5.2.3 Process Density Effects due to Pressure Variations

Effects to fluid and gas density due to variations in process pressure are covered in Section
5.7 and Appendix L of this standard.
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5.2A Ambient Pressure Effects

Ambient pressurevariation can cause some gage and absolute pressure instruments to shift
up or down scale depending on whether the ambient pressure increases above or'
decreases below atmospheric pressure. Normally this effect only becomes significant in
applications measuring very small pressures (e.g., i Y% inch of water column) or has very
large ambient pressure variations with respect to the pressure being measured. Tornadoes
can introduce a large uncertainty due to the resulting de-pressurization event. Pneumatic
timers are especially sensitive to tornado de-pressurization.

For the gage pressure Instrument, this effect occurs if the reference side of the diaphragm is
open to the atmosphere. This is a bias effect The magnitude and direction will depend upon
the variations in atmospheric pressure at that location.

For absolute pressure instruments, this effect occurs when an absolute pressure instrument
is used to measure a process that does not have a pressure reference to absolute zero.

5.3 Interpretation of Span and Zero Uncertainties

When using uncertainties that are represented as a split percent of span and zero effect,
use the following ISA guidelines. The zero uncertaintiesmay be present anywherewithin the
calibrated span and are applied using the full magnitude of the effect The percent of span
effect linearly increases from zero percent at zero percent span and increases linearly to full
magnitude at 100 percent span.

5A Calibration Interval (Drift)

For safety-related devices, the calculation preparer should as a minimum use the Technical
Specification or Surveillance Instruction calibration interval plus an overrun allowance of
25% (The additional 25% overrun is based upon the normal overrun allowances of each
plants Technical Specifications). The use of the plant's established calibration frequency
requirements are based upon the fact that if the calculation can support the plants current
requirements, there will not be a need to revise plant documents needlessly. It should also
be noted that the calibration frequency is the time between calibrations and is not always
equivalent to the time between 18 month refueling outages. The plant's calibration
procedure or the Technical Specification could require a smaller calibration frequency (e.g.,
6 months) which must be considered In establishing the value to be used for drift. The
calibration interval is divided by the time interval of the drift coefficient to obtain a multiplier
for the uncertainty value of the drift (D.) coefficient

Example 5A.1:

D, ± 1.0 Eqn. (5.4.1)
6 months

D,-22.5 months * ±1.0% - ±3.75% Eqn. (5.4.2)
6 months
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This assumes the drift term Is a linear function of time. In the absence of other data, It is
considered reasonable, and perhaps conservative, to make this assumption. Other methods
for extending drift data may be used. If one can demonstrate that the drift during each drift
period is random and Independent the SRSS of the individual drift periods between
calibrations may be used. In this case, It would be:

Example 5.4.2:

De + (1% + { + (6) Eqn. (5.4.3)

Since there are three and three fourths (3%) 6-month calibration Intervals, or:

De- (3.75*)(1*a Eqn.(5.4.4)

De - :± 1.94% Eqn. (5.4.5)

Some vendor data has supported that the majority of an instruments drift will occur in the
first several months following a calibration and that the instrument output will not drift
significantly after the "settle in period." In this case, the 6 month value provided by the -
vendor may be acceptable for the 22.5 month calibration Interval If quality documentation
can be obtained to support this scenario.

Whatever method Is used, It must be documented in the setpoint uncertainty
calculation with supporting documentation.

5.5 Calibration Uncertainty

Calibration Is performed to verify that equipment performs to its specifications, and to the
extent possible, eliminate bias uncertaInties associated with Installation and service, for
example, static head effects and density compensations. Calibration uncertainty refers to the
uncertainties introduced into the Instrument channel during the calibration process. This
includes uncertainties introduced by test equipment, procedures, and personnel.

This section deals only with calibration uncertainties and how they should be Included In the
total instrument channel uncertainty calculation. However, other effects, such as installation
effects (elevation tolerances), should be accounted for in the uncertainty calculation.
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5,5.1 Measuring and Test Equipment(M&TE) Uncertainty

Several effects must be addressed in establishing the overall magnitude of the M&TE
uncertainty. These include the reference accuracy of the M&TE, the uncertainty associated
with the calibration of the M&TE, the readability of the M&TE by the technician, and the
actual application of the M&TE.

5.5.1.1 M&TE ReferenceAccuracy

When defining the M&TE reference accuracy, the calculation preparer should use the One
to One Rule (The M&TE's reference accuracy is as accurate as or better than the reference
accuracy of the device being calibrated). It is not recommended that specific M&TE be
utilized in specifying M&TE uncertainty for the following reasons:

1) The Plant should have the flexibility to choose the specific M&TE for a specific
application at a specific time. The M&TE specified might not be available when
needed.

2) Using the One to One Rule normally does not significantly increase the overall loop
accuracy due to SRSS combination methodology of the M&TE uncertainties.

3) The Plants' utilize a standard of Four to One (The M&TE is four times as accurate
as or better than the device's reference accuracy which Is being calibrated). They
are administratively prevented from exceeding the One to One Rule. By analyzing
for a One to One Ratio, this produces a conservative calculation, allows the Plant
some flexibility If needed, and provides a margin zone for M&TE found out of
calibration. If the M&TE is not out of calibration by more than the analyzed one to
one ratio, re-calibration Is not required for the devices calibrated with the subject
M&TE.

5.5.12 ReferenceAccuracy of the M&TE Standard

M&TE shall be periodically calibrated to controlled standards to maintain their accuracies.
Typically the Reference Accuracy (R.) of these standards Is such that there Is an
Insignificanteffect on the overall channel uncertainty. However if a standard does not meet
the requirementof4 to I betterthan the M&TE, this effect may need to be evaluated. If the
R, of the standard is of significantmagnitude and is included in the uncertainty calculation, it
may be combined with the R. of the M&TE using the SRSS techniques to establish a single
value for the uncertainty of that piece of M&TE. The M&TE uncertainty for a device should
Include the uncertainty of both the Input and the output test equipment Typically, the input
and output calibration test equipment are considered Independent These individual
uncertainties may be combined by the SRSS method to establish the overall M&TE
uncertainty.
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For example:

AITE - VICT? + OM2 + Eqn.(5.5.1.2)

where:
MTE = Uncertainty of the M&TE
ICT, = Reference accuracy of the input M&TE
OCT, = Reference accuracy of the output M&TE
Resm = Reference accuracy of the controlled standard

5.5.1.3 M&TE Reading Uncertainties

The technician performing an Instrumentcalibration Introduces additional uncertainty into the
instrument loop. This uncertainty is introduced from the reading of the Instruments used in
the calibration process. These uncertainties are defined as Input CalibrationTest Equipment
Reading errors (ICRJ) and Output CalibrationTest Equipment Reading errors (OCRj).

If the piece of M&TE has an analog scale, In addition to the movement uncertainty, the
specific use of the scale must be considered in the uncertainty. If the calibration process Is
arranged such that the divisions are always used, and there is no parallax, it is good
engineering judgment that no technician reading uncertainty exists since the pointer can be
easily aligned with the fixed markings. If the points to be read could lie between divisions,
which is normally the situation, an uncertainty of i 'Az of the smallest division should be
assigned as the calibration reading errorfor each piece of calibration equipment

If the M&TE has digital Indication, an uncertainty associated with the least significant
displayed digit must be addressed. Normally this uncertainty can be shown to be
insignificantdue to its magnitude with respect to the other M&TE uncertainties.This can be
performed by assuming that the last digit of the display is off by one and calculating the
uncertainty associated with this digit and then combining with the other M&TE uncertainties
using SRSS . The SSD should specify the number of digits required per the uncertainty
calculation.

As before, any uncertainty assigned because of uncertainties in reading during the
calibration process should be converted to the appropriate units and combined with the
other M&TE uncertainties (e.g., ICT., OCT, etc.) to obtain a more correct representation of
the calibration process uncertainty.

For example:

ATE - VICT2 + OCT2 + ICR2 + OCR2 + Rho
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5.5.1.4 Application of the M&TE Uncertainties

When the calculation preparer is ready to address M&TE uncertainties, the associated
calibration procedures (e.g., Surveillance Instructions) should be reviewed to determine how
the subject loop Is calibrated. The Procedure's Group should also be contacted for
guidance In this area (There may be a calibration procedure revision in progress). The
calibration configuration of the loop must be determined In-order to appropriately apply the
M&TE uncertainties.The loop can be calibrated in three different possible configurations:

1) Loop Calibration

The loop is calibrated by injecting a simulated input at the input of sensing device
and final output device is monitored for the determination of the As Found and As
Left tolerance values. The Individual loop components are adjusted to achieve the
As Left tolerances while still in the loop configuration. If a loop calibration Is
performed, only one input and one output M&TE uncertainty needs to be included.

2) Partial Loop Calibration

The loop Is broken up into different sections (not down to a individual component
level) to make calibration easier, so there should be a input and output M&TE
uncertainties associated with each section of the loop.

3) ComponentCalibration

Each Individual componentIs calibrated separatelywithout a channel verification, so
there should be a inputand output M&TE uncertaintiesassociatedwith each device.

Uncertainty values should be consistentwith or bound the uncertainties associated with the
M&TE specified in the calibration procedure. This is to allow the technicians performing
Instrument calibrations to remain within the basis of the setpoint uncertainty calculation and
the planes design basis. This also prevents the unnecessary revision of calibration
procedures. If uncertainty calculation Imposes more restrictive requirementsthan used in the
existing calibration procedure (e.g., specific model of test equipment to be used and the
scale on which the test equipment is to be read) then the calculation preparer should
coordinate these requirementswith Plant Procedure's Group and document the requirement
in the associated setpoint and scaling document

5.52 "As-Found/As-Left" Calibration Values

During calibration of a device, "as-found" and "as-left" data Is typically measured and
recorded. If practicable, the 'as-found" data should be taken without previously exercising
the device, thereby providing a better indication of how the device would have performed if
called upon by changes in the process. The difference between the "as-found" data of the
current calibration and the "as-left" data from the last re-calibration (not necessarily the last
calibration period) represents the net affects of several uncertainties, including the reference
accuracy and drift of the device over the calibration Interval. If the ambient temperature in
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the area of the device was not the same for the two calibrations, part of the difference
between the "as-found" and "as-left' data may be due to temperature effects. "As-found" and
"asefr" data may be analyzed to estimate a value for drift for the device, recognizing that
variations in environmental conditions and other uncertainties may be present at the time of

the calibration, and if appropriate, accounted for when analyzing 'as-found" and "as-left'
data.

The procedural limits for "as-found' data are typically based on the drift uncertainty
allowance for the device and other uncertainties that may be present at the time of
calibration. An evaluation of the "as-found" data may be performed to confirm these
uncertainties are consistent with values obtained from vendor specifications. It should also
be recognized that some of the allowances included in the total Instrument channel
uncertainty calculation may not be measured in a calibration.

Nominal values and generic device performance data may have been used for calculating
instrument uncertainties to aid in the establishment of setpoints for initial plant operation.
These nominal values may be refined after sufficient operating experience and plant-specific
data is available. Plant-specific data is more representative of each instruments
performancewithin it's unique installation and application characteristicsand can sometimes
be used to calculate smaller drift uncertainties. Reducing drift uncertainties allows one to
support the revision of setpoints to provide increased margins between setpoints and the
expected process conditions during normal plant operating conditions. However, care
should be taken to ensure that the use of plant-specific data Is based upon accepted
statistical principles since limited sample sets may be unnecessarily conservative.

There are other reasons to evaluate the use of plant-specific data rather than nominal
values and generic instrument performances.

Example: The conformity of a RTD can be described by RTD-specific data (or curve)
rather than the standard curve. The process electronics for a given RTD
can then be customized for that particular RTD, Improving the accuracy of
the instrument channel. The instrument channel uncertainty can then be
reduced and the setpoint adjusted, thereby providing additional operating
margin between the setpoint and expected process conditions during
normal plant operating conditions.
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5.5.3 Acceptance Band (Ab)

The Acceptance Band or sometimes referred to as "As LeftValue", or "Setting tolerance", Is
the acceptable parametervariation limits above or below the desired output for a given input
standard associated with the calibration of the instrument channel. Typically, this Is referred
to as the setting tolerance or the width of the "as-left" band about the desired response. To
minimize equipment wear and to provide for human factors considerations, a band, rather
than a single value, should be specified in the uncertainty calculation. This may be a
symmetrical band about a setpoint (e.g., 109% ±1 %), or in some cases, a non-symmetrical
band about a setpoint (e.g.,1 10% +0%, -2%). This calibration tolerance Is usually based on
the reference accuracy of the device being calibrated. However, individual plant calibration
philosophies may specify a larger calibration tolerance. The selection of the Acceptance
Band for a device is arbitrary but certain guidelines should be followed in its selection:

1) The Acceptance Band shall be large enough to allow the trip setpoints to be easily
adjusted between these limits. The acceptance band should always be equal to or
greaterthan the device's reference accuracy.

2) The Acceptance Band should be large enough to envelope the present setting
tolerance already established In the associate calibration procedure. The calibration
procedure values are field proven (the Plant can calibrate and is agreeable to that
setting tolerance). The calculation preparer should NEVER establish an Ab smaller
than the calibration procedure value If the analytical limits can be met using the
existing calibration procedure value.

5.5.4 Calibration Corrections

Frequently, Instrument scaling calculations Include corrections to account for the difference
In instrument performance or readings between calibration conditions and normal operating
conditions, such as static pressure and static head pressure corrections. If these corrections
have been made, the setpoint uncertainty calculation does not need to include them
(however, the uncertainty of these corrections must be included or justified as insignificant).
The fact that these corrections are made during calibration should be identified in the
setpoint uncertainty calculation. Calibration of these calibration corrections are discussed in
section 5.7.

5.6 Turndown

The term 'tumdown" (Upper Range Limit{URL)/span) is a dimensionlessquantity commonly
referred to as the Tumdown Factor (TDF). It can be multiplied by an uncertainty term in %
URL to convert directly to % span. Note that drift may be stated In % URL or % span. It was
given in % URL above simply to illustrate the use of the TDF.

5.7 Calibration Corrections (Static Head, Hot Calibration, etc)

This section will discuss the calibration corrections which must be accounted for during
device calibration so that the device will be accurate when It is connected to the process at
normal operating conditions. If these following corrections are not made during calibration,
they must be addressed in the uncertainty calculation. This section will be broken up into
different subsections to address different types of measuring devices.
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5.7.1 Differential Pressure Devices used for Level Measurements

There are several calibration corrections which must be accounted for either in the device's
Initial scaling or as an error in the uncertaintycalculation or both.

5.7.1.1 Static Head

If a wet or a filled referenced leg Is used, then the Initial scaling will need to calculate the
force exerted on the dP's diaphragm by this column of liquid. This calculated force (usually
measured in inches of water column CWC) at 680F) will be used as the reference force
(static head) which will be compared to the force exerted by the varying liquid column of the
process (process head). The difference between the static head and the process head can
be correlated into an actual process level. The static head Is calculated by determining the
elevation differences between the top of the liquid column in reference leg and the dP's
diaphragm, and then multiplying this elevation difference by the specific gravity of the liquid.
It is recommended that "inches" be used for the units of elevation difference. This will result
In a static head with units of "inches of WCGOF". Any uncertainties with respect to elevations
or specific gravities must be represented as uncertaintiesin the calculation.

where:

ELEVNgpoav - ELEVdP4

1 - SG * X

H = Static Head
SG = Specific Gravity
x = Elevation height of the reference leg

Some times the reference and process leg may route through several different room which
may have different ambient temperatures. For this condition, the reference and process leg
elevations should be broken up into several smallersections of vertical elevation differences
and multiplied by the appropriate specific gravity for that section. Then the resultants of
these calculationscan be algebraically summed to obtain the static head of the legs.

H - SGI * xi + SG2 * X2 + -- SGn z ,Xn

5.7.12 Hot Calibration

For level measurements made using dP devices, the dP to level relationship is a function of
liquid's specific gravity in both the reference and process legs. Since the liquid's specific
gravity is a function of temperature and pressure, the dP to level relationship is a function of
temperature and pressure (primarily temperature due to the minimum compressibility of a
liquid). To establish the dP to level relationship, a set of process temperature and pressure
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conditions (only one temperature and pressure) must be chosen to establish a calibration
baseline relationship. From the chosen baseline conditions, a process specific gravity can
be calculated which will then be used to calculate a process head. Since only one set of
conditions can be used and process may vary overa wide range of conditions, the baseline
calibration conditions should be chosen to minimize uncertainties due to process variations.

The following are examples of hot calibration or optimized scaling:

If the dP device Is used only at 100% power, the dP to level relationship should be based
upon the temperature and pressure conditions at 100% power to minimize process
uncertainties. Another example, if the device is used from 0% to 100% power, the dP to
level relationship should be chosen somewhere between the 0% and 100% power
conditionssuch as 50%or75% powerin-orderto balancethe uncertaintiesbi-directionally.

5.7.1.3 Static Pressure Effect

This effect is discussed in section 5.2.1 of this TI.

5.7.1.4 Analysis of Seated Capillaries

Sealed capillaries with respect to static head and heatup effects should be treated like any
other process or reference leg used in a dP application. Normally a capillary will have a
bellows or diaphragm where the capillary interfaces with the process. The bellows usually
have a very large diameter compared to the capillary's diameter(a much greatervolumetric
capability). When the fluid in the capillary expands due to the heatup of the senseline, the
density of the liquid decreases but the elevation of the liquid column does not change
significantly due to much largervolumetriccapabilityin the bellows or diaphragmarea. Using
this approach will ensure a bounding analysis.

There is another uncertainty effect associated with the use of seal capillaries. This
uncertainty effect Is caused by an internal pressure build up within the capillary due elevated
temperatures caused the environment (e.g., harsh environment due to an accident). As the
temperature increase within the capillary from the Initial sealing temperature, the filling fluid
within the capillary will start to expand. This fluid expansion causes both the transmitters
diaphragm and the sensor diaphragm to displace until an equilibrium point Is reach. The
displacementof the transmitter diaphragm is the source of the uncertainty. This uncertainty
is dependent upon the spring coefficients of both the transmitter and sensor, the surface
area of each diaphragm, the fluid expansion coefficient, and the temperature rise from initial
filling. Normally the spring coefficient of the sensor is several magnitudes smaller than the
transmitters spring constant so most of the volume expansion or diaphragm displacement
occurs in the sensor. The calculation preparer should consult with the vendor concerning
how to quantify this effect. ITT Barton has already performed this for their sealed system. If
the vendor has not addressed this effect, the calculation preparer should be able to model
the system using basic physic equations (e.g., Force = Pressure times Surface Area) and
calculate the uncertainty effect
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5.7.2 Differential Pressure Devices used for Flow Measurements

5.7.2.1 Static Head

Static Head is normally not applicable to dP flow measuring devices because the effect
cancel out one another. Static head needs only to be addressed If the flow measuring device
(e.g., orifice) Is mounted In a non-horizontal position (e.g., vertical) where the high and low
pressure taps are not the same elevation.

5.7.22 Hot Calibration

The effects to a dP flow measurement device is similar to the level measuring device
discussed in section 5.7.1.2 of this TI.

5.72.3 Static Pressure Effect

This effect is discussed in section 5.2.1 of this TI.

5.7.3 Differential Pressure Devices used for Gaseous Measurements

5.7.3.1 Measuring Small Differential Pressures

If an application is to measure or control a small pressure (e.g., ± Yz2 Inch of WC), density
variations in the reference leg or process leg can cause significant uncertainties. For gases
(eg., air), temperature, pressure, and relative humidity all can effect the gases density.
Normally these variationswould be insignificantdue to the ratio of the variation's effect to the
measurements magnitude, but when the measurementis small, this ratio can become large
and significant

Example: Due to a LOCA, the Emergency Gas Treatment System ideally controls the
annulus to outside differential pressure at fiE % inch of WC. Due to the
temperature differential between the process column of air (inside the
annulus) and the reference leg column of air (outside ambient
temperature), the dP control point would significantly shift (eg., +0.5'WC)
during the winter months (worst case conditions).

5.7.3.2 Effects of Large Pressure Changes on Dry Reference Legs

Another condition in which variations of gas density can effect measurement uncertainties is
when a dry (gas filled) and closed (connected to the process) reference leg is utilized and
calibrated for a high pressurized condition and the process pressure can vary over a
significant range. Since gas Is very compressible, pressure variations can significantly effect
the gas density.

Example: The Core Flood tank is inerted with Nitrogen gas at a high pressure of 300
psig. A dP device Is utilized to measure the water level In the tank and a dry
(Nitrogen filled) reference leg is used because the tank liquid is non-
condensing. The dP device is located 50 feet below the tank so the
reference leg has a large elevation distance. Under accident conditions
when the Core Flood tank starts dumping its water into the core, gas
expansion occurs as the available tank volume increases caused by the
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depletion of the water. This gas expansion results in a decrease in the gas
density for both the gas in the tank and the reference leg. Due to the
combinationof the gas density decrease and the large reference leg
elevation distance, the force exerted by the reference leg changes
significantly thus resulting In a systematic uncertainty.

5.7A Pressure Measurements

Gauge pressure measuring devices in the PSI range are not normally sensitive to density
changes of the process or waterless as were the differential device discussed in this section
(5.7). Documentedjustificationmustbe provided In the uncertaintycalculation.

5.7.4.1 Static Head

If the pressure measuring device is liquid filled, a head calculation as described in section
5.7.1.1 is sometimes needed. The calculation preparershould use documented engineering
judgment on the significance and importance in the determination of whether to include this
correction.

5.8 Evaluating Small Uncertainties

For those cases where uncertainties are combined through the SRSS methodology, those
uncertaintieswhose magnitudes are small in comparison with larger uncertainties have very
little effect on the combined uncertainty. A rule of thumb is that any uncertaintywhose value
is less than one-fifth of the largest value can normally be shown to be insignificant. For
example, if two uncertaintyvalues, one of 1.0% and one of 5.0%, are combined through the
SRSS methodology, the uncertainty is:

An J2 e ,2

which Is only 2 percent larger than the value calculated if the 1% uncertainty was not-,
considered. Even if there were five of the smaller values the overall SRSS uncertainty
would be:

A = 5+ 2 + 12 + 12 + 12 + 12 - 5.48

which is less than 10 percent larger than the value calculated if the five small uncertainties
were ignored.

The potential gains in time and labor from ignoring the small uncertainties are not as large
as they might seem. The sources of uncertainties have to be identified, their magnitude has
to be quantified, and the quantified values have to be justified. Once these steps have been
completed, the SRSS summation Is trivial. However, these considerations do lead to the
implication that once a value has been determined to be small, further efforts to refine its
magnitude are not warranted. All known values should be used or documented (do not
discard) in the calculation. Once the reviewer checks that the smaller numbers are
negligible,the correctness of the larger uncertaintiescan be reviewed more completely.
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5.9 ResponserTime

Each calculation must have a response time analysis which addresses all response time
delays not covered by the analytical limit calculation. These delays must be compared
against the margin allowed for instrument delays In the analytical limits calculation. This
comparison should verify that positive margin exists when associated instrument and
electrical delays are Included. Several examples of possible time delays are: Dropout and
pickup times for auxiliary relays; breaker actuation times; Instrumentation response times;
Instrument sensing line response times; snubbers, etc. Additional references which can be
valuable In addressing response times are References 3.12 (Control Loop Response) and
3.13 (InstrumentSensing Line Response).

A supportableTechnicalJustificationmust be documented in every calculation.The level of
justification required is dependent upon the response time margin allowed and the
magnitude of the associated time delays. If the response allowance is large with respect to
the associated Instrumentation and electrical time delays, then a detailed quantitative
analysis Is not required.

Example: Indication loop - The millisecond delays of the instrumentation and
senseline delays are insignificant with respect to the response time of the
Operatorand his actions.

If the response allowance is small with respect to the associated instrumentation and
electrical time delays, then a detailed quantitative analysis is required.

Example: The instrumentation and electrical equipment delays must be less than I
second. For this case, the cumulative millisecond delays associated with
the instrumentation and electrical equipment now become significant with
respect to the establishment of the analytical limits. A detailed, quantitative
analysis would be required for this example.

Per NRC Information Notice 92-33, the response time delays associated with snubbers, if
applicable for the instrumentation loop being analyzed, shall be address In the uncertainty
calculation.

6.10 Electrical Relays

5.10.1 Time Delay Relays

From an Instrumentation and Control (I&C) standpoint. Time Delay Relays (TDR) have not
been Identified as Inrstrumentation. TDR's have been documented and maintained as
Electrical devices which has resulted In some past l&C problems with respects to
uncertainties related to response time requirements. Now, any TDR used in a process
control circuit is considered instrumentation but will probably still be documented and
maintained as an electrical device. Because TDR's are maintained as an electrical device,
there are several areaswhich are differentand need furtherdiscussion.

1) TDR's do not have unique Identifiers like instrumentationwhich means that they are
not listed In the Instrument Tabulation list (I-Tabs) or the Equipment Management
System (EMS) which also means that their setpoints are not controlled by the I-
TabslEMS. To Identify a specificTDR and its setpoint, one must find the associated
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schematcdrawing of the control circuitin which it is used. The TDR will not have an
unique identifier as defined by Reference 3.11, but it will have an unique identifier
with respectto the circuit (e.g., 63, R5, etc.) and only that circuit The setpointwill be
documented on the schematic drawing along with the TDR. The schematic Is the
setpointcontrol documentforTDR's until NESSD's are issued.

2) Since TDR's are not part of the I-Tabs/EMS, it Is a difficult process to determine the
TDR's manufacturerand model numbers. Contractfiles can be used to determine
this, but the recommended method is to use the Site's field verification process,
actual walk-down verification.

3) TDR's are not normally maintained by Instrument Maintenance, so the calculation
preparer should be aware of this and consult with the proper Maintenance
organization when performing calculations on TDR's.

5.10.2 Other Relays

As for other types of electrical relays (e.g., under-voltage, etc.), the same issues will be
encountered as was described for the TDR's In the previous section. The settings and
tolerances are normally controlled by Relay Setting Sheets approved by Engineering or
NESSD's.

5.11 Seismic Effects

Data used for calcula~ting the seismic uncertainty for a device should always originate from
test results documented in a TVA approved test report. Sometimes for older instrumentation
the testing only verified functionally and did not record any post-seismic uncertainties. Here
are three potential resolutions to this situation:

1 ) Retest or replace the device with one which has adequate documentation.

2) Perform a detailed similarity analysis along with obtaining a seismic analysis from
the Civil engineering discipline. The similarity analysis must demonstrate likeness
on a discrete component level and identify any potential components which could
be sensitive to a seismic event (e.g., variable resistors) which could result In a
device uncertainty. If a sensitivity is identified, a design change may be necessary
such as a lock nut for the variable resistor. Any resolution will require the approval
of the responsible Lead Civil engineer. This method is supported by Reference
327.

3) Based upon system response time requirements, device re-calibration by
Instrument Maintenance or manual Operator actions my be possible resolutions.
This requires written approval from the responsible Nuclear Engineering System
Engineer and his Lead Engineer. Also, any resolutions evolving the Plant (e.g.,
Operations) requires proper coordination with the responsible organization and
documentationof any requirementsusing official design outputdocuments.
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5.12 Insulation Resistance Effect (IR)

Under conditions of high humidity, radiation, and temperature associated with high energy
line breaks (HELB), cables, splices, connectors, terminal blocks, and penetrations may
experience a reduction in Insulation resistance (IR). The radiation testing is normally
performed prior to the temperature testing so that the IR measurements taken during the
temperature testing includes the effects of the radiation. The reduction in IR causes an
Increase in leakage currents between conductors and from individual conductorsto ground.
Leakage currents are negligibly small under normal, non-accident conditions. If channel
calibrations are made, such currents are essentially calibrated out However, under HELB
events the leakage currents may Increase, causing an uncertainty In the measurement The
effect can be a concern for circuits with sensitive, low level signals such as current
transmitters, RTD's, thermocouple, neutron monitoring instrumentation,etc. It is especially of
concern for channels with logarithmic signals (excore detectors, radiation monitors). The
circuits of Interest must be evaluated Individually to determine the number of leakage paths.
See Appendix I forfurtherdetails on IR,.

5.13 Power Supply Variations

Most electronicinstruments exhibit a change in output because of variations In power supply
voltage. A typical manufacturer'sspecification may read

±0.01% span per volt variation

To calculate the uncertainty associated with the power supply effect (PS.), a normal
Operating Voltage (OV) and Voltage Variation (VV) should be determined. Once these
pointsare defined, if the effectis linear, an expressionsimilarto Equation 5.1.1. can be used
to calculate the uncertainty associated with the power supply effect Typically this
uncertainty Is very small in comparison to other instrument channel uncertainties.

5.14 EnvironmentalEffects

5.14.1 Accident Effects

For accident conditions, additional uncertainties associated with the high temperature,
pressure, humidity, and radiation environment may need to be included in the instrument
uncertainty calculations, as required.

Qualification reports for safety-related instruments normally contain tables, graphs, or both,
of accuracy before, during, and after radiation and steam/pressure environmental testing.
Many times, manufacturerssummarizethe results of the qualificationtesting In their product
specification sheets. More detailed information Is normally available in the equipment
qualification report. This environmental quarification report will be found in the associated
WVA instrument's Equipment Qualification (EQ) Binder and is the only source that can be
utilized for this uncertainty calculation data. New test reports shall be added to the EQ
binderpriorto using the report foruncertaintydata.

Because of the limited sample size typically found in qualification testing, the conservative
approach to assigning uncertainty limits Is to use the bounding worst-case uncertainties.
Discussions with the vendor may be helpful to gain insight into the behavior of the
uncertainty (e.g., should it be considered random or a bias?). Additional Information obtained
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form these discussions must be documented by the vendor in a quality manner (e.g., 10
CFR 50, Appendix B) and also documented in the associated EQ Binder and/or vendor
manual.

Using data from the qualification report (or device specific temperature compensation data)
in place of design performance specifications (test acceptance criteria), makes it often
possible to justify the use of lower uncertainty values. Typically, qualification tests are
conducted at the upper extremes of simulated DBE environments so that the results apply to
as many plants as possible, each with different requirements. Therefore, it is not always
practical or necessary to use the results, at the bounding environmentalextremes when the
actual requirements are not as limiting.

Some cautions are needed, however, to preclude possible misapplication of the data:

1) The highest uncertainties of all the units tested at the reduced temperature or dose
should be used. When extrapolating test data to lower than tested environmental
data, the extrapolation will require technical justification and the inclusion of a
margin or uncertainty band to address the confidence level of the extrapolation
process. Again, discussions with the vendor may provide insight for performing
these extrapolations. Without a defined relationship with respects to temperature,
IR can not be extrapolated.

2) The units tested should have been tested under identical or equivalent conditions
and test sequences.

3) If a reduced temperature Is used, ensure that sufficient heatup time existed prior to
the readings at that temperature to ensure sufficient thermal equilibrium was
reached within the Instrument case.

The objective of caution (1) above is to ensure that bounding uncertainties are used in the
absence of a statistically valid sample size. Caution (2) above Is an obvious requirementfor
validity of this method. Caution (3) ensures that sufficient thermal lag time through the
Instrument case is accounted for in drawing conclusions of performance at reduced
temperatures. In other words, if a transmitter case takes one minute to reach thermal
equilibrium; ensure that the transmitter was held at the reduced temperature at least one
minute priorto taking readings.

Finally, it is sometimes possible to delete or reduce accident uncertainties from calculations
based on the timing of the actuation function. For example, accident effects would not have
to be considered for a primary reactortrip on low reactor coolant pressure If the trip function
is credited for the design basis large break Loss-of-Coolant Accident (LOCA) only. This is
true because the trip signal occurs very rapidly during the large Immediate pressure
decrease. Therefore, it could be documented in a quality manner that the trip function can
be accomplished long before the environment becomes harsh enough to begin to affect
equipment performance significantly or affect the analysis results. Care shall be taken in
using this technique to verify that the most limiting conditions for all of the applicable safety
analyses are used.
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5.14.1.1 Radiation Effects

There are several issues that need discussion concerning radiation effects.

1) Dose Rate Effects

Electronics are often dose rate dependent This means that the larger the test dose rate,
the greater the resulting Instrument error. To make matters worst, testing is usually
performed using large dose rates in-order to shorten the length of the testing. If a
device's radiation testing is resulting in large errors, testing at a lower and more realistic
dose rates (plant's radiation profile) may provide Improved results.

2) Radiation Thresholds

Another issue is where does the radiation threshold, the device's accuracy is actually
effected by radiation, occur. Reference 3.28 addresses radiation thresholds for a variety
of analog and digital components. This calculation along with engineering judgment can
be used to justify radiation effects of zero in low radiation environments. Note digital
devices are normally radiation Intolerantand that levels starting at 1000 rads may result
in the complete failure of the device.

3) Normal Radiation Effects

Instrument accuracy data is normally not available at low radiation levels. EQ testing
occurs at high doses such as 10 to 50 Mega Rads. A common practice that can be used
to address the effects of normal plant radiation effects, such as 1000 rads per calibration
period, is to use the engineering judgment 'that normal periodic calibration calibrates
any low level radiation effects/residuals'. Normal plant background radiation levels are
usually low enough that Instrumentationwith designs based upon analog electronics are
not effected or the effects are small and the residual is calibrated out Normal Radiation
effects are addressed by defining the Instrumentation location and the localized dose
rate for that specific area. The normal dose is usually represented as a 40 year Total
integrated dose rate which can be divided by calibration frequency such as 1.5 years to
get the dose rate for a calibration period. Generic Radiation calculation, Reference 328,
documents that analog electronics are un-effected at levels less than 104 rads. If the
instrumentation is based upon analog electronics and is less than 104 rads, engineering
judgment can be used with the generic radiation calculation as the basis of that
engineering judgment. If the radiation levels are 104 rads or greater, a component
specific analysis based upon Ref 3.28 could be used to justify no effects at higher dose
rates or calibration history can be analyzed to determine if there is any drift outside the
expected drift value which would also support no normal radiation effects. If the
deviation between calibrations is within the expected drift allowance, an engineering
judgmentcan be made that any radiation effect is within the drift tolerance allowed in the
accuracy calculation. Radiation testing is another method of determining a value for
radiation effects.

5.14.2 EMIIRFI Effects

Per NRC regulatory requirements, the instrumentation must be qualified to operate in it's
expected environment Electromagnetic Interference! Radio Frequency Interference
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commonly know as EMIIRFI Is part of the instrument's expected environment Newly
procured Safety-Related instrumentation must be meet Reference 3.26 for EMI/RFI
susceptibility and emissions through testing. As for existing Instrumentation (without testing)
operational experience is sufficient to address EMIIRFI. Operation experience results in the
identification of any real EMI/RFI problems. These problems are addressed through design
changes or administrative controls such as posting of signs that prohibit use of radios In
certain sensitive areas of the plants.

With respect to EMIIRFI effects on accuracy, Reference 3.24 states that EMIIRFI
uncertainties for DO NOT need to be added to setpoint calculations. EMI/RFI are normally
transient in nature (only appearwhen a failure or a electrical disturbance has occurred). It is
not possible to quantify EMI/RFI effects and any possible transient EMI/RFI effects will be
reduced through qualification testing and corrective actions resulting from operating
experience problems.

5.15 Process Measurement Effects

Another source of instrumentchannel uncertainty that Is not directly caused by equipment Is
process measurement effects. These are uncertainties induced by the physical
characteristicsor properties of the process that is being measured. The decisions related to
classifying process measurement uncertainties as random or bias should follow the
guidance presented in Section 4.0.

Several types of process uncertainties may be encountered in instrumentationdesign. A few
of the most common process uncertainty terms are discussed in the Appendices F and L.
The applicability of all possible process measurement effects should be considered when
preparing uncertaintycalculations.

5.16 Indication Reading Error PINDR)

5.16.1 LinearAnalog Indication

If the Indication device has an analog scale, In addition to the movement uncertainty the
specific use of the scale should be considered to the uncertainty. An uncertainty of ± YZ of
the smallestdivision should be assigned as the Indication Reading Error.

6.162 Non-IlnearAnalog Indication

5.16.2.1 Logarithm Scales

Logarithm Scales are utilized to get a wide process range on a single indication. Due to the
non-linearity of the indicating device, the calculation preparer should determine the specific
pointsthatthe Operatorwill be utilizing and the corresponding division/s.An uncertainty of±
/2 of the specific largest division of interest should be assigned as the Indication Reading
Error for the channel.

5.1 6.2.2Square Root Scales

Square Root Scales are utilized to correlate differential pressure (dP) to flow rate. This Is
done when the instrument channel does not have an electronic square root extractor to
linearize the dP to flow rate relationship. Due to the non-linearity of the indicating device, the
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calculation preparer should determine the specific points that the Operator will be utilizing
and the corresponding divisionls. An uncertainty of * X2 of the specific largest division of
interest should be assigned as the Indication Reading Error for the channel. Usually these
scales are not readable below the bottom third of the indication.

5.16.3 Digital Indication

If the indication has digital Indication, an uncertainty associated with the least significant
displayed digit must be addressed. Normally this uncertainty can be shown to be
Insignificantdue to its magnitudewith respectto the other channel uncertainties.This can be
performed by assuming that the least significant digit of the display Is off by one and
calculating the uncertainty associated with this digit and then combining with the other
channel uncertainties using SRSS . The SSD should specify the number of digits required
per the calculation.

5.16A Recorders

The uncertainties associated with recorders should be addressed in the same manner as
the analog indicator discussed in section 5.16. The one difference between recorders and
indicators Is that recorders have changeable chart paper so the smallest division could
possible vary unless the type of chart paper is controlled. Since Operation Is responsible for
recorder chart paper, not Instrument Maintenance or the Procedures Group, NESSD s can
not be used to control recorder chart paper. Site Engineering must establish a method to
control this process.

5.16.5 Combining ICRe with Ab to reduce Uncertainties

During calibration,the best reading expected on an Indicatoror recorderis to the nearest 1/2
minor division of the scale. As an example, consider a calibration input of 5 psig with an
expected output tolerance of ± 3 psig. The output Is expected, to be somewhere between
2 and 8, neither of which can be read. The indicated value below Is close"to 10 psig. The
ICRewould be 1/2the minordivislonor5 psig

0 10 20
l l- l

The reading error Is a deviation from the true indicated value and should be included as part
of Anf(eitheran independenterrororas partof Ab). In the exampleabove, the bestsolution
is to Include the reading error in Ab (i.e., Ab = i 6 psig). Otherwise the effects of treating Ab
and ICRe separately would result in a larger combined uncertainty effect of 5.8 psig (52 + 32

)05 with a more restrictiveAb.

A second, independent reading error exist when the operator reads the Instrument For
example, if the true indicated value is some value other than a multiple of 1/2 a minor
division, the operator must estimate the value (This estimate will be within 1/2 a minor
division). As an example, considera true indicated value of 8 psig (true indication consists of
the process value plus other loop uncertainties). The operator sees a value somewhere
between 5 and 10. Since the Indicated value is close to 10, this should be the recorded
value.

0 10 20
I-H-l
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The distinction between the reading errors Is that the technician's reading error is a value
judged to be the output for a standard input while the operator's reading error is a value
judged to be the process value. Bounding the reading error with Ab to nearest readable 1/2
minor division will minimize the calibration reading error ICRe. Nonetheless, the operator
reading error INDRe must be Included Independently.

5.17 Westinghouse Methodology Calculations

This section applies to only the Watts Bar and Sequoyah Nuclear Plants. For the
instrumentation performing Reactor Protection and Safety Injection functions, the
Westinghouse Setpoint Methodology shall be used to perform uncertainty calculations for
these functions. Both WBN and SQN have this methodology defined in their associated
Westinghouse Setpoint Methodology Document (WSMD). Since the WSMD is not a TVA
document (Westinghouse document), It is recommended that it be turned into a TVA
calculation in order to maintain it in an As-Constructed status. Most of these uncertainty
calculations are performed by Westinghouse and documented in the WSMD's. If [VA
performs the calculation instead of Westinghouse, TVA shall follow the Westinghouse
Methodology for their respective plant

5.18 Averaling and Uncertainties

5.18.1 Averaging Effects on InstrumentUncertainUes

When several independent measurements are used to determine a parameter, the
uncertainties can be averaged with one another using the following SRSS methodology.

Average - (Xl+el)+ (X2+e2)+ (X3+e3)+ (X4+e4) Eqn. 5.18.1

The equation developmentwill be simplified by assuming that4 redundantdeviceswill be
average togetheralong with their associated uncertainties. Since the devices are redundant
and are measuring the same parameter, there uncertaintieswill be equal so e = el = e2 =
e3 = e4 and X =X = X2 = X3 = X4.

Substituting e and X into Eqn. 5.18.1:

Average= (X+e)+ (X+e)+ (X+e)+ (X+e) Eqn.5182

Ae agerae X --- Eqn.5.18.3

AAverage [ X+ ¢* e + e + e Eqn. 5.18.3
n n n n

Average = X+-'(e+e+e+e)m- X+ I (n e Eqn. 5.18A
ft In
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Combining the uncertainties using SRSS results in the following:

Averagemm - X+-*I .e2 +e2 +e2+e2 = X+ [ ]
n In

Eqn. 5.18.5

Let

Substitutingfor n:

Arranging Eqn. 5.18.6

Simplifying Eqn. 5.18.7 yields

Averages=. - X+ 2-n e

AveragesRy - X + 12 *,F,.,
(-fl2

Averagesmp - X + -e

Eqn. 5.1 8.6

Eqn. 5.1 8.7

Eqn. 6.18.8

Subtracting the process value (X) leaves the total uncertainty of the averaged measurement

Average:Sj = X + S - X - e
;n n

Eqn; 5.18.9
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5.18.2 WeightedAveraging Effects on InstrumentUncertainties

Where: a, b, c, d = Weighting ratio of the whole. Example: If a, b, c, and d were equally
weight, the weighting ratio would be 1/n or Y4. The sum of the weights should equal to 1.

X, = the value of a process parameter
,, = the uncertaintyassociated with the process measurement

iWeighted .Average - a*(Xl+el)+ b*(X2+e2)+ c*(X3+e3)+ d(X4+e4) Eqn.5.18.10

The equation developmentwill be simplified by assuming that 4 redundant devices will be
average togetheralong with their associated uncertainties.Since the devices are redundant
and are measuring the same parameter, there uncertaintieswill be equal so e = el = e2 =
e3=e4andX=Xl =X2=X3=X4.

Welghted Average- a*(X+e)+ b*(X+e)+ c*(X+e)+ d*(X+e) Eqn. 5.18.11

Expandingthe Eqn. 5.18.10yields:

WeightedAverage a*X+a*e+ b*X+b*e+ c*X+ce+ d*X+d*e

Grouping the process value term and the uncertaintyterms yields:

Eqn. 5.18.12

iWeighted-Average - X*(a+b+c+d)+(a*e+ b*e+c'e+d*e) Eqn. 5.18.13

Combining the uncertainties using SRSS results in the following:

W iVeighted._.Averages= - X * (a + b + c+ d) + (a *e)2 + (b * e)2 + (c * e)2 + (d *e)2 Eqn. 5.18.14

Simplifying the Eqn. t.18.14 yields:

Weighted Average= = X ' (a + b + c + ) e2 *(a2 + b2 +c2+d2)

JMeightedAveragevm g X * (a + b + c + d) + e ' a2 + + c 2 + d2

Eqn. 5.1 8.15

Eqn. 5.18.16

Subtracting the process value (X) leaves the total uncertainty of the weighted average
measurement:

ieightedAveragesmp - X*(a+b + c + d)+e * J2 +b2 +c2 +d2 -[X*(a+b+c+d)]

Wfeighted_ Averages= = e Ja2 +b2 +C2 +

Eqn. 5.18.17

Eqn. 5.18.18
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6.0 PREPARING AND ISSUING AN UNCERTAINTYCALCULATION

The instrument uncertainty calculations shall be performed according to the requirements of
this Technical Instruction.The details of the calculation methods are outlined in this section.

6.1 Determining Loop Function(s)

Before the preparation of any uncertainty calculation, ask yourself several technically based
questions:

1) Forwhatfunction/sam I performingthis calculation?

2) What is this calculation accomplishing with respect to the verification of the Safety of
the Plant?

3) Whatis the range of the process and environmentalconditionsbeing measured?

4) What are the Analytical and Operational limits for the specific functions being
analyzed?

All of the questions should be addressed in the supporting analytical limits calculation and/or
system design criteria document The bottom line is before starting the preparation of a
uncertainty calculation, become knowledgeable of all the instrumentation's system functions
and verify that the system documentation required for the calculation exists.

6.2 Obtaining Analytical and Onerational Limit(s)

The Analytical and Operational Limit(s) shall be obtained from the Plant's Design Criteria
and/or System Engineer within Nuclear Engineering. These limits must be supported by a
QA calculation. Most of these limits will originate from a Nuclear or Mechanical process
engineer although the Electrical group will provide a few limits such as Emergency Diesel
Generator electrical requirements.

6.3 Format and Content

This section will describe the upper tier mechanics of preparing, checking, and issuing a
calculation. The format and review requirements defined in this TI are intended to structure
the calculation process and fulfill the uppertier requirements of References 3.18 and 3.19.

6.3.1 Cover Sheet

Use the standard Nuclear Engineering Calculation cover sheet as described in Reference
3.19. All blanks must be filled in by the calculation preparer. The cover sheet should have
the calculation's number of pages (including attachment's pages) and the number of
attachments.
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6.3.2 Revision Log

Each calculation must have a Revision Log sheet/s. Each calculation revision shall have a
brief description of the changers made to the calculation.

6.3.3 SAR Review

For each calculation revision as required by Reference 3.19 (for new or revised calculations
not associated with a design change) and Reference 3.21 (calculation associated with
Design Changes), a reviewof all applicable Safety Analysis Report (SAR) sections must be
performed to determine if any of the calculation changes affect (conflict with) the SAR. Any
subsequent actions are controlled by said procedures. The SAR Includes the Final Safety
Analysis Report Technical Specification,any pending SAR submittals, etc.

6.3.4 IndependentReview

For each calculation revision level, an IndependentReview shall be performed and
documented per the requirements of Reference 3.18.

6.3.5 Table of Content

Provide a Table of Content section In compliancewith Reference 3.19.

6.3.6 References

The reference section should be organized in a mannerto facilitate maintenance through the
normal design change process. The reference section should be divided into two sub-
sections to efficiently ensure that references are maintained up-to-date.

1) Direct Desian Input - This sub-section should reference all reference material which
directly affect the calculation. Example: If the reference material could be changed in the
future and could possible change the results of the calculation, then this reference
should be listed as Direct Design Input.

2) Information Only - This sub-section should contain references which are in the
calculation for Information only purposes, have very little possibility of change (e.g.,
physics equations), or have no impact on the calculation if changed.

If the references are attachments to the calculation, the associated attachment number
should be provided with the reference.
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6.3.7 Definitions and Abbreviations

A standard set of definitions and abbreviations shall be provided in each calculation. These
definitions and abbreviations (along with the standard ISA definitions and the definitions in
this instruction) will be all that are required for most applications. Additional definitions and
abbreviations may be added as required. The following is a list of standard Ti-28
abbreviations:

Abbreviations

Aa -

Adbe -

Ab -

AL -

An -

Anf -

As -

Aas -

Av -

CPM

CS -

De -

dP -

Ebd

Ebs

Ect

Eed

Efa

Efac

Eimp

Accident Accuracy

Design Basis Accuracy

Acceptance Band

Analytical Limit

Normal Accuracy

Normal Measurable Accuracy

Seismic Accuracy

Accident plus Seismic Accuracy

Allowable Value

Counts Per Minute

Calibrated Span

Drift error

Differential Pressure

Bistable Drift Error

bistable inaccuracy

current transmission inaccuracy

energy dependence inaccuracy

field alignment error

factory alignment error

Imprecision
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E'ncr net count rate inaccuracy

Encr net count Inaccuracy

Epc primary calibration error

EQ - Equipment Qualification

FS - Full Scale

ICRe - Input Calibration Test equipment reading error

ICTe - Input Calibration Test equipment error

INDRe - Indication Reading error

IRe - Insulation Resistance error

K - Coefficient (normally a Coefficient for flow conversion)

M - Margin

mA - milli - amps

M&TE - Maintenance and Test Equipment

mR/hR millirems per hour

OCRe - Output Calibration Test equipment reading error

OCTe - Output Calibration Test equipment error

p - density

PRCSe - Process error

PSEe - Power Supply Effect

Q - Volumetric Flowrate

QR - Quality Related

Re - Repeatability

RADe - Accident Radiation effect

Rleg - Reference Leg

RNDe - Normal Radiation effect

Se - Seismic effect
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SECu - Static Pressure Correction uncertainty

SG - Specific Gravity

SL - Safety Limit

SP - Setpoint

SPe - Static Pressure effect

SR - Safety Related

SRSS - Square Root Sum of the Squares

SSD - Setpoint and Scaling Document

TAe - Accident Temperature effect

TNe - Normal Temperature effect

TS - Technical Specification

URL - Upper Range Limit

V - Specific Volume

W - Mass Flowrate

WC - inches of Water Column

Wle - Waterleg Heatup effect
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6.3.8 LoopComponentList

This page should contain a list of loops which are covered by this calculation and a list of the
components In each loop. The components should be Identified by instrument numbers or
equipment numbers.

6.3.9 Purpose

The purpose and scope of the calculation should be included in this section of the
calculation. The calculation may be a uncertainty calculation used for Post Accident
Monitoring or could be for a setpoint and scaling calculation.

6.3.10 Assumptions

The assumption section is to document any unverified assumptions (UVA's) established in
the calculation. It is recommended practice that calculations should not be Issued with
UVA's. This recommendation is based upon the past problems with the resolutions of
UVA's. If a calculation is issued with an UVA, several things must be performed.

1) Document the UVA In the assumption section of the calculation and check the UVA
block on the cover sheet. Checking the UVA block will ensure that the UVA gets
tracked and resolved by way of the normal design process.

2) Document along with the UVA the method to be used to resolve the UVA. This
provides credibility that the WA can be resolved and resolved in a realistic manner.

3) Document along with the UVA the required time frame for resolving the UVA (e.g.,
Resolution required prior to entrance into Mode 2 or system operability). This
provides a priority for scheduling purposes.

Please note again that it Is stronglyrecommandedthat UVA's should not be used.
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6.3.11 Loop Information

This section should provide a brief description of the function of the loop, a description of the
equipment being monitored andlor controlled by the loop, identification of the controlling
parameters.

Loop Reauirementsand Limits - (Two formats are provided)

One should be used if the loop contains a bistable, and the other sheet should be used If the
loop is used for indication.

1 ) Bistable

ResponseTime-

Analytical Limits -

Operational Limits -

Setpoints-

Reset -

A statement should be provided for the instrument loop
actuation time. The statement should justify the adequacy
of the estimated response time. The effect of slow
Instrument response time may have to be considered in
the calculation of the setpoint on certain loops. The
required response time, if available, should be
documented here.

The value of the analytical limits should be documented
here.

The normal operating value of the variables for each loop
should be documented here.

The setpoint should be documented here.

If reset is defined as an Important factor, it should be
treated as a setpoint. If applicable, analytic limits and
uncertainties must be addressed for the reset function.

2) Indication

Response Time -

Required Accuracy -

Indicated Range -

A statement should be provided for the instrument loop
actuation time justifying the adequacy of the estimated
response time.

The required accuracy or Operator setpoints for the loop
should be documented here.

The indicated range should be documented here.
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6.3.12 Requirements

The requirementsection should contain any requirementestablished by the calculation (e.g.,
required calibration frequency). If the calculation is supporting a design change (DCN) which
has not been implement, it is recommended that the portions of the DCN which effect
instrument accuracy should be specifically addressed In this section (e.g., condensation pot
elevations). This will allow any DCN variations (e.g., Field changes - FDCN's) to be
evaluated quickly and effectively. Any requirements established in the calculation must have
a valid Nuclear Engineering output document (see Reference 3.8) to transmit the
requirements to the plant Sole documentation in the calculation is not acceptable because
the calculation is design input, not design output.

6.3.13 ComponentinputData

This section contains all the data (e.g., instrumentation uncertainty values, environmental
profiles, etc.) which is used to support the calculation. All input data must have a reference
noted with the data.

Complete data for the components should be provided. Separate sheets should be utilized
for each component Data such as manufacturer, model number, range, location,
environmentaldata, and tap elevations should be provided. Radiation and temperature data
for the device may be obtained from the environmental data drawings. Location specific
radiation doses, if required, should be obtained from the Nuclearanalysis group.

The component data section should list the various uncertainty componentswhich are used
in the calculations. All data shall be provided with a reference number to document the
source of the data. Additionally, space shall be provided for note (number) identifications.
Notes may be required in addition to the referencesfor data or documentation.

Consideration must be given to the function of the component. Even though some
components are located in an environmentally harsh area for certain accidents, the device
may not be required to function when the environment Is harsh. Therefore, the
environmental errors may not be required in the calculation. The Category and Operating
times for the subject loop shall be provided.

Another variable which must be considered is duration of service. Certain components may
be required for such a short time period that the environmentalerror can be neglected.

6.3.14 AnalysislMothodology

This section contains the actual equations, design basis conditions, and calculations used to
calculate the following tvgical component and loop parameters:

An -NormalAccuracy
A, - Normal Measurable Accuracy
A, - Seismic Accuracy
A, -AccidentAccuracy
A.$ - Accident plus SeismicAccuracy
A, -AllowableValue
PRCS, - Process Measurement Uncertainty
WL, - Reference/WaterLeg Uncertainty
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This section should also contain the scaling calculations and process units to calibration
units conversion calculation needed to support the associated Setpoint and Scaling
Documents (See Appendix A for details on SSD preparation).

6.3.15 Graphs/Loop Diagrams

6.3.15.1 Graphs for Indicators and Recorders

For all calculations performed for indicators and recorders, a graphical representation of the
actual or true variation versus the indicated variation shall be provided in the calculation.

Example:

6.3.15.21Loop Diagrams

The standard for loop diagrams has not been issued so there is presently no defined
direction for producing loop diagrams. A functional loop diagram should be provided
indicating all of the major components in the instrument loop along with their associated
instrument numbers. The use of the control logic diagrams is recommended as an interim
replacement. If a detailed loop diagram is going to be produced to support a SSD, the
drawing would need adequate detail so that an Instrument Tech could use the drawing to
perform calibration and testing.

6.3.15.3 I nstrumentSensinci Diagram

An instrumentsensing diagram shall be provided. This diagram shall indicate elevation data
(and any other physical characteristics) which help describe the instruments physical
location importantto the calculationsfor loops with instruments requiring head correction.
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6.3.16 Summary of Results

The Summary of Results section shall contain the results of the loop accuracy calculation. The
followingvalues shall be representedon a setpointstickin this section:

A, - Normal Accuracy
Ad - Normal Measurable Accuracy
A, - Seismic Accuracy
A, - AccidentAccuracy
A,, - Accident plus SelsmicAccuracy
AS -AllowableValue
SP - Setpoint
AL - Analytical Limit (Upperand Lower)
A, -AcceptancelBand

Example:

UpperAL Margin

SP + A,, (For recalibrationaftera SSE)

SP +A

SP +A,

SP + A,

SP

SP -An

SP-A.

SP-A,

SP - A., (Forre-calibrationaftera SSE)

____LowerAL Margin_

Re-calibration RequiredAfter SSE -Yes_ No_
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6.3.17 Conclusions

The Conclusion section of the calculation should contain a brief description of whether the
loop's setpoint will fulfill the Analytical Uimits with the inclusion of instrumentation
uncertainties. If the setpoint Is not acceptable, the Condition Adverse to Quality (e.g., PER
Number) shall be documented in the conclusion section.

6.3.18 Appendices

Appendices are a part of the calculation and can be used to sectionalize specialty
calculationswithin the subject calculation (e.g., process error calculation).

6.3.19 Attachments

The attachment Is for providing Information In the calculation for information purposes only.
This section should be used to attach information that clarifies the calculation or information
that is not readily retrievablefrom document control (DCRM). The attachment section should
be used freely in order to establish a calculation which Is stand alone. Common sense must
also be exercised to minimize the amount of paper. Examples of commonly used
attachments:

- Vendor specification sheets
- Pertinentsections of the Analytical Limits calculation
- Quality Information Release's
- Calibration cards
- EquipmentQualification test reports (EQ Binder's version)
- Excerpts from Text Books

Please note that the attachment section does not undergo the QA design review process as
defined in Reference 3.18, so if there Is an analysiswhich requires QA design review, then
the subject analysis should be issued in a separate QA document or in an appendix to the
subject calculation.

6.3.20 Calculation Numbering

The following Is the recommended method for numbering calculations.

T128-PA-BBB-CC-DDD-EEEE

MA -Quality Code MS - Minimum Essential Set, QR - Quality Related, NS -Non-
Safety

BBB - Unit Number 001 - Unit I only
002- Unit2 only
012 - Units 1 and 2
123- Units 1.2, and 3
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CC - Sensor UNID

DDD - System No.

EEEE - Loop No.

Example: T12

LT - Level Transmitter
PS - Pressuro Switch

003 - FeedwaterSystem
068 - Reactor Coolant System

0125

8-MS-001-LT-063-050

This loop number identifies the calculation was prepared per T1-28, it is a Minimum Essential
Set (MS) calculation, a Unit I calculation only, a level loop (LT), it is in the Safety Injection
System (63), and is a calculation involving loop number 50.

6.3.21 CalculationTracking System (CTS)

Each calculation requires the preparation and submittal of a CTS form along with the Issuing
of the calculation. Refer to the Sites' specific procedures for information.
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AppendixA

Preparation of Setpoint and Scaling Documents

1.0 PURPOSEAND SCOPE

This Appendix provides instructions by which Engineering prepares setpoint and scaling information
for other site organizations as Issued and controlled design output, which is needed to fulfill the
requirements of Reference 3.29, Section 9.5. This Appendix covers both safety and non-safety
related instrumentation, including Time Delay Relays, and implements a portion of Reference 3.9.

2.0 DEFINITIONS

2.1 Acceptable As Found - Component (AC) - The AcceptableAs Found value (A,k) Is the same as the
normal measurable accuracy (As). These errors are associated with normal (non-accident)
conditions, A& is also included in A&. This value Is used only when calibrating as Individual
components or partial loops. The units shall be consistent with the associated loop calibration
Instructions.

2.2 Acceptable As Left - Component (Aj¢) - Used when calibrating as individual components or a
partial loop. The AcceptableAs Left (k) value is the componenrsA,. The Units shall be consistent
with the associated loop calibrationinstructions.

2.3 Acceptable As Found - Loop (A,,) - The Acceptable As Found value (A) Is the same as the normal
measurable accuracy (Ad). These errors are associatedwith normal (non-accident) conditions. The
Acceptance Band (A,) Is also included In Ad. This value is used only when calibrating as a loop.
The units shall be consistentwith the associated loop calibration instructions.

2.4 Acceptable As Left - Loop (A,) - Used only when calibrating as a loop. The Acceptable as Left (AO)
value is the square root of the sum of the squares of each components A, The units shall be
consistentwith the associated loop calibration instructions.

2.5 Setpolnt and Scaling Document (SSD) - A design output document which Identifies individual
instrumentsetpoint and scaling requirements, required to supportthe intended design function of the
Instrumentation.

2.6 Time Delay Relay - An electricalor pneumaticdevice used to make or breaka circuitafter a desired
amount of time has passed afteran initiating signal.

2.7 KS - Per Reference 3.1 1, K represents a time variable and S represents a switch. These letters are
combined here to represent a time delay relay. However where UNID numbers are assigned for
time delay relays, the UNID number shall be used.
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3.0 PROCEDURE FOR PREPARATION, REVISION, AND MAINTENANCE OF SSDs

3.1 Preparation of SSDs

3.1.1 Loop Number

Place the subject loop number in this section. Except for time delay relays as noted below,
the loop number should contain the unit, sensor type, system ID, and the specific loop
number. Example: A unit I loop measuring level (L) in the feedwatersystem (Sys. 3) with a
specific loop number of 50 would be represented by 1-L-3-50.

For those time delay relays with no assigned UNID, the loop number should contain unit;
"KS for type; system ID; and "o" In order to place the SSD at the first of the system in the
Controlled SSD Manuals; and sequence number, where the first SSDs done for any system
would utilize sequence number 1, the next would utilize sequence number 2, and so on.
Example: The first time delay relay SSDs done for system 70 on Unit I would have a loop
number of 1-KS-70-0-1. For time delay relays with an assigned UNID, the loop number
should contain the unit, Sensortype, System ID, and the specific loop number.

3.1.2 Loop Function

List all functions for the portion of the loop covered by the SSD. For those loops with some
device(s) included in multiple calculations (TVA andlor Westinghouse Setpoint Methodology
or Precaution, Limitation and Setpoint DocumentCalculations, the most stringentcalculation
requirements shall be applied in calibrating the device(s). These requirements shall be
specified on the SSD and the source of the requirement if other than the referenced
supporting calculation, shall be noted and referenced.

3.1.3 Quality Related Functions

The SSD should identify if any of the instruments are Quality Related by marking the QR
'Yes" box.

3.1.4 Loop Accuracy Function

List each function associated with the loop and covered by the SSD on an individual line.
Example: A loop has three associated functions: (1) Indication, (2) RPS input, and (3) Main
Control Room (MCR) alarm. Each function should be placed on a differentline.

3.1.5 Allowable Value-A &(Loop)

This block should contain the calculated loop A, developed from a supporting uncertainty
calculation. This block Is only applicable to safety related instrumentation. For non-safety
related compliance Instruments, the Technical Specification requirement should be used in
place of AL and A, calculated. This block should contain the calculated loop A, for each
function covered by the SSD developed from a supporting setpoint calculation. As to
whether A, should include static head (if applicable), each site should address this Issue with
respect to each Site's Technical Specification format. It should always be clearly identified if
static head Is included. A, Is not applicable unless the performance of a safety or Technical
Specificationfunction Is involved.
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Preparation of Setpoint and Scaling Documents

For Instrument loops that have existing Technical Specification Ad's, if the existing Technical
Specification is shown to be conservative with respect to the calculated A,, the existing
Technical Specification should be retained. If the Technical Specification A, Is found to be
non-conservative, then Immediate and appropriate corrective action shall be taken. The A,
documented in the SSD shall never disagreewith an Issued Technical SpecificationA,. The
calculated A, from the associated calculated should be provided in the Notes and
Comments section and labeled for information use only. This will inform the plant that if the
Technical Specification A, Is ever violated there may be extra margin to justify continued
operation of the plant

If the A, applies to only a portion of the Instrument loop (e.g., Westinghouse
protection racks at SQNP or WBNP), the loop A, shall be provided using a note. in
this note, the Loop A, shall be provided with Instructions to the plant that If the
partialloop A, orA,,Is exceededduring the survellancetesting, the entire loop must
be testedand verifiedusing the calculatedLoop A,

3.1.6 AcceotableAs Found (Loop)-A.

For quality-related instrumentloops only, this block should contain the calculated loop A,* for
each function covered by the SSD from a supporting uncertainty calculation. This block is
applicable to all Instrumentation. For non-quality related Instrument loops, A% is equal to the
square root of the sum of the squares of each component's acceptable as found. This will
be documented on the SSD Comments and Notes Form. "A" should be presented as a
plus or minus tolerance and all units shall be consistent with the associated loop calibration
instructions.

3.1.7 Acceptable As Left (Loop) - A,

For quality-related instrument loops this block should contain the calculated loop "Aa" from a
supporting uncertainty calculation. For non-quality related Instrument loops, acceptable as
left is equal to the square root of the sum of the squares of each component's acceptable as
left This will be documented on the SSD Comments and Notes Form. "At" should be
presented as a plus or minus tolerance and all units shall be consistent with the associated
loop calibration Instructions.

3.1.8 AcceptableAs Found (Component)-Ae

This block should contain the calculated component Aw, from a supporting uncertainty
calculation for quality-related loops. For non-quality related loops, componentacceptableas
found is equal to two times the rnanufacturees reference accuracy for the component(allows
for R. and Ab) plus drift over the listed Interval between calibrations (see 3.1.16). Drift may
be obtained from manufacturers literature or historical data. Sources of information and
Justification must be documented under references and on the SSD Comments and Note
Sheet, respectively. "At should be presented as a plus or minus tolerance and all units shall
be consistentwith the associated loop calibration instructions.
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3.1.9 Acceptable as Left (Component) - .

For quality-related instrument loops this block should contain the componenrs Ab used in a
supporting uncertainty calculation. For non-quality related loops, component acceptable as
left is equal to the manufacturer's reference accuracy. The value and source of information
must be documented under references and on the SSD Comments and Note Sheet,
respectively. "Ac' should be presented as a plus or minus tolerance and all units shall be
consistentwith the associated loop calibration instructions.

3.1.10 Loop Components

These blocks should contain all the components covered by the SSD. It is recommended
that no more than three components be listed per sheet.

3.1.11 Process RangelSetroint

This block should have the process range and setpoint where applicable. Supporting
calculations, instrument tabs, and/or System Design Criteria should be used as source of
references. This value should be the analytical process range and or setpoint (not the
calibrationvalue) so static head correction and hot calibrationvalues should not be reflected
in this value. Process units shall be used. The activation state for the process shall be
shown (e.g., 50 psig INC).

3.1.12 Input CalibrationValue

This block should have the Input range end points required for calibration, or the setpoint,
(as applicable) in units which are consistent with the associated calibration instructions.
These values shall include any static head or bias values. Reset differential values for
switches should also be addressed on the row directly below the actuation value (setpoint).
These values should reflect the input values as they pertain to the components transfer
function (Referto 3.1.22). The input calibration values shall include static heads if applicable
(Refer to 3.1.18).

3.1.13 Outnut CalibrationValue

This block should have the output range end points specified In the instruments output units.
To represent the actuation state for bistables with contact type output, use CL INCR for
closure increasing, CL DECR for closure decreasing, open OP INCR for open increasing, or
open OP DECR for open decreasing. For bistables with electronic type outputs, use ENG
INCR for energized on increasing, ENG DECR for energized on decreasing, DENG INCR
for de-energized on increasing, or DENG DECR for de-energized on decreasing, to define.
Reset differentialvalues for switches should also be addressed on the row directly below the
actuation value.

3.1.14 ComponentDescriotion

In the blocks under this section, list the instruments manufacturer, model number, contract
number which contains the instrument's specifications, and physical location (see
Subsection 3.1.15). Also list the design range specified by the manufacturer.The calculation
should be used as the source of this information.
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3.1.15 Location

For each instrument, define the location by specifying elevation, and column lines or
azimuth. Specify panel if applicable.

3.1.16 Calibration Frequency Recuirements

This block shall reflect the calibration frequency used in a supporting calculation as the
maximum interval between calibrations for quality-related instruments. The calibration
interval should be coordinated with Instrument Maintenance for non-quality related
instruments.

3.1.17 Calibration EquipmentAccuracy Requirements

This block shall reflect the test equipment accuracy and any specific calibration equipment
used In a supporting calculation for quality-related instruments. This block should list the
specific calculation M&TE accuracy values defined for each component These value should
be defined using calibration units such as ICTe (Transmitter) = +/- 0.5 `WC. For non-quality
related Instruments, specify I to 1 with the manufacturer's reference accuracy. If a Digital
Meter (DM) was used In the calculation to support no reading error, DM must be listed as a
requirementin this section.

3.1.18 Static Head Value

For quality-related instrument loops, the static head value used to determine the process
Input values should be obtained from the applicable plant calibration Instructions (e.g.,
Surveillance Instructions (SI), Technical Instructions (TI), Instrument Maintenance
Instructions, etc.) and then compared against a calculated value based upon approved
design Input If the two values agree, then the calculated value shall be documented as
design Input in accordance with Ref. 3.6 and used as the source for the static head value.
Use plant TI and/or SSD's If an SI does not exist If the calculated value and the Si value
differ, documented QAd field verificationwill be required to resolve any differences.

Where the senseline configuration has yet to be installed, document the calculated value as
design input in accordance with Ref. 3.6 and use it as the source for static head. Caution:
Verify that the sensellnes, condensatepots, and transmltterlocatlon output drawings
have well definedinstallatton tolerances.

For non-quality related loops, review As Designed (AD), As Constructed (AC), or
Configuration Control (CCD) drawings as appropriate to determine elevations of the
instrument, Instrumenttaps, andlor condensate pot as required to compute static head value
(where appropriate). Compute static head value based on elevations considered and the
normal temperature for the application. Document the basis for the value on the SSD
CommentsAnd Note Sheet. Any instrument loop which can effect plant availability (e.g., can
trip the plant) should be treated the same as quality related Instruments.
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3.1.19 Technical Specification

Define any technical specification requirements associated with the loop. To Identify the
requirements, list the specific technical specification section in which the requirement is
found.

3.120 References

All references should have the revision level, where applicable.

3.121 Use of Westinqhouse Methodology

This section is only applicable to SQNP and WBNP. The following methodology is from the
appropriate Westinghouse Setpoint Methodology Document (WSMD) and must be used
when determining AVs and A,;s for any safety-related NSSS loops covered by the subject
WSMD. Note that this A defined for the SSD is a rack allowablevalue, not a loop allowable.
The rack allowable value must be defined under the loop section because this Is also the
Technical Specification value used to support periodic surveillance testing. A Loop A, is not
defined by the WSMD but has been defined below. The Loop A, could be used to determine
if the Analytical Limit had been exceeded. Use the comments and notes form to define the
loop allowable value. The following error components are discussed in detail in the subject
WSMD:

RD = Rack Drift
SD = Sensor Drift
RCA = Rack Calibration Accuracy
SCA SensorCalibration Accuracy
RMTE = Rack Measurementand Test EquipmentAccuracy
SMTE = Sensor Measurementand Test EquipmentAccuracy
RCSA = Rack Comparator Setting Accuracy
EA= Environmental Allowance
A = Statisticallycombined unmeasurables
S = Sensor'sAcceptable as Found value
TA = Total Allowance (InstrumentAccuracyAllowance in the Safety Analysis)
SL = Safety Analytical Limitfrom WSMD (convertto percent of span)
CSA = Channel Statistical Allowance

Caution: Convertall values to percentof span before applying these equations.

Definition of Acceptance as Found Values/Tolerances the Sensor and Rack Components for
WSMD loops:

Anf (sensor) = S - SD + SCA + SMTE

Anf (rack) R B RD + RCA + RMIE + RCSA
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Technical SpecificationA, for per WSMD:

Av frack) = Tj = RD + RCA + RMTE + RCSA

or the most restrictiveor smallestvalue calculatedfor eitherT, orT 2 Is usedto define the Tech Spec

Av (rack) = T2 = TA - F-4

Where: TA = L - Trip Setpo int|

A pM42 + pEA2 + SPE2 + STE2 + RTE 2

Calculated LoopA:

AvLIoo SL - (CSA - J2R2 + S2 ) IncreasingSerpoWnt

AVIWP = St + (CMA - 1R2 + S2) DecreasingSetpoint

3.1.22 TransferFunctions

List the transferfunction showing the Tnput/outputrelationship. Sufficient Information should
be available to generate a 5-point calibration procedure.

Example: For a transmitter calibrated 139-27" H20 of differential pressure to obtain a
10-50 rnA output, the transferfunction would be as follows:

O 40mA ' 139 1120-Input (H20))OpdmA) _4m (139 H270 + l0mA + 0.2mA1

3.1.23 Loop Diagrams

Since the standard for Loop Diagrams has not been Issued, SSDs can be issued without
loop diagrams.

3.124 Comments and Notes

The comments and notes form is to be used if sufficient room on the SSD form is not
available.
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SETPOINT AND SCAUNG DOCUMENT FORM

Loop ID
Sheet CoO

Setnoint And Scalino Document
Lop Number | Quality-Related? Yes I No Q

| Safety-Related? Yes Q No [3

Loop Function |

Loop Accuracy | Allowable Acceptable Acceptable
Function Value As Found As Left

Loop Components Process Calibration Value Acceptable Acceptable
No. UNID No. RangelSetpoint Input Output As Found As Left

Component Descrption - Original
No. Manufacturer / Model Number Contract No. Location

Additional Calibration Requirements:

Calibration Frequency Requirements:

Calibration Equipment Accuracy Requirements:

Static Head Value;
Technical SpecificationslTRMlODCM Sections Applicable:

References:
No. No.

Prepared Date Checked Date
Systems Engineering Concurrence Date
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SSD TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FORM

Loop ID
Sheet c/o

TRANSFER FUNCTIONS

Component No.

Component No.

Component No. ____

Component No. _

Component No. __

Prepared _ Date Checked Date
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SSD LOOP DIAGRAM FORM

Loop ID
Sheet CoI

Loop Diagram

Prepared _ Date Checked Date
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SSD COMMENTS AND NOTES FORM

Loop ID
Sheet CoO

Comments and Notes

Prepared _ Date Checked Date
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SSD ANALYSIS FORM

Loop ID
Sheet co

Analysis

Prepared Date Checked Date
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There are several methods that can be used to determine If outlying data points are statistically invalid and
should not be used to prevent these points' from skewing your statistical analysis. Two methods will be
discussed here but note there are other acceptable methods as long as they are justified in the calculation.
As you have chosen a specific probability and confidence level in your statistical analysis, the same must be
done when evaluating outliers. The two statistical approaches that will be discussed here are the T-Test and
the Maximum Normal Residual (MNR) method.

It should be emphasized that the evaluation of outliers is a one time only evaluation, not an iterative
evaluation. The threshold for throwing out outliers should be determined once using all the data.

T-Test

To determine outliers, the T-Test can be used. The extreme studentized deviate is calculated as follows:

If. T= - > CV,,% then Xs is an outlier
S

where:

T = the extreme studentized deviate for comparison to Table B.1 on the next page

x, = the extreme observation

x = the sample group mean

s = the standard deviation of the sample group mean

CV = the critical value for a t-distribution (see Table B.1) for n degrees of freedom at X% probability

n = degrees of freedom for analysis. It should be noted that the degrees of freedom are dependent on
the analysis being performed (e.g., Given 4 devices calibrated 10 times each, the degree of freedom
for predicting future operation of these specific SIN devices is 39 (40 - 1). The degree of freedom for
predicting future operation of this type of device (general device population with same manufacturer
and model number) is 3 (4 -1)

Caution: If a suspected outlier deviates by a large magnitude from the rest of the samples, the
classical T-test can fail to Identify the outlier as an Invalid sample. This results because one subtracts a
mean which has moved toward the outlier and because one divides by a standard deviation which has
exploded in magnitude. If the deviation is large (engineering judgment is required to make a decision
as to what is large with respect to the specific application), the median (middle point) value should be
used In place of the mean, the standard deviation recalculated based upon the median value, and the
T-test should be recalculated. To determine if the T-test is valid, the mean and median values should
not deviate significantly.
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f T exceeds the critical value for a t-distribution given in Table B.1 at the desired significance level for
example, the extreme observation Is considered to be an outlier. Once the outlier is identified it is
removed from the data set Removal of outliers should be done with care so as not to remove valid
data points. See Reference 3.15, Section 16, for additional information concerning the T-test

Critical Values (CV) of t

Probability Levels

Samples 80% 90% 95% 98% 99% Degrees of
Freedom (n)

2 3.078 6.314 12.706 31.821 63.657 1
3 1.886 2.920 4.303 6.965 9.925 2
4 1.638 2.353 3.182 4.541 5.841 3
5 1.533 2.132 2.776 3.747 4.604 4

6 1.476 2.015 2.571 3.365 4.032 5
7 1.440 1.943 2.447 3.143 3.707 6
8 1.415 1.895 2.365 2.998 3.499 7
9 1.397 1.860 2.306 2.896 3.355 8
10 1.383 1.833 2.262 2.821 3.250 9

11 1.372 1.812 2.228 2.764 3.169 10
12 1.363 1.796 2.201 2.718 3.106 11
13 1.356 1.782 2.179 2.681 3.055 12
14 1.350 1.771 2.160 2.650 3.012 13
15 1.345 1.761 2.145 2.624 2.977 14
16 1.341 1.753 2.131 2.602 2.947 15

17 1.337 1.746 2.120 2.583 2.921 16
18 1.333 1.740 2.110 2.567 2.898 17
19 1.330 1.734 2.101 2.552 2.878 18
20 1.328 1.729 2.093 2.539 2.861 19
21 1.325 1.725 2.086 2.528 2.845 20

22 1.323 1.721 2.080 2.518 2.831 21
23 1.321 1.717 2.074 2.508 2.819 22
24 1.319 1.714 2.069 2.500 2.807 23
25 1.318 1.711 2.064 2.492 2.797 24
26 1.316 1.708 2.060 2.485 2.787 25

27 1.315 1.706 2.056 2.479 2.779 26
28 1.314 1.703 2.052 2.473 2.771 27
29 1.313 1.701 2.048 2.467 2.763 28
30 1.311 1.699 2.045 2.462 2.756 29
inf. 1.282 1.645 1.960 2.326 2.576 inf.

Table B.1 - All values from this table are from Reference 3.15, Table A.4
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MNR Method

Another test that may be used is the Maximum Normal Residual (MNR) method. The MNR table
below provides the criterion for the evaluation of various sample sizes at 95% and 99% confidence
levels. In order to determine if the outlier is an extreme observation that can be thrown out, the
method of evaluating the suspect data point(s) is to first calculate the criterion value (equations are
listed in Table B.2) based upon the sample size1, and then compare it to the value in the
appropriate significance column. If the calculated criterion value is larger than the significance
factor, it can be concluded that the data point is extreme and can be dropped from further
evaluations. The test of a second suspect data point should be performed based upon the reduced
number of samples. For additional information, refer to reference 3.17, Section 15.

To solve for a criterion value, the uncertainty value for each sample must be placed In either an
ascending or descending order which is based upon the outliers sign convention. The criterion
variables are define according:

X, = the outlier's uncertainty
X,,, = the uncertainty value one place from the outlier
X>,2  = the uncertainty value two places from the outlier
Xi = the furthest most uncertainty form the outlier
X2 = the next to the furthest most uncertainty form the outlier

Maximum Nominal Residual Table

samples Confidence Level Criterion Value (CV)

n 95% 99%

3 .941 .988
4 .765 .889 X -.

5 .642 .780 X. X,
6 .560 .698
7 .507 .637

8 .554 .683 X,, X.-I
9 .512 .635
10 .477 .597

11 .576 .679 Xn -
12 .546 .642
13 .521 .615 X" X2

14 .546 .641
15 .525 .616 X. Xn,
17 .490 .577
20 .450 .535 X. xi
25 .406 .489

Table B.2 - All values from this table are from Reference 3.17, Table A16
Footnote I-See discussion of sample size and degree offreedom (S-I) . They are dependent upon the analysis
objectives.
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This appendix provides guidelines that a Plant can use to address its requirement to address instrumentation
accuracy for Technical Specification Compliance Instrumentation. Compliance Instrumentation is used to
ensure that normal plant operation is within the initial conditions assumed In the plants Design Basis Event
Analysis. The Compliance Calculation Program verifies that the Instrumentation being used has both adequate
accuracy and appropriate range. This Appendix will discuss how to develop and implement a Compliance
Program.The methods discussed here are notthe only methods that can be used in developing a program but
are being provided as guidance to reduce work scope and costs.

Developing a Compliance Instrument List

The first step in the implementation of a Compliance Calculation Program, is to define what plant parameters
are required to be monitored per the Plant Technical Specification. Other documents may contain additional
licensing requirementssuch as the Technical RequirementManual and the Offsite Dose Calculation Manual.
A review of all of these documents should be performed and a listing made of each plant parameter with the
associated surveillance requirement number and the value to be verified. Once a lisUng of the parameters that
require verification has been established, the Tech Spec values can be evaluated to determine if they are the
actual analysis limits, if the instrument uncertainties have already been accounted for in the analysis, or if
Instrument uncertainties are not a factor in the verification of the Compliance parameter. Concurrent with the
evaluation of the limits, the actual instrument loops being used to verify the plant parameters can be identified
by reviewing plant procedures.

Plant Procedure Road Map

To determine what instrumentation is being used for Tech Spec verification and if instrument uncertainty is a
factor, it is necessary to review the plant's implementing Instruction or procedure (Sl's, TI's, etc.). Each plant
maintains a procedure that documents what procedures fulfill or Implement each Tech Spec requirement This
road map procedure can be used to get you to the appropriate implementing procedures. The plant may also
maintain a Compliance Instrument List procedure which list the specific Compliance Instruments by systems
and lists the associated Implementing procedurels. The Compliance Instrument list Is a very useful tool for
moving around within the plant procedure system.

ReducingWork Scope

Significant time and cost savings can be realized if the Compliance Calculation Program is scoped properly on
the front end of the project. Three very important questions should be addressed for each Compliance
parameter.

First Question: Is instrumentaccuracy a factorin the verificatonor determination of a Compliance parameter?
If accuracy is nota factorthencalculationsand NESSDs are notrequiredperReference3.9. Some examples
where accuracy is not a factor Is as follows:

Channel Checks

As defined in the Technical Specification's definition section, a Channel Check (a comparison of redundant
indications) is a qualitative check not a quantitative one, so a precision calculation to quantify specific
uncertaintiesis not required. The Channel Check is to identifythe occurrence of gross type failures.
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Gross Performance Checks

Some tests such as check valve integrity look for indications of gross failures/degradations where normal
instrumentation uncertainty Is small with respect to an acceptance criteria based upon gross failure. For the
example of check valve integrity, the test may monitor pressure on the upstream side of the check valve while
varying the downstream side pressure to see if any pressure changes occur. This is a gross performance
check which would not require calculations and NESSDs. If the test were monitoring to verify an actual leakage
flowrate, then instrument uncertainty could be a factor in the test and calculations and NESSDs would be
required.

InsignificantInputs of Calculated Compliance Parameters

Some Compliance parameters are not directly measured but are calculated based upon multiple inputs. When
the uncertainty of one of the inputs is signiflcantly larger than the other Inputs, the smaller uncertainties of
these inputs can become insignificantwhen combined with the large uncertainty using SRSS methodology. An
example of this is a Liquid Effluent Radiation Monitor isolation setpoint which is based upon the Radiation
Monitor uncertainty (±50%), Cooling Tower Blowdown flow (±5000 gpm), and Steam Generator Blowdown flow
(±20 gpm). When combined using the Release Rate Equation In the ODCM and evaluating the effects of the
±20 gpm of uncertainty with respects to the other uncertainties, the Steam Generator Blowdown flow
uncertainty of ±20 gpm is insignificant.

Second Question: Is the compliance Instrument a permanent plant instrument or is it a test instrument? If the
instrument/s used in the plant implementing procedure are not permanent plant instruments such as test
instruments, then NESSDs are not required per Reference 3.9. An example of this Is where for ASME Section
XI Pump PerformanceTesting, test instruments are temporarily hooked up to take measurements. The Section
Xl program is responsible for instrument uncertaintiesof their test instruments. On the other hand if permanent
instruments are used forASME Section XI testing then calculationsand NESSDs would be required.

Third Question: Can the Instrument be calibrated? If the instrumentcan not be calibrated, then there is no need
for a NESSD to define calibration requirements.There may be a need for a demonstrated accuracy calculation
and periodic test requirements. An example of this is the WBN Diesel Generator Air Start pressure gauges
which are used to verify that air start pressure is greater than 200 psig. The pressure gauges are not
adjustable but have an accuracy requirement of ±10 psig. Since the gauges can not be calibrated, they must
be replaced If found outside of the required accuracy during the periodic surveillance checks. For some cases,
the associated System Description Document may be a more appropriate NE output document then a NESSI)
for testing requirements.

Implementationof InstrumentUncertaintiesinto Technical Specifications

This next section addresses how to best implement calculated instrument uncertainties into the Tech Spec
Compliance Program.

Tech Spec versus Surveillance Instruction Control

There are two possible methods of implementing instrument uncertainties into Tech Spec Compliance
program. One is to actually Include the instrument uncertainties into the Tech Spec limit This would require a
Tech Spec limit change to include the uncertainties along with Surveillance Instruction changes, possible
FSAR changes, etc. The Tech Spec Limit would also become a hardware dependent number meaning that if a
device in the compliance instrumentloop was replaced with a less accurate device, the Tech Spec limit would
require changing. An additional allowance could be added along with the uncertainties to cover this, but this
would reduce plant operating margin needlessly. The other method of implementing Instrument uncertainties Is
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to back off the Tech Spec limit by the calculated uncertainties in the Surveillance Instruction performing the
Tech Spec compliance function. This would not require a Tech Spec change and would allow the instrument
uncertaintiesto be controlled by the Surveillance Instruction. Now if a device in the compliance instrument loop
was changed out with one that Is less accurate, only the SI would be effected and an additional hardware
allowance would not be required. This provides the plant with the flexibility for change through the normal
design change process without a NRC Tech Spec submittal and provides the plant with maximum operating
margin.

Calculated Comoliance Limits

Once the instrument uncertainties have been calculated and Tech Spec limit has been adjusted to include
these uncertainties, this new limit must be defined in an NESSD. This new calculated compliance limit will be
defined as the Tech Spec Operability Limit See Appendix A for the Compliance NESSD form. The following
equations are to be used to establish Tech Spec Operability Limits.

OPb,l - 7Tech Spec Limit - LAn (Increasing direction)

OPj,, = Tech Spec Limit + Lan (Decreasing direction)

Some Compliance limits can not be directly verified but must be calculated using multiple instrument loops as
input such as Secondary Calorimetric or RCS Identified Leakage calculations. For this type of instrument
loops, the combined effect of all of the loop uncertainties must be calculated to address the Tech Spec
Compliance Limit. The Individual instrumentloop NESSDs should representthe Tech Spec Operability Limit as
a tolerance such as ±1% of span. It is the recommendation of this TI that the Normal Measurable As Found
(Anf) tolerance be used for this limit. The overall Tech Spec Operability Limit with the combined loop
instrument uncertainties should also be defined in a NESSD note associated with the Tech Spec Operability
Limit. System Description/Design Criteria documents or other appropriate output documents may be used to
document the overall Tech Spec Operability Umit

Allowable Value (Av) for Compliance Loops

The calculation of an Allowable Value for a Compliance loop is no different than a Safety Related loop. See
section 4.6 of this TI for appropriate equations. Indicators are normally used for Tech Spec Compliance
verification at a specific point (io., Level = 370,000 gallons), so the Av can be calculated for the specific pointof
interest similar to a setpoint's Av. A NESSD note should be used to define the Av in order to provide needed
clarification.The following is an example of how this note should read.

Note: For indicatorloop, an input of 371,400 gallons (X inches of waterat the transmitter), the indicator must
read greaterthan or equal to 370,400 gallons.

For this example the AL = 370,00 gallons, Av = 370,400 gallons, and OP>,, = 371,400 gallons.

Alarm Setpoints

When establishing a Tech Spec Operability Limit at a different value from the Tech Spec Compliance Limit, an
evaluation should be performed to determine if any associated alarm setpoints are impacted. Many Tech Spec
Compliance limits have associated alarm setpoints that are to alert the Operator that a Tech Spec parameter is
approaching Its Tech Spec Limit These setpoints are normally close to the Tech Spec Limit and could be
impacted when a Tech Spec Operability Limit is established to include instrument uncertainties. What is meant
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by being impacted is that the alarm setpoint should actuate before exceeding the Tech Spec Operability Limit
not the Tech Spec Compliance Limit. If alarm setpointls require changing, interface with Operations on where
to establish the new setpointis. Instrumentuncertaintiesshould not be a determining factorwhen establishing
new alarm setpoints because:

1) Including uncertainties on top of the new Tech Spec Operability Limit would probably result in
nuisance alarms.

2) The Tech Spec Compliance verification Is normally performed by periodically verifying an Indicator,
and the alarm is an Operatoraid to provide an early warning so there are no requirements to address
instrument uncertainties for alarm setpoints. The probability of indicator/bistable interaction is low
based upon the following:

a) The Tech Spec Operability Limit is normally established using the Indicator's loop uncertainty
(LAnQ).

b) The alarm bistable Is normally part of the Indicator loop thus having the same sensor and
process uncertainties.

c) The bistable'suncertaintyis normally less than or equal to the indicator'suncertaintydue to no
reading uncertainties and greatercalibration precision.

d) An Operator response allowance is normally included'between the Tech Spec Operability
Limit and the alarm setpoint

Calculationsin NESSDs

Based on the References 3.32 and 3.33, the uncertainty calculations for Compliance instruments may be
performed and documented in the body of the NESSD, with the computations on the NESSD Analysis form,
rather than in a separately issued calculation. These NESSDs, including the analysis, shall be In accordance
with the requirements of References 3.8 and 3.19 except for format. Design verification shall be In accordance
with Reference 3.18; however, the requirements of this TI are more limiting than Reference 3.18 in that the
Design Verifier is required to be the checker and the Design Verification Method Is required to be ODesign
Review>. One block of the Comments and Notes Form shall be headed "Calculation Design Verification
(Independent Review)." This block will state that the method of Design Verification was Design Review, shall
list appropriate comments about the review, and shall be signed and dated above a Design VerifierlDate line.

Specifics for the approach for Acceptable As Found, Acceptable As Left, Allowable Value, Normal Loop
Accuracy, Calibration Frequency Requirements, Calibration Equipment Accuracy Requirements, CTS, and
Unverified Assumptions are described below.

Acceptable As Found for loop and for component and Acceptable As Left for loop and component are as
described in this TI for safety-related loops except that the values are based on the analysis in the NESSD
ratherthan a separate calculation.

Allowable value for Compliance instruments shall be computed as described in this TI with the exception that
margin may be based on a limit established by analysis of a condition less severe than Design Basis Event
mitigation.

Normal loop accuracy (An) shall also be computed for these loops and recorded on the Analysis form. If the
required accuracy or limit is not supplied by the Design Engineering organization which is responsible for the
system of which the loop is a part such as Nuclear, Mechanical, or Electrical, then the Responsible Design
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Nuclear, Mechanical, or Electrical Engineershall sign on the Analysis form to indicate that the loop accuracy is
acceptable.

The Calibration Frequency requirements and Calibration Equipment Accuracy requirements are as described
in this TI for safety-related instrument loops, except that they are based on the analysis In the NESSDs rather
than a separately issued calculation.

The minimum CTS requirements of Reference 3.19, shall be met. The NESSD number (Instrument Loop
Number) shall be the Calculation Branch/Projectidentifiernumberon the CTS form. The Calculationtitle shall
be entered on the CTS form as 'NESSD For Loop X" with the appropriate loop number substituted for "X. The
DCN issuing the NESSD as well as any Requirements Calculation, where applicable, shall be listed on the
CTS form as predecessors. If setpoint or scaling are established or verified, the lnstrumentTabulation shall be
listed as a successor. The RIMS number of the DCN which issued the NESSD shall be entered on the CTS
form as the RIMS number of the calculation. When the DCN is field complete and the NESSDs are RlMSed
and issued as stand alone documents, a copy of the distributing memorandum (but not a copy of the NESSDS)
showing the RIMS number of each NESSD shall be sent to Calculation Library, with a note on the distribution
memorandum stating, *Please update the CTS RIMS number on the listed NESSDs as shown." The NESSDs
will not be controlled by the Calculation Library, but through DCRM which will maintain and distribute controlled
copies of the NESSDs. Therefore,the Calculation Lbrarywill not need coplesof the NESSDsto inputthe CTS
data.

Neither unverified assumptions nor special or limiting conditions are permitted In the NESSIsIAnalyses
following this process. If unverified assumptions or special or limiting conditions are necessary, follow the
process for safety-related NESSDs.

All NESSDsmustbe In accordancewith Reference3.18 exceptas noted bythis section.

Performinc Compliance Calculations

When performing uncertainty calculations for compliance instrumentation, a calculation should be produced to
document the instrumentation's acceptability with respect to ensuring the maintenance of the Initial conditions
of the plant's Design Basis Event Analysis. Since compliance instrumentation is used only during normal plant
operations, the calculation can exclude certain uncertainty parameters such as harsh environmental effects
and seismic effects. Parameterswhich typically need to be addressed are:

Reference Accuracy
Drift
Normal Temperature Effect
M&TE Accuracy
Acceptance Band
Reading Error
NormalWatedleg error(WL) and Process error(PRCS,) if applicable

Several parameters could be eliminated or reduced if the plant performed the following activities:

Reference Accuracy

ReferenceAccuracy could be reduced to the Repeatabilityerror if the device is used at only one pointwithin Its
range and the accuracy verified at that specific point and exercising In only the direction of interest. This would
eliminate any hysteresis effects.
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Compliance Instrumentation

Drift

If the instrument is calibrated immediately before use, drift can be eliminated. Also see the "Calibration Data
Analysis" section of this Appendix C for additional methods of reducing/eliminatingdrift effects.

Normal Temperature Effect

The normal temperature effect can be reduced by reducing the analyzed temperature deviation from the
temperature at calibration. Since Safety-Related calculations take a conservative approach In the definition of
this temperature deviation, a more realistic approach could be used. Presently the temperature delta Is
calculated as the difference between the high and low abnormal temperatures from the environmental
drawings. Since the abnormal conditions are only present a small percentage of the time, using the normal
highs and lows would provide more realistic results. A further reduction could be achieved by obtaining the
actual temperature for the previous and present calibration temperatures. From the actual temperatures, an
additional reduction or elimination could be achieved.

M&TE Accuracy

Analyze the actual calibration M&TE used.

Reading Error

Reading uncertainties can be eliminated by using a digital output reading device with proper resolution.
Indicatorcolor banding is a another approach which could be used for eliminating Reading uncertalnties.Tech
Spec Compliance Indicators are normally color banded to accent the Tech Spec Operability limits. If the
indicator is color banded, the Tech Spec Operability limit is actually on a indicator tick mark (the color band
edge), so that the Operator does not have any reading uncertainties.The operability determination question is
not what Is the actual value but is the indicator needle above or below the color band edge or Tech Spec
Operability limit

Required Confidence Level for Compliance Calculations

When performing uncertainty calculations for Compliance instruments, the goal of the calculation is to obtain a
realistic, normal operation uncertainty value for the Instruments. The calculation should not be overly
conservative because conservatism takes away usable operating margin from the plant On the other hand,
the calculation should not be under conservative or the Compliance instrument could be found outside it's
Allowable Value, meaning the plant could have been operating outside Its design basis analysis. What is
desired Is a value that is realistically bounding but not overly conservative. To require a 950/c195% tolerance
limit calculation for Compliance, would result in a very conservative analysis. To define a lower tolerance limit
such as 95%/75% would really have no usable meaning except to define a smaller multiplierwhen performing
a statistical analysis calculation which is still adding in additional conservatism. Instead of performing a
950/%195% analysis, the calculation should be performed to achieve realistic results. The normal vendor
specification values should still be used and applicable process errors should be factored in but there are
areas where more realistic approach is Justifiable and several are defined in the following sections.
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Calibration Data Analvsis

rime Dependency

A statistical analysis of calibration data should be examined using a spreadsheet and plotting the data with
'Time' on the X-axis and "Deviation from Previous As Lefr on the Y-axis. From the graph, the viewer can
determine if there appears to be a time dependency relationship. Does the "Deviation from Previous As Leff'
data increase In the negative or positive direction thus indicating time dependent drift? Is the data scattered
with smaller deviations corresponding to larger time intervals thus indicating not a time dependency, but more
representative of a repeatability phenomena?
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How to Determine a RealisUcNumberfrom the Calibration Data

Instead of performing the standard statistical analysis (calculation of mean and standard deviation values) and
applying a tolerance limit multiplier, the following are possible altematives:

Note: The following recommended methods require a large sampling of the population of interest, meaning a
minimum of 10 to 15 samples from calibration data of the actual instruments being analyzed.

Examine the graph of Time versus Deviation and select a value which bounds all or a majority of the samples.
This number could be used as a bounding value and algebraically summed with the other devices
uncertainties. If your analysis has a large number of samples, then a pattern may be developed in which an
argumentean be made to justify using SRSS methodology to combine the uncertainties.

Example: If a majority of the samples fall within ±0.5% with a few samples scattered between -0.75% to
-1.25% and +0.75% to +1.25%, a possible combination method would be to algebraically sum
the ±0.5% and SRSS the ±0.75%. This would result in a more realisticvalue than algebraically
summing the entire ±1.25%.

The bottom line Is to use a large sample size to establish a good representation, and determine a realistic drift
value in which you have a high level confidence.
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ConsiderationsforDigital Processing

In channels using digital signal processing equipment, uncertainties are introduced by hardware for
conversions between analog and digital domains and by the algorithms for digital arithmetic operations.
Values for Analog to Digital (AND) and Digital to Analog (D/A) conversion uncertainties may be obtained from
the device's manufacturer or through testing. Sources of uncertainty may include: precision of computation,
rounding or truncation uncertainties, process variable changes during the deadband between data
acquisition sampling scans, and inaccuracies of algorithms for transcendental functions or empirical curve
fitting. The nature of the uncertainties contributed by the software (that is whether they are statistical or
algebraic) must be Identified by the software designer. When the uncertainties are characterized and
quantified, they can be combined by using propagation methods.

This section presents a discussion on digital signal processing and the uncertainties involved with respect to
determining instrument channel setpolnts for a digital system. The analog signal is received by the digital
processor, filtered, digitized, manipulated, converted back into analog form, filtered again, and sent out. The
digital processor Is treated as a black box; therefore the discussion that follows Is applicable to many
different types of digital processors. The digital processor is programmed to run a controlled algorithm.
Basic functions performed are addition, subtraction, multiplication and division as well as data storage. The
digital processor is the most likely component to Introduce rounding and truncation errors.

The analog input signal should first be processed by a filter to reduce aliasing noise introduced by signal
frequencies that are high relative to the sampling rate. The filtered signal is sampled at a fixed rate and the
amplitude of the signal held long enough to permit conversion to a digital word. The digital words are
manipulated by the processor based on the controlled algorithm. The manipulated digital words are
converted back to analog form, and the analog output signal is smoothed by a reconstruction filter to
remove high frequency components.

Several factors affect the quality of the representation of analog signals by digitized signals. The sampling
rate affects aliasing noise, the sampling pulse width affects analog reconstruction noise, the sampling
stability affects jitter noise, and the digitizing accuracy affects the quantization noise.

1.0 Sampling Rate Uncertainty

If the digital sampling rate Is higher than twice the highest frequency of the analog signal, then the
sampled signal is a good representation of the analog Input signal and contains all the significant
information. If the analog signal contains frequencies which are too high with respect to the
sampling rate, aliasing uncertainty will be Introduced. Anti-aliasing bandlimiting filters can be used
to minimize the aliasing uncertainty or else it should be accounted for in setpoint calculations.

2.0 Signal Reconstruction Uncertainty

Some information is lost when the digitized signal is sampled and held for conversion back to
analog form after digital manipulation. This uncertainty Is typically linear and about ± 14 LSB (Least
Significant Bit).

3.0 Jitter Uncertainty

The samples of the input signal are taken at periodic intervals. If the sampling periods are not
stable, an uncertainty corresponding to the rate of change of the sampled signal will be introduced.
The jitter uncertainty Is insignificant If the clock is crystal controlled, which it is in the majority of
cases.
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4.0 Digitizing Uncertainty

When the input signal Is sampled, a digital word is generated that represents the amplitude of the
signal at that time. The signal voltage must be divided into a finite number of levels which can be
defined by a digital word "n" bits long. This word will describe 2" different voltage steps. The signal
levels between these steps will go undetected. The digitizing uncertainty (also known as the
quantizing uncertainty) can be expressed in terms of the total mean square error voltage between
the exact and the quantized samples of the signal. An inherent digitizing uncertainty of t %2 LSB
typically exists. The higher the number of bits In the conversion process, the smaller the digitizing
uncertainty is.

5.0 Miscellaneous Uncertainties

Analog to digital converters also introduce offset uncertainty, e.g. the first transition may not occur
at exactly + '/2 LSB. Gain uncertainty Is introduced when the difference between the values at which
the first transition and the last transition occurs is not equal. Unearity uncertainty Is introduced when
the difference between the transition values are not all equal.

For digital to analog conversion, the maximum linearity uncertainty occurs at full scale when all bits
are In saturation. The linearity determines the relative accuracy of the converters. Deviations from
linearity once the converters are calibrated is absolute uncertainty. Power supply effects may also
be considered for unregulated power supplies.

6.0 Truncation and Roundinq Uncertainties

The effect of truncation or rounding depends on whether fixed point or floating point arithmetic is
used and how negative numbers are represented and should be considered as a possible
uncertainty.
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ASME Section 11 Uncertainty Calculations

1.0 PURPOSE:

ASME section 11 testing related uncertainty calculations are a special class of uncertainty
determination separate from the TI-28 based Normal, Seismic, Accident calculations. The basis for
the ASME uncertainty calculation Is to determine the best uncertainty of the device under known
controlled conditions while the basis of the TI-28 formal uncertainty calculation Is to calculate a
bounding worst case uncertainty that encompasses the worst case conditions of environment.
power, and process conditions. The 11-28 calculation Is therefore conservative as compared to the
ASME test requirements and would result in excessive conservatism and potential Inoperable
equipment determinations if utilized. This appendix will discuss the methods of evaluating
instrumentation for determining it's uncertainty under known controlled conditions for determination
of ASME section 11 inaccuracies. As an example, the ASME testing performed to verify pump
operability at the SQNP by flow measurement will be discussed.

2.0 SCOPE:

This instruction Is applicable to all calculations related to special testing and ASME equipment
functional testing where the operating conditions are known and controlled.

3.0 REFERENCE:

3.1 SQNP calculation for Auxiliary feedwater pump operability determination SQN-CSS-021
(B25880429331).

3.2 Flow Measurement Engineering Handbook, R.W.Miller, McGraw Hill 1983

4.0 GENERAL:

When evaluating a test performed for ASME section 1 1, the instrumentation must be examined for
determination of acceptability related to uncertainty. Most ASME tests utilize testing at low power
and flow conditions to draw a conclusion of acceptable operation at full power/flow conditions.
Because of this method most insitu instrumentation will be operating in the low end of their
calibration which is not desirable especially for flow instrumentation. Also at low power and flow
conditions, the process conditions and sensing technique can contribute large errors.

Review of the sensing technique is essential as In the use of flow sensors (e.g., pitot tubes or
restricting orifices) which have different errors associated with them (Refer to Reference 3.2). Also
important is instrumentation historical performance (calibration history).

In general after review of the instrumentation sensing technique and instrument historical
performance (See appendix K), the resulting instrument uncertainties can be combined with the
system flow resistance curves and pump curves to yield corrected (derated) curves (or other
process curve depending on particular test of interest). The system process curves represent the
relationship between the measured parameters such as flow, pressure drop, etc.. so that they can
be converted to like units and combined. For this example, the intersection of the system piping
resistance curve with the pump head curve for a given pump speed yields the operating point of the
system. It Indicates the flow at rated conditions which In this case Is the parameter of interest which
must be shown to be above some minimum value to prove system operability or determine system
degradation.
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5.0 REQUIRED INPUT DATA

The following information is required to
make a determination of instrument and
system acceptability: 3500 'h

Pump hecd cu
3000-

* Descriptive test method (SI, SOI, etc.)
* Test Instrument calibration records 2500 *
* Process sensing techniques also Operoting point

specific process information 2000 l cntrs6tion
requirements, the example requires:

1500 .-.

* Pump head | System resistance curve
* System resistance curves too *
* Minimum system flow limit

500 , _ .

n Inn 7nn n ffxln 4nn . 'nn rnn

6.0 TECHNICAL INSTRUCTIONS:

The example discussed here Is the evaluation of the acceptability of the auxiliary feedwater pumps
at SQNP. The test measures pump discharge pressure and flow during 50 GPM recirculation flow
conditions. Based upon pump head curves and system piping resistance curves, it Is to be
determined if the pump could produce the required flow at full power. The two measured
parameters are flow and pump head. These two parameters cannot be directly combined since
they represent different parameters. The pump head curve shows the relationship between the
pump head and flow and is used to convert the measurements to common units of flow.

The evaluation of Inaccuracy Is a multi step process consisting of

1) Review the test procedures and determine the Instruments to be used in performing the
testing.

2) Determine the instrumentation range and transfer functions

3) Determine the process sensing technique and associated uncertainties at operating test
conditions

4) Collect instrumentation calibration records and determine the devices past Inaccuracies by
statistical reduction of as-found minus as-left device settings. This statistical reduction
should also determine If there Is a time relationship of Inaccuracy versus calibration interval.
As a less accurate measure of inaccuracy, the device's vendor ratings can be utilized
taking into account all variables of power supply voltage, temperature, vibration, ... etc. but
this will be too conservative In most cases.

After evaluating the above Information and documenting the device inaccuracies, the system
process curves must be evaluated to determine how to combine the individual instrument

r

4

0

.
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Inaccuracies into a single system inaccuracy term. For the example, the pump curve is a plot of
pump flow versus the head developed by the pump at a given speed. This curve can be used to
convert the measured DP measurement inaccuracies into Dflow Inaccuracies at the measured
pressure and speed conditions.

Starting with the general equation of flow as a function of pressure:

flow1.""" =- fP)

Where p Is the nominal setpoint and p. is the error about the nominal pressure. Then the flow error
for a corresponding pressure error at a particular pressure Is:

Mflow = D~ + P fo) - AP - IAm,)

This flow error can now be directly combined with the flow measurement error by either the SRSS
method or ALGEBRAIC addition to yield an equivalent total flow error at each pressure of Interest
These calculated values are then subtracted and added to the Ideal pump curves to yield a
corrected pump curve representing the uncertainty of the Instrumentation and testing techniques. If
the device inaccuracies are based upon the actual tested calibration of the device, the Inaccuracy is
a known bias and should be algebraically added to the other errors. If the Inaccuracy is based on
past calibration histories and the data shows a normal and random distribution, the inaccuracies
then can be combined via the SRSS method.

The same type of analysis can be performed on the flow and pressure readings related to the
system pipe resistance curve. This would result In a corrected system resistance curve. These
corrected curves can then be provided to the system engineer for determination of equipment
acceptability.
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Flowv Loop Uncertainties

This appendix is applicable specifically to differential pressure flow measurement devices, primarily
restrictive types (e.g., orifice plate measurements). Heated reference, ultrasonic, magnetic flux flow
measurement devices are not covered In this appendix.

The Flow vs Differential Pressure Relationship

Due to the non-linearity relationship of the developed pressure across the flow element and the correlating
flowing condition, the transfer function of this relationship must be defined in order to convert the
uncertainties into a corresponding linear values of flow. For flow measurements using a differential pressure
(dP) measurement, the following mathematical expression Is used to define the dP to flow relationship:

Q = K * p Eqn. (F-1)

where: Q Flow
dP = differential pressure
K = Constant (K Is a function of process operating conditions and
geometries. For this appendix, K will be assumed as a constant. Refer to
reference 3.14 for further details)

Graphically this relationship can be shown as follows:

Flow vs dP
30

25

20

15

0 100 200 300 400 500 50D 700 8D 900

Figure F-I

Addressinq Non-Llnearilties of Flow LooD

When performing an uncertainty calculation for a flow loop, one should calculate the Individual uncertainties
associated with each device or component in the loop as would be performed for any other type of
instrumentation loop. If the flow loop has a square root extractor (SRE) device, note that the uncertainties
downstream of the SRE device have different units (e.g., mA, GPM, etc.) than the upstream components
(e.g., inches of H20). To combine the upstream and downstream uncertainties, one must propagate one
side of the uncertainties through the transfer equation, F-1, in order to obtain common units. Normally the
analytical limits will be expressed in terms of the process or output units (GPM or Ibm/hr), so it Is
recommended that the upstream uncertainties be propagated through the transfer equation and then
combined with the downstream uncertainties. Since the dP to Flow relationship Is non-linear, the
uncertainties must be propagated through the transfer equation at the point or setpoint of Interest in order to
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obtain a correct gain factor. Example: The lower the setpoint is the larger the gain factor becomes. Meaning
uncertainties in the lower portion of the instruments loop range will have a greater effect on the its output
than those same uncertainties applied in the upper range of the instrument loop.

By applying the upstream uncertainties, dP,, and using Equation F-1, the effects to the setpoint of interest is

Q. - K dP + Eqn. (F-2)

defined by the following equation.

Q.,, Q - Q. Eqn. (F-3)

To determine the net effect of the upstream uncertainties, Equation 7-2 is subtracted from Equation 7-1,

Example:

Given

dP Setpoint = 10 inches of H20
K = 1000
dP. = -2 inches of H20

Q = 1000 * a0 - 3162.28 GPAf Eqn. (F4)

Q. - 1000 * r]iO-2 - 2828.43 GPAS Eqn. (F-5)

Qua = 3162.28 - 2828.43 - 333.85 GPM Eqn. (F-6)

Solving for Equations F-1 and F-2 using the given values above and then solving Equation 7-3,

To demonstrate the gain factor, the same uncertainty of -2 Inches of H20 will be applied to a higher setpoint

Q = 1000 * - - 7071.07 GPMf Eqn. (F-7)

= 1000 * f5O - 2 - 6928.20 GPM Eqn. (F-8)

Qua 707J.07- 6928.20 - 142.87 GPM Eqn.(F-9)

within the Instrument loop's range. Reperforming the calculation at a setpoint of 50 inches of H20 results in
the following,
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As can be seen by comparing the results of Equation F-6 and F-9, the resultant uncertainty, Q.,, is greater
at the lower setpoint due to the larger gain factor that was previously discuss.

Propagation of Both Random and Systematic Uncertainties

For some flow loops, the upstream uncertainties consist of both random and systematic uncertainties. The
random and systematic uncertainties could be algebraically summed and then propagated through the
transfer function, but the resultant would consist of a mixture of random and systematic uncertainties. A
method is needed to separate the resultant components of the random and systematic uncertainty terms so
that they can be appropriately combined with their respective downstream counterparts. If the systematic
uncertainties are positive, then It is conservative to propagate the uncertainties separately through the
transfer function. If the systematic uncertainties are negative, then separate propagation could be non-
conservative. The most conservative approach for handling negative uncertainty propagation would be to
algebraically sum the resultant uncertainty with the downstream uncertainties, but this T1 requires at a
minimum the separation of the random and systematic components of the resultant using the following
conservative method:

1) Combine the random and systematic upstream uncertainties by algebraic summation,
2) Determine the Ideal Q using Equation F-1.
3) Propagate the uncertainties from Step 1 through the transfer function using Equation F-2,
4) Propagate only the systematic uncertainties through the transfer function using Equation F-2,
5) Subtract the resultant in step 4 from the resultant In Step 2 to obtain the propagated systematic

uncertainty,
6) Subtract the resultant in step 3 from the resultant in Step 4 to obtain the propagated random

uncertainty,

Addressing of Flow Uncertainties

The following section addresses one of the most common uncertainty's seen in flow applications. For a
complete listing see Reference 3.16.

Varying Fluid Densiy Effects on Flow Orifice Accuracy

In many nuclear plant applications, process liquid and gas flow is measured using orifice plates and

K I A * Eqn. (F-10)

W K *A*J pP Eqn.(F-11)

differential pressure transmitters. The measurement of concern is either the volumetric flow rate or the mass
flow rate. Many reference books and standards have been written using a wide variety of terminology to
describe the mathematics of flow measurement, but In basic, simplified form the governing equations are:

Q - volumetric flow rate
W = mass flow rate
A = cross-sectional area of the pipe
dP = differential pressure measured across the orifice
p - density of the fluid
K = constant related to the beta ratio, units of measurement, and various correction factors
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As shown in Equations (F-1 0) and (F-11), the density of the fluid has a direct influence on the mass flow
rate and an inverse effect on volumetric flow rate. Normally, a particular flow metering Installation is
calibrated or sized for an assumed normal operating density condition. As long as the actual flowing
conditions match the assumed density, related process errors should not be created. However, some
systems, such as safety injection, perform dual roles In plant operation. During normal operation these
system can be aligned to inject makeup to the reactor coolant system from sources of relatively low
temperature water. During the recirculation phase of a LOCA, the pump suction Is shifted to the
containment sump, which contains water at much higher temperatures.

If the flow measuring system has been calibrated for the normal low-temperature condition, significant
process uncertainties can be induced under accident conditions, when the higher temperature water (lower
density) is flowing. Of course, the flow measurement could be automatically compensated for density
variations, but this Is not the usual practice except on systems such as feedwater, steam, or reactor coolant
flow.

To examine the effects of changing fluid density conditions, a liquid flow process shall be discussed.
Examining Equation (F-10), it is observed for all practical purposes that K and A are constants. Actually,
temperature affects K and A due to thermal expansion of the orifice, but this is assumed to be constant for
this discussion to quantify the effects of density alone. If the volumetric flow rate, 0, is held constant, a
decrease in density will cause a decrease In differential pressure (dP), which causes an uncertainty. This
occurs because the differential transmitter has been calibrated for a particular differential pressure
corresponding to that flow rate. The lower dP causes the transmitter to indicate a lower flow rate.

Assuming Q remains constant between the base condition (DENSITY 1, that for which the instrument Is
calibrated) and the actual condition (DENSITY 2), an equality can be written between the base flow rate
(Ql) and actual flow rate (Q2) as shown below:

Q.?= Q, Eqn.(F-12)

K*A ! *A K J Eqn.(F-13)

or

Eqn. (F-14)

ALL Pa Eqn. (F-15)
dPI PI
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Because density is the reciprocal of specific volume of fluid (n,), Equation (F-15) may be rewritten as

4P2 _ VfJ Eqn. (F-16)
dPj vp

This equation shows that for an Increasing temperature from condition (1) to condition (2), the differential

dP, - dPi - dP2 (7VA Sign Conventton) Eqn. (F-17)

pressure decreases. Therefore, the uncertainty, dPa, is equal to

dP2  dP V Eqn. (F-18)
VPl

Rewriting dP2 from Equation (F-16) as

[ dP= - (Ž.ViL)] Eqn. (F-I9)

and substituting in Equation (F-17) yields

It is observed in Equation (F-19), which is the equation for density effect on volumetric flow, that the
absolute effect Is maximized when dP1 is maximized. This occurs at the upper end of the calibrated
differential pressure span for which the transmitter is calibrated. This is also maximum calibrated flow. The
effect varies from positive values for temperatures above the base value (nf, > no), to zero for temperatures
equal to the base value (n% = n0 ), and finally to negative values for temperatures below the base value (n, c
nrj. For mass flow, the equation can be derived in a similar fashion. Note that this method derives the
differential pressure error which can be converted to a flow rate error using the flow versus differential
pressure relationship for the orifice.

As an example of the use of Equation (F-19), assume an orifice plate is used to measure flow in a water
system that is normally at 1201F. The orifice is sized to produce 100 inches of water at 100 gpm at 1200 F
and 1000 psia. Assume further that under accident conditions the temperature rises to 300DF11000 psia at
an actual flow of 50 gpm. It is desired to find DPe and the Indicated flow.

Q K F

The first step is to determine the relationship between Q and dP. This is defined by Equation (F-1).
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This assumes that K, A, and p are constants for the particular situation. Plugging a dP = 100 and a Q = 100
Into this equation yields,

100 - K 0

K= - - 10
10

Q = 10 * fi Eqn. (F-20)

Thus,

Therefore, using Equation (F-20) at the accident flow rate of 50 gpm, we can solve for dP, as follows,

Q - 10 * siP Eqn. (F-21)

50 - I10 * /g Eqn. (F-22)

(50.9
dPi = =0) 25 inches of H20 Eqn. (F-23)

or

Using the thermodynamic steam tables,

v 1 I (120°F / 1000psta) =o0616 ibm Eqn.(F-24)

v' 2 (3000 F / 1000lpia) - 0.01738 b Eqn. (F-25)
ibm

Substituting Equations (F-23), (F-24), and (F-25) into Equation (F-1 9) yields,

- 2 [ (0o166)] 1. 75 Inches of H12 Eqn.(F-26)
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This can be converted to percent of span, of course, by dividing dP, by the calibrated dP span and
multiplying the result by 100%. Therefore, the rise In temperature reduces the actual differential pressure
input to the transmitter to 25 - 1.755 = 23.245 inches of H20. Substituting this value for dP into Equation (F-
20) yields an indicated flow of:

Q =10 I324 = 482 spm Eqn. (F-27)

Effects of Piping Configuration on Flow Accuracy

Bends, fittings, and valves in piping systems, cause flow turbulence. This can cause process measurement
uncertainties to be introduced into the flow elements. ASME has published guidance (See Reference 3.16)
for various types of installation examples to show the minimum acceptable upstream/downstream lengths of
straight pipe before and after flow elements. Following this ASME guidance helps reduce the effects of this
turbulence. The piping arrangement showing locations of values, bends, fittings, etc., can usually be
obtained from piping isometric drawings. Based upon industry guidance, If both the minimum upstream and
downstream straight pipe lengths are met, the resultant flow measurement uncertainty for the piping
configuration (not Including instrumentation uncertainties) shall be assigned a value of* 0.5% of span. If the
minimum criteria can not be met, this value should be determined based upon an evaluation of the piping
configuration and field measurement data.
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Acceptable as Found - Component (Aft)

The Component Acceptable as Found value (Ak) is the same as the normal measurable accuracy (An).
These errors are associated with normal (non-accident) conditions. A, Is also Included in A,. This value is
used only when calibrating as individual components or partial loops.

Acceptable as Found - Loop (An)

The Loop Acceptable as Found value is the same as the normal measurable accuracy (Ad). These errors
are associated with normal (non-accident) conditions. The acceptance band (At) is also included in A,,. This
value is used only when calibrating as a loop.

Acceptable as Left - Component (Akj

Used when calibrating as individual components, or a partial loop. The Acceptable as Left (Aj) value is the
component's At, as defined by a supporting calculation.

Acceptable as Left - Loop (Au)

Used only when calibrating as a loop. The Acceptable as Left (A;) value is the square root of the sum of the
squares of each components At.

Acceptance Band (Ab)

During calibration or calibration checks, the required deviation from the true value deemed acceptable
without requiring readjustment. (An acceptance band should be selected such that the Instrument
Inaccuracies fall within the band.) Ab should never be less than reference accuracy.

"Rule of Thumb' - At = I * (Reference Accuracy)

Accident Accuracy (A.)

Accuracy of a device in a harsh environment caused by a Design Basis Event accident (excluding a seismic
event).

The following is a list of hils errors which result in A,:

Drift D.
Repeatability R.
DBE temperature errors TA,
DBE radiation errors RAD,
Water Leg errors WL.
Acceptance band Ab
Calibration errors
Miscellaneous DBE errors (as required)

Accuracy

The degree of conformity of an indicated value to a recognized accepted standard value, or ideal value.
(ISA)
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Allowable Value (AJ)

A limiting value that the trip setpoint can have when tested periodically, beyond which the instrument
channel may be declared inoperable and appropriate action should be taken.

Analytical Limits (AL)

The limit of a measured or calculated variable established by the safety analysis to ensure that a safety limit
is not exceeded. The analytical limits are established by the system engineer per Reference 3.7.

Arbitrarily Distributed Uncertainty

This term is used in this TI to denote uncertainties which do not have a normal distribution.

Bias

An uncertainty component which consistently has the same algebraic sign, and is expressed as an
estimated limit of error.

Bistable

A device which changes state when a preselected signal value is reached.

Calibrated Span (CS)

See definition for Span.

Conformity

Of a curve, the closeness to which it approximates a specified curve (e.g., logarithmic, parabolic, cubic,
etc.)

Confidence Interval

An interval, computed from sample values. Intervals so constructed will straddle the estimated parameter
100 * (1 - a) percent of the time in repeated sampling. The quantity, (1 -a), is called the confidence
coefficient

Counting Statistics

The detector Is a pulse producing scintillation counter and subject to counting statistic uncertainties based
on the monitor's time constant or count time (Te system totals counts during a set period of time). The
uncertainty is based on the distribution of disintegrations over this finite period of time. Thus the uncertainty
Is based on the length of time the process is monitored, I.e., the certainty that a given time period has
captured a representative count.
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Dead band

In process instrumentation, the range through which an input signal may be varied, upon reversal of
direction, without Initiating an observable change in output signal.

Degree of Freedom

The definition of Degree of Freedom is "n-i" with "n" being the sample size of interest. The sample
size/degrees of freedom depends on the analysis being performed. For example, given 4 devices each
calibrate 10 times, there are two degrees of freedom possible. Case I is (40 - 1) for predicting future
operation of these S/N devices, and Case 2 is (4 -1) for predicting future operation of this type device
(general population).

Dependent Uncertainty

Uncertainty components are dependent on each other if they possess a significant correlation, for whatever
cause, known or unknown. Typically, dependencies form when effects share a common cause.

Design Basis Event (DBE)

Postulated events used in the design to establish the acceptable performance requirements for the
structures, systems, and components (Reference 3.30).

Design Basis Event Accuracy (Adj)

A,,, is the greater of the Accident Accuracy (A,) or the Post Seismic Accuracy (A.).

Design Basis Event Analysis

That analysis used to determine safety system responses to design basis events.

Deviation

Any departure from a desired value or expected value or pattern.

Device

An apparatus for performing a prescribed function.

Drift

An undesired change In output over a period of time, which change is unrelated to the input, environment or
load.

Dynamic Response

The behavior of the output of a device as a function of the input, both with respect to time.
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Effect

A change in output produced by some outside phenomenon, such as elevated temperature, pressure,
humidity, or radiation.

Element

A component of a device or system.

Energy Dependence error (EeD)

The difference in response of the detector to varying energy. The detector has a different sensitivity for
each isotope it observes, the spread of these sensitivities is the error due to energy dependence. Normally
the expected isotopes will be predominantly Xe-133. Plant procedures use the specific calibration factor
analyzed by Engineering. Therefore, the energy dependence Is accounted for and need not be considered
as an uncertainty In this calculation.

Error

In process Instrumentation, the algebraic difference between the indicated and the ideal value of the
measured signal. It is the quantity which algebraically added to the Indication gives the ideal value. Note:
This definition is the opposite of the ISA definition.

Factory Alignment error (Efac)

This term accounts for the uncertainty associated with taking reference reading with the check source.
Mounting variation of the source Is the cause of this uncertainty.

Field Alignment error (Efa)

The uncertainty associated with calibration of the equipment in the field. The uncertainty of calibration is
accounted for via the M&TE uncertainties included in this calculation, i.e., ICTe, ICRe, OCTe, OCRe, and
Ab. Thus field alignment error is not included as a separate term so as to confirm to the EEB-TI-28
convention.

Foldover

A device characteristic exhibited when a further change in the input produces an output signal which
reverses Its direction from the specified input-output relationship.

Full Span

Full span is defined as the "maximum adjustable range."

Hysteresis

That property of an element evidenced by the dependence of the value of the output, for a given excursion
of the input, upon the history of prior excursions and the direction of the current traverse.
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Imprecision (Eimp)

The statistical uncertainty resulting from unknown radiation energy level concentrations, which affect
detector efficiency, coupled with the response time of the readout module electronics. See Counting
Statistic definition.

Independent Uncertainty

Uncertainty components are Independent of each other If their magnitudes or algebraic signs are not
significantly correlated.

Instrument Channel

An arrangement of components and devices as required to generate a single protective action signal when
required by a generating station condition. An instrument channel loses its Identity where single protective
action signals are combined.

Instrument Range

The region between the limits within which a quantity is measured, received, or transmitted, expressed by
stating the lower and upper range values.

Limiting Safety System Setting (LSSS)

Limiting Safety System Settings are settings for automatic protective devices related to those variables
having significant safety functions.

Linearity

The closeness to which a curve approximates a straight line.

Margin

In setpoint determination, margin Is an allowance added to the Instrument channel uncertainty. Margin
moves the setpoint further away from the analytical limit

Module

Any assembly of interconnected components which constitutes an identifiable device, instrument, or piece
of equipment. A module can be removed as a unit and replaced with a spare. It has definable performance
characteristics which permit It to be tested as a unit A module can be a card, a draw out circuit breaker, or
other subassembly of a larger device, provided it meets the requirements of this definition.

Net count rate inaccuracy (E'ncr)

The error in the measured radiation level due to various drift and environmental effects from the detector to
the readout module

Normal Accuracy (An)

Accuracy of a device located In an environment not affected by an accident, or prior to an accident
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Normal Measurable Accuracy (And

These errors are associated with normal (non-accident) conditions. The errors may be detected during a
calibration. The acceptance band is also included in Ad. The following is a list of typical errors included in
the calculation of Asi.

Drift D.
Repeatability R.
Acceptance band
Calibration errors

Normalization

Where instrument accuracy has been stated in terms other than percent of span, modifying the accuracy
term as stated to be percent of span.

Nuclear Safety-Related Instrumentation

That which Is essential to:

1) Provide emergency reactor shutdown

2) Provide containment isolation

3) Provide reactor core cooling

4) Provide for containment or reactor heat removal

5) Prevent or mitigate a significant release of radioactive material to the environment; or is otherwise
essential to provide reasonable assurance that a nuclear power plant can be operated without
undue risk to the health and safety of the public.

Operating Conditions, Normal

The range of operating conditions within which a device is designed to operate and for which operating
influences are stated.

Operating Conditions, Reference

The range of operating conditions of a device within which operating influences are negligible.

Operating Influence

The change in a performance characteristic caused by a change in a specified operating condition from
reference operating condition, all other conditions being held with In the limits of reference operating
conditions.
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Operating Limit

A limit between a system's normal operating range and an associated protective setpoint This limit is
defined by the amount of process variation which may be expected (normal or transient) in the direction of
the protective setpoint.

Overrange Limit

The maximum input that can be applied to a device without causing damage or permanent change in
performance.

Post-Seismic Accuracy (Aj)

A normal accuracy plus residual accuracy effects following a seismic event

Primary Calibration error (Epc)

This term account for the uncertainty of the primary calibration of the detector. A known source gas which Is
NBS traceable is routed through a prototype detector sample chamber or a mock-up of process stream to
be monitored. The uncertainty of the source gas concentration and the geometry of the sample technique is
attributed to Epc.

Process Measurement Errors (PRSCQ)

Process errors that Include those Inherent In the measurement technique, for example fluid stratification
effects on temperature measurements, or the effect of fluid density changes on level measurement.

Process Measurement Instrumentation

An instrument or group of instruments that convert a physical process parameter such as temperature,
pressure, etc., to a useable, measurable parameter such as current, voltage, etc.

Process Noise

Random fluctuation of the process variable. These fluctuations are due to disturbances generated in the
process by various physical processes.

Protective Action

The Initiation of a signal or operation of equipment within the protection system or protective action system
to accomplish a protective function in response to a generating station condition having reached a limit
specified in the design basis.

Protective Function

The sensing of one or more variables associated with a particular generating station condition, the signal
processing, and the initiation and completion of the protective action within the values of the variables
established in the design basis.
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Protection system

The electrical and mechanical devices (measured process variables to protective action system input
terminals) involved in generating those signals associated with the protective functions. These signals
include those that Initiate reactor trip, engineered safety features, and auxiliary supporting features.

Qualification Maintenance Data Sheet (QMDS)

A form used to document, assemble, maintain, and transmit special maintenance activities required to
maintain environmental qualification of safety-related electrical equipment located in harsh environments.

Random

Describing a variable whose value at a particular future Instant cannot be predicted exactly, but can only be
estimated by a probability distribution function.

Range

The region between limits within which a quantity is measured, received, or transmitted, expressed by
stating the lower and upper-values.

Reference Junction

That thermocouple junction which is at a known or referenced temperature.

Note: The reference junction is physically that point at which the thermocouple or thermocouple extension
wires are connected to a device or where the thermocouple is connected to a pair of lead wires, usually
copper.

Reference Junction Compensation

A means of counteracting the effect of temperature variations of the reference junction, when allowed to
vary within specified limits.

Repeatability

The closeness of agreement among a number of consecutive measurements of the output for the same
value of the Input under the same operating conditions, approaching from the same direction, for full-range
traverses.

Reproducibility

In process Instrumentation, the closeness of agreement among repeated measurements of the output for
the same value of input made under the same operating conditions over a period of time, approaching from
both directions.

Note 1: It is usually measured as a non-reproducibililty and expressed as reproducibililty in percent of span
for a specified time period. Normally, this implies a long period of time, but under certain conditions
the period may be a short time during which drift may not be included.

Note 2: Reproducibility Includes hysteresis, dead band, and repeatability.
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Note 3: Between repeated measurements the input may vary over the range and operating conditions may
vary within normal operating conditions.

Response Time

The time interval from when the monitored variable exceeds its trip setpoint until a protective action Is
performed.

Safety Limit

A limit on an important process variable that is necessary to reasonably protect the integrity of physical
barriers that guard against uncontrolled release of radioactivity.

Saturation

A device characteristic exhibited when a further change in the input signal produces no significant additional
change in the output.

Scale Factor

The factor by which the number of scale divisions indicated or recorded by an instrument should be
multiplied to compute the value of the measured variable.

Seismic Error (S.)

Component residual accuracy effects following a seismic event.

Self-Heating

Internal heating resulting form electric energy dissipated within a device.

Sensitivity

The ratio of the change In output magnitude to the change of the input which causes it after the steady-state
has been reached.

Sensor

The portion of an Instrument channel which responds to changes In a plant variable or condition and
converts the measured process variable into an electric or pneumatic signal.

Setpoint (SP)

A predetermined level at which a bistable device changes state to indicate that the quantity under
surveillance has reached the selected value, a controllers control point Is reached, or an Operator takes
action.
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Signal Conditioning

One or more devices that perform signal conversion, buffering. Isolation, or mathematical operations on the
signal as needed.

Signal Interface

The physical means (cables, connectors, etc.) by which the process signal is propagated from the process
measurement device through the signal conditioning device of the instrument channel to the actuation
device.

Span

The algebraic difference between the upper and lower values of a calibrated range.

Span Shift

Any change in slope of the input-output curve.

Systematic Error

An error which, in the course of a number of measurements made under the same conditions of the same
value of a given quantity, either remains constant in absolute value and sign or varies according to a definite
law when the conditions change. In this instruction a systematic error is a fixed error of known magnitude
and sign. (See bias error)

Test Interval

The elapsed time between the initiation (or successful completion) of tests on the same sensor, channel,
load group, safety group, safety system, or other specified system or device.

Tolerance

The allowable variation from a specified or true value.

Transducer

An element or device which receives information in the form of one quantity and converts it to information in
the form of the same or another quantity.

Transfer Function

A mathematical representation describing the relationship between the output of a device with respect to a
defined Input for that device.

Transient

In process instrumentation, the behavior of a variable during transition between two steady-states.
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Transient Overshoot

The maximum excursion beyond the final steady state value of output as the result of an Input change.

Transmitter

A transducer which responds to a measured variable by means of a sensing element and converts it to a
standardized transmission signal which is a function only of the measured variable.

Trip Setpoint

A predetermined value at which a bistable device changes state to Indicate that the quantity under
surveillance has reached the selected value.

Turndown

The ratio of the range of an instrument to the calibrated span.

Variable, Measured

A quantity, property, or condition which is measured.

Uncertainty

The amount of error In an instrument channel which represents the distribution of possible errors within
some probability and confidence level.

Upper Range Limit (URL)

The maximum span adjustment or maximum usable range for an instrument
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Caution: The following information in this Appendix is to only provide
the calculation preparer direction concerning format and a level
of professional quality. This Appendix should not be used for
technical input for preparation of TI-28 calculations.
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SITE ZNOM==RIN CALCUL=fOI5

T=tIlo SJ SPOS2M XN SC== CALCVLUIONS ORo | LAT UNITr
rzZD VMTER UI1TZR ZL !X ASM1aTlMS 2

Prepariag Organization Zey Nouns:
=/zIfZic X&C, INSTR, CXXXBRATION, SITOnTACgC=&=

Prolect Identifiers P1M1 Accossion NWABer
XD-N2006-920370 RlUSl'tse PMS accession number

Applicable Delgu IRO
Documaet: _

Z2B TY 2B o1

SAR SZCTIONS: AR ST UID SYSTEM: 06

WI 77 I SAzTIr S Z YES t No(X)

ECK No.* DCX S7327 a STATZHT OF PROBEM
D*tezuin& the accuracy

Prepared of the subject ba trument
loops zd d02o-strate that

Mohcked the accuracy In adequata for
thae intended purpose.

Reviewed Primary elements are located
in a HILD enviroument.

Approved Subject devices t ) are (x)
aro not part of PAW.

Date

Pages added

Pages deleted

Pages changed

ABSTRACT These calculations contain an unverified axsumption s) that
must be verified later. Yea ( ) no (z)

Calculations were perforxnd to determine the accuracy of the subject
instrument loops. The determined accuracies are coupared to thet equired
accuracies, satpointx, safety limits and/or operational limits and the
accuracy of the loops Listed below are demonstrated to be acceptable for
the intended function of the instrument loops listed on sheet. 12
through 19

rSAM. Compliance eview
Lead Zlectrica2 Sngin-er

QUALITY ELATED CALCUL&TION AID DIR.Ecr DESIUN MSuT
Calculation contain specIAl tequirements or limiting conditions.

Yo a( ) No ( X )
Rev 0 of this calculation coaslst s of sheetx and
Attahments for a total of shouts.

Microfilm and return calculations to Zngiznering Records Processing
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SZ1CX= AMD SCaLING CALcULaIZONS
VRBWCs/VAJZCs 3D=nuZFZER ZD-w2006-920370

CAZC&~OAZ DZSXG= VXnTCArOX (RDZfDZlT RzV=W) ?am
(PER =2-3.1)

Calculation Revision No 0

Method of design verification (independent review) used (check method used):

1. Design Pcview
2. Alternate Calculation _

3. Qualification Test _

Justification (explain below):

Method l:In the design review method,, ustify the technical adequacy of the calculation and
explain how the adequacy was verified (calculation is similar to another, based on accepted
handbook methods, appropriate sensitivity studies included for confidence, etc.).

Method 2:In the alternate calculation method, Identify the pages where the alternate calculation
has been included in the calculation package and explain why this method is adequate.

Method 3: lin the qualification test method, identify the QA documented source s) where testing
adequately demonstrates the adequacy of this calculation and explain.

Design Veritier Date
(Independent Peviewer)
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S=SPOI1 AND SC~ CAtcULATXOS
MR)EcB/PRO.7CT MzP FXZYR ZD-2I2006-920370

rsax ccqiPi<x=cz urvlz

CALCULATION PXVISION 0

This review has been performed to comply with IMP 3.1 regardlmg rSR Compliance. Bslow are
listed the FSAR sections reviewed to satisfy the requirements of IMP 3.1:

11.3 11.5 11.6 11.7 11.8

11.9 14.5.2 _

RESULTS OF REVIEW:

The following sections are not

11.3 11.5

11.9 14.5.2

affected:

11 .6 11.7 11 .8

The following sections are affected with their associated impact:

,N/A
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SETPOXXT AND SCALING CALCMLATxONS
Nh21cs/Zo,=cT IDErNzTIzR =D-N2=006-920370

TAB LZ OF CO N TE NT S

COVER SEEET ............... 1

REVISION LOG. 2

CALCULATION DESIGN VERIFICATION FORM. 3

FSAR COMPLIANCE REVIEW FORM. 4

TABLE OF CONTENTS ........................ . . . 5,6

1. EUPPOSE . 7

2. ASSUMPTIONIS/PEQUIRE2NTS/DEFINITIONS AXD ABBREVIATIONS .... 7

3. SOURCE Or DESIGN INPU1T (RFERENCES). B-l

4. DESIGN INPUT DATA

4.1 LOOP COMPONENT LIST .................................. 12-19

4.2 LOOP FUNCTIONS, REQUIPEMENTS & LIMITS .20-25

4.3 COMPONENT DATA TRANSMITTER .26-27

4.4 COMPONENT DATA NOTES TRANSMITTER ...................... 28-32

4.5 COMPONENT rATA I/P SIGNAL CONERTOR .33-34

4.6 COMPONENT DATA NOTES I/P SIGNAL CONVERTOR .35-38

4.7 COMPONENT DATA POSITIONER ............................. 39

4.8 COMPONENT DATA DISTRSBUTED CONTROL SYSTEM .40

4.9 COMPONENT DATA NOTES DISTRIBUTED CONTROL SYSTEM .41

5. DOCUMENTATION OF ASSUMPTIONS .41

6. COMPUTATIONS I ANALYSES ................................... 42-50

7. SUDOOLRY OF RESULTS .51

8. CONCLUSION .97

9. ATTACEMENTS

REV PREP DATE _CECK DATE SET 6 C/O_
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szTPOnUr AND SCALTNG CALC1LAIOXS
ZRANCH/PROJECT =DEITZrXR KD-12006-920370

T A B L E O F C ON T Z N S S (CONTINUED)

ATTACSMENTS

1. EXCERPTS FROM TOX8ORO PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
PSS 2A-lA3 S, 823DP INTELLIGENT
d/p CELL TRANSMITTSER (12 PAGES)

2. EXCERPTS FROM YOXBORO INSTRDCTIONS MI 018-430
E69F CURRENT TO PNEUMATIC SIGNAL COUVZRTER (9 PAGES)

3. EXCERPTS FROM FOXBORO INSTRUCTIONS YS 012-340
TYPE C VERNIER VALVACTOR YOKE MOUNTED (8 PAGES)

4. EXCERPTS FROM FOXBORO PRODUCT SPECIFICATION FOR
E69F FIELD MOUNTED CURRENT TO PNEUMATIC SIGNAL
CONVERTER PSS 4-BBl A. (6 PAGES)

5. EXCERPTS FROM FOXBORO PRODUCT SPECIFICATION FOR
E69P, CURRENT TO PNEUMATIC VALVE POSITSONER
PSS 4-lOA2 A. (6 PAGES)

6. EXCERPTS FROM PRODUCT SPECIFICATION FOR
'INTELLIGENT AUTOMATION SERIES MODEL RET
BAND-EELD TERMINAL' PSS 2A-lZ3 A. (4 PAGES)

7. EXCERPTS FROM FOXBORO PRODUCT SPECIFICATION FOR
I/A SERIES INTELLIGENT TRANSMITTER INTERFACE
MODULE (FrBM 18) PSS 21H-2D5 B4. (3 PAGES)

REV PREP DATE CEECK DATE SET 7 C/O_
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szTPoTm aND SCALING CALCULATIONS
ZRANCH/220ZCT IDINTIrFz3 ZD-X2006-920370

1) PURPOSE:

The purpose of tlis calculation Is a) to determine the accuracy of the instrumentation covered by
this calculation, and b) to demonstrate that the instrumentation is sufficiently accurate to
perform Its intended function without safety or operational limits being exceeded. The
instruments in this calculation are not safety related, but It is quality related and accident
accuracies will not be demonstrated.

2) ASSUMPTIONS:

x This calculation contains no assumptions.

2 .a) PEQUISEMENTS

1. The Foxboro Model transmitter 823DP-D is installed in the plant in accordance with
DCN W17327 A.

2. The output requirements of this calculation are listed in Summary of Results.

2.b) DEFINITIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS:

DEFINITIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS USED IN TEIS CALCULATION AIM CONSISTENT WIT1 EnB-TI-28
(REFERENCE 1). SPECIAL DEFINITIONS/ABEREVIATIONS NOT COVERED IN EEE-TI-20 ARE LISTED

EELOW,

DDI - Direct Design Input
FS - Full Scale
$AD - Integrated Accident Dose
INWC - Inches Water Column
MCR - Main Control Room
M&TE - Measuring and Test Equipment
U/A - Not A~plioable
N/R - Not Required
OL - Operational Limits
SEP - Static Eead Pressure
TID - Total Integrated Dose
URL - Upper Range Limit

REV PREP DATE CHECK DATE SET B C/O _
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S'ZTO=n ND SCALI C sL= OwS
aRANCH/PROJ3CT nDzENTITRA YD-N2006-920370

3) SOV=CZ or DrszCN xU ZIFORMATION (TUWzucR S)

RIFJ ATT# DDI REFERENCE (RIMS NO)
(Y/N)

1 N BRANCa INSTRUCTION EEB-TI-28, REVISION 1, *SETPOINT
CALCULATIONSw (RIMS NO. B43 88 1024 902)

2 N TECINICAL SPECIFICATIONS, UNIT 2, T5ER AMENDMENT 202.

3 N UPDATED FINAL SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT FSAR TERU AMENDMENT 9.

4 Y CALCULATION ZD-Q2999-890038, REVISION 2, wIR EFFECTS' (RIMS NO. PB22 90 0703
108)

5 Y CALCULATION 72136RDM, REVISION 0, NA REVIEW OF ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS IN A RADIATION ENVIROSMENT OF < 5 X 104 PADSM

6 Y 'INSTRtMENT ENGINEERS' RANDVBO0K PROCESS
MRASUREMENT, REVISED EDITION, BELA, C. LIPTAK,
CEILTON BOOX COMPANY

7 Y SITE STANDARD PRACTICE S5P 6.8 R0 'INSTRUlENTATION SETPOINTS, SCALING AND
CALIBRATION PROCRAM'.

8 Y DRAWING, 47W225-1, RD, 'EARSE ENVIRONMENTAL DATA DRAWING SERIES INDEX,
NOTES AND REFERENCES'

9 Y DRAWING, 2-47W600-25, RO, 'MECHANICAL INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROLS'

10 Y DRAWING, 2-47W600-26, R0, WMECHANICAL INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROLS'

11 Y DRAWING, 2-47W600-32, R0, 'MECHANICAL INSTRUMENTS AlD CONTROLS'

12 Y DRAWING, 2-47W600-33, R0, 'MECMANICAL 1NSTRMDENTS AND CONTROLSO

13 Y *DRAWING, 2-47W600-45G, R0, 'ME-CEANICAL INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROLSW

14 21 NOT USED

22 Y DRAWING, 47W600-37, O00D, MECHANICAL INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROLS'

23 Y DRAWING, 4-WGOO-38, RO000, 'MECANICA INSTRUMENTS MD CONTROLS'

24 Y DRAWING, 47W600-39, R000, 'MECRANICAL INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROLS'

25 Y DRAWING, 47B601-6-0 AXOE, *INSTRUMENT TABULATION, HEATER DRAINS AND VENT
SYSTEM-

26 1 Y FOXBORO PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONTS PSS 2A-1A3 E ON B23DP INTELLIGENT dip CELL
TMANSMITTERS.'

27 Y SYSTEM DESIGN CRITERIA, EFN-50-7002, RC, 'CONDENSATE AND DEINEPALIZED
WATER SYSTEM - UNITS 2 & 3 (RIMS 4 B22 920411 303), DIM BZN 50-7002-3 (B22
920323 301).

28 Y DESIGN CRITERIA, BFN-50-7003, R7, 'REACTOR FEEDWATER SYSTEM - UNITS 2 & 3'
(RIMS J B22 920422 302)

29 Y SYSTEM DESIGN CRITERIA, DFN-50-7005, R2, 'EXTRACTION STEAM SYSTEM - UNITS 2
& 3 * (RIMS t B22 920410 301)

REV PREP DATE CHECK DATE SET 9 C/O
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[part of BFN TS-447 RAI Enclosure 3 |

Setpoint Calculations
EEB-TI-28

Appendix H

Zxample Calculation

SZTPOIT AM SCALING Q CALCLATXONS
BRWC11/PAO3JCST IDEZNTIF=R XD-X2006-920370

3) SoUc= or

RErf

30

31

32

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

53

DEsIGN XNPUT WO7JUIMTION (YZJRZNCZS) (CONTINUXD)

ATT# DDS FiFERENCE (RIMS NO)
(Y/N)

Y DRAWING, 2-47E610-06-1, RG, 'HECEANICAL CONTROL DIAGRAM, EEATER DRAINS AND
VENT SYSTEM"

Y DRAWING, 2-47E610-06-4, R6, OMECEANICAL CONTROL DIAGRAM, EEATER DRAINS AND
VENT SYSTEM"

-37 NOT USED

Y DRAWING 2-47E802-1 R005, FLOW DIAGRAM, EXTRACTION STEAM

Y DRAWING 2-47E803-1 RO10, FECEANICAL FLOW DIAGRAM, REACTOR FEEDWATER

Y DRAWING 2-47E803-2 ROO4, HECRANICAL FLOW DIAGRAM, REACTOR FEEDWATER, BOILER
FD PMP DRIVE TURBINE A.

Y DRAWING 2-47EZ05-1 R004, MECEANICAL FLOW DIAGRAM, EFATER DRAINS AND VENTS s

MISC. PIPING

Y DRAWING 47W425-20 R3, UNIT 2, wMZCHANICAL EEATERS DRAINS AND VENTS
TURBINE CONNECTIONS AMD MISCELLANEOUS PIPING".

2 Y TOXBORO INSTRUCTION EI 018-430 nANOARY 1985, E69F CURRENT TO PNEUKATIC
CONVERTER.

3 Y FOXBORO INSTRUCTION MI 012-340 SEPTEMBER 1968, TYPE C VERNIER VALVACTOR
YOxE MOUNTED.

6 Y FOXBORO PRODUCT SPECIFICATION FOR 'INTELLIGENT AUTOMATION SERIES MODEL BET
SAND RELD TERMINAL" PSS 2A-lZ3 A.

Y SSP 6.7 R01, SITE STANDARD PRACTICE -CONTROL Or MEASURING AND TEST
ZQUIPMENT-.

Y TVA CONTRACT 82127 D

4 Y FOXBORO PRODUCT SPECIFICATION FOR E69F FIELD MOUNTED CURRENT TO PNEUZATIC
SIGNAL CONVERTER PSS 4-8BI A.

5 Y FOXBORO PRODUCT SPlCIFICATION FOR E69P, CURRENT TO PNEUMATIC VALVE
POSITIONER PSS 4-10A2 A.

Y FOXBORO PRODUCT SPECIFICATION FOR I/A SERIES INTELLIGENT TRANSMITTER
INTERFACE MODULE (lBM 18) PSS 215-2D5 B4.

Y FOXBORO PRODUCT SPECIFICATION FOR E69g FIELD MOUNTED CURRANT TO PNEUMATIC
SIGNAL CONVERTER PS$ 4-OB1 A.

Y DRAWING 47X1110-13, UNIT 2, GUARMANTEE THROTTLE FLOW 3RFP- 2.00 'EG

Y DRAWING 47Z1110-15, UNIT 2, 75t VWO THROTTLE FLOW 3 RFP'S -2.00" HG

Y DRAWING 47K1110-14, UNIT 2, VALVES WIDE OPEN FLOW 3 RPY'S

Y DRAWING 47K1110-16, UNIT 2, 50 % VWO TEROTTLE FLOW 3RFP'S- 2.00 HEG

Y DRAWING 47R1110-17, UMIT 2, 25% VWO TEROTTLE TLOW 3 UEP'S -2.00' HG

REV PREP DATE CHECX DATE SET 10 C/O _
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|part of BFN TS-447 RAI Endosure 3

Setpoint Calculations
EEB-TI-28

Appendix H

Examsple Calculation

$XTPOIPS MO SC2LNGC CLcvLAXoNs
BRANCH/PROZZCT =Z=TIPUZR ZD-W2006-520370

4) DZSIGN INPUP DATA

4.1) LOOP COMPONENT LIST

7 TZRTR JATZR 1A LOOP SDSTSSM: 2-L-06-1

DEVICE ID# PANEL M. EL. PE.

2-LT-06-LA 25-113A 9 58S' 9

2-LT-06-1B 25-113A 9 588' 9

2-LM-06-21A 25-113A 9 590' 9

2-LM-06-1B LOCAL 9

2-LCV-06-1 LOCAL 9

COOED.

k-t8

k-tS

k-t8

IEF.

9

9

9

INSTRUMENT TAP INFORMASTION:

TAP ELEVATION: WLLP 597' 60
INSTRIMENT ELEVATION: 588'

WLEP 601' 2"
PEiEmrPCEs: 9

PZEDWATER KRATER 31 LOOP IDEP?=IZR: 2-L-06-19

DEVICE SD# PANEL REF. EL. REF.

2-LT-06-19A 25-113A 9 588' 9

2-LT-06-193 25-113A 9 588' 9

2-LX-06-19A 25-113A 9 590' 9

2-LM-06-19B LOCAL 9

2-LCV-06-19 LOCAL 9

COORD.

k-t8

k-tB

k-tB

PEF.

9

9

9

INSTRUMENT TAP INFOP14ATION:

TAP ELEVATION: WLLP 597' 6' WLE
INSTRU139T ELEVATION:O_5a REF

PEEDWATER =EATER C1 LOOP SDZNTIT1ZR:

DEVICE ZMf PANEL PEr. XL.

2-LT-06-37A 25-113B 10 S8ee

2-LT-06-37B 25-113B 10 5S8e

2-LM-06-37A 25-113B 10 590'

2-LZ'-06-37B LOCAL 10

2-LCV-0 6-37 LOCAL 10

INSTRTk!ENT TAP INFOPSTION:

TAP ELEVATION: WLLP 597' 6' WLr
INSTRUENT ELEVATION: 58 REFB

LP 601' 2'
ERENCE: 9

2-L-06-37

PP.

10

10

10

COORD.

k-t8

k-t8

k-tB

REF.

10

10

10

P 601' 20
pR-NCL: 10

REVPREP DATE CRECR DATE SET 11 C/o_
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|part of BFN TS-447 RAI Enclosure 3

Setpoint Calcultons
EEB-TI-28

Appendix H

Zrample Calculation

SEEPOTET AND SCALINQ casLcOsxsIOUS
JJACl/PRoJZCT xDzNTIFIER 2D-N2006-920370

4) DSZ IPUT DATA

4.1) LOOP COHONZNT LIST

YzEDWAE NATER a.2 LOOP IDEZTIFIER: 2-e-06--4

DEVICE 2D{ PANEL M. EL. REF. COORD. r".

Z-LT-06-4A 25-II3A 9 588' 9 k-t8 9

2-LT-06-4B 25-113A 9 589' 9 k-t8 9

2-LM-06-4A1 25-113A 9 590' 9 k-t8 9

2-LM-06-4BA 25-113A 9 590' 9 k-t8 9

2-LM-06-4AB LOCAL 9

2-kM-06-4BB LOCAL 9

2-LCV-06-4A LOCAL 9

2-LCV-06-4B LOCAL 9

TNSTRmzNT TAP INFOP-.ATION:

TAP ELEVATION: WLLP 601' 10' ELEP 604'10"

INSTRUMENT ELEVATION: 588' REFERENCE: 9

rZD WATEZR XATFER B2 LOOP lDENtTr=R.: 2-L--06-22

DEVICE Ift PANEL REF. EL. MEF. COORD. RE.

2-LT-06-22A 25-113B 10 588' 10 k-tE 10

2-LT-06-223 25-113B 10 588' 10 k-tB 10

2-LM-06-22AA 25-113B 20 590' 10 k-te 10

2-LM-06-22BA 25-113B 10 590' 10 k-t8 10

2-LM-06-22AB LOCAL 10

2-LM-06-22BB LOCAL 10

2-LCV-06-22A LOCAL 10

2-LCV-06-22B LOCAL 10

INSTRUMENT TAP INFORMXITION:

TAP ELEVATION: WLLP 601' 100 WLBP 604'10'

INSTRUMENT ELEVATION: 588' REFEFENCE: 10

REV PREP DATE CRECK DATE SET 12 C/O
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|part of BFN TS-447 RAI Enclosure 3 |

Setpoint Calculations
EEB-TI-28

Appendix H

Zxample Calculation

szTpOXNT xm 8CALINC CALCULLTZONS
3PAMcf/PROJZC? 3mZusZ..n ZD-=2006-920370

4) DZSXON ZlPOT DPAW

4.1) LOOP COMPONENT LIST

r=WAT= E2JT= C2 LOOt XDKRTr3MR: 2-L-06-40

DEVICE IDI PANEL R!F. Zt. IMF.

2-LT-06-40A 25-113B 10 S88' 10

2-LT-06-40B 25-113B 10 588' 10

2-LM-06-40AA 25-113B 10 590' 10

2-LM-06-40BA 25-113B 10 S90' 10

2-LM-06-4 0AB LOCAL 10

COO3Do.

k-t8

k-tS

k-tt

k-t8

REF.

10

10

10

10

2-LM-06-40BB LOCAL

2-LCV-06-40A LOCAL

2-LCV-0 6-40B LOCAL

10

10

10

I17SSRUMNT TAP IOBORNATION:

TAP ELEVATION: WLLP 601' 10f

INSTRUMENT ELEVATION: 588'

WLHP 604'10'

REFERENCE: 10

IMDMEZR NEATER 23 1WP XDZNRTIR: 2-L-06-25

DEVICZ IDN PANEL REF. EL. REF.

2-LT-06-25A 25-108 12 588' 12

2-LT-06-25B 25-108 12 588' 12

2-LM-06-25A 25-108 12 590' 12

2-IM-06-25B LOCAL 12

2-LCV-06-25 LOCAL 12

COORD. R.

f-t7 12

f-t7 12

f-t7 12

INSTRUNT TAP INFORMATION:

TAP ELEVATION: WLLP 609' 10.51

INSTRJMENT ELEVATION: 588'

NLEP 612'10.5P

REFERENCE: 12

BEV PPZP DATE C KX DATE SET 13 CJO_
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Setpolnt Calculations
EEBT- 28

Appendix H

Eranple Calculation

SETPOIXT MMD SCALING CLCULXZAIONS
PJL.UCE/PROZ7CT XDENTI1'ZXR ZD-N2006-920370

4) DZSIGN XWPUT DAsA

4.1) LOOP COMPONEST LIST

FZZDlATAR ZX&TR CS LOOP IDENTITIER: 2-L,06--43

DEVICZ IN PANEL PET. EL. REF.

2-LT-06-43A 25-109 11 589' 11

2-LT-06-43B 25-109 11 588' 11

2-LM-06-43A 25-109 1U 590' 11

2-LM-06-43B LOCAL 11

2-LCV-06-43 LOCAL 11

COORD.

e-t7

e-t7

a-t7

RET.-

11

11

11

ZNSTRPMZNT TAP TOPOEW^TION:

TAP ELEVATION: WLLP 609' 10.5'
INSTRUMENT ELEVATION: 58B'

WLEP 612'1C.5'
RPFETERPS r-- =1

rZZDWAXZR ZZATZX A3 LOOP InINDErXZR: 2-L-06-7

DEVICE IDN PANEL REF. EL. PEF. COORD.

2-LT-06-7A 25-107 11 588' 11 g-t7

2-LT-06-7B 25-107 11 589' 11 g-t7

2-LM-06-7A 25-10.7 11 590' 11 g-t7

2-LM-06-7B LOCAL 11

2-LCV-06-7 LOCAL 11

INSTRUMENT TAP INFORMTAION:

TAP ELEVATION: WLLP 609' 10.5' WLEP 612'10.5'
INSTRUMENT ELEVATION: 588' REFERENCE: 11

REF.

11

11

11

TZDEATIR EZEATE A4 LOP IDZS1

DEVICE IDt PANEL REr.

2-LT-06-11A 25-1ISA 22

2-LT-06-IIB 25-115A 22

2-LM-06-IlAA 25-lIIA 22

2-LN-06-11EA 25-115A 22

2-LI-06-1llA LOCAL 22

2-LM-06-llBB LOCAL 22

2-LCV-06-1lA LOCAL 22

2-LCV-06-11B LOCAL 22

INSTRUMENT TAP INFORMATION:

TAP ELEVATION: WLLP 595' 11'
INSTRUMENT ELEVATION: 559'

XIXR:

EL.

559'

559'

561'

561'

2-L-06-11

RET.

22

22

22

22

COORD.

d-tlo

d-tl0

d-tl0

d-tiO

RxT.

22

22

22

22

WLEP 599'B'
REFRESNCE: 22

REV_PREP DATE CHECK DATE SET 14 C/O_
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Appendix H

Exanple Calculat:ion

SEsPOUT Mmo scALrEa cALcuLAxon
aRMNCZ/PROP3CT XDZNTf2lR ED-N2006-920370

4) DZSXGN SX1PT DATA

4.1) LOOP COWONENT LIST

TTX=WAT13= BAYZR 84 LOOP I ITwIRX: 2-L-06-25

DEVICE nt PANEL Er. EL. Mr.

2-LT-06-29A 25-215B 23 559' 23

2-LT-06-293 25-115B 23 559' 23

2-LM-06-29AA 25-1lSB 23 561' 23

2-LM-06-29BA 25-115B 23 561' 23

2-IM-06-29AB LOCAL 23

2-LM-06-29BB LOCAL 23

2-LCV-06-29A LOCAL 23

2-LCV-06-29B LOCAL 23

COORD.

d-tll

d-til

d-til

d-t1l

MrE.

23

23

23

23

INSTRUMENT TAP INFOEMATION:

TAP ELEVATION: WLLP 55' 11'

INSTROMENT ELEVATION: 559'

WI"P 599'8'

REFXPENC: 23

IREDWATrR ZMATZR C4

DEVICE ZD PANEL

2-LT-06-47A 25-115C

2-LT-06-47B 25-115C

2-LM-06-47AA 25-115C

2-IdM-06-47RA 25-115C

2-$M-06-47AB LOCAL

2-LM-06-47BB LOCAL

2-LCV-06-47A LOCAL

2-LCV-06-47B LOCAL

40P IDzrvTIIR:

PF . EL.

24 559'

24 559'

24 561'

24 561'

24

24

24

24

2-L-06-47

REF.

24

24

24

24

COORD.

d-til

d-t11

d-til

d-t1l

REF.

24

24

24

24

INSTRfttlET TAP INVORPTION:

TAP ELEVATION: WLLP 595' 11'

INSTR1dEMNT ELEVATION: 599'

WLEP 599' 8a

MEFERENCE: 23

REVPREP DATE CRECE DATE SET 15 C/O-
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&ppendix H

:xampl e Cal culation

SZrTOnS AND SCALING CALCDLAXXONS
BRANE/PROCT =h TTIEH MD-N2006-920370

*) DESIaK ThPO? DATA

4.1) LOOP COMPONENT

WEDW)AZR XZATEk AS

DEVICE ID# PAVZL

2-LT-06-14A 25-lISA

2-LT-06-14B 25-llSA

2-LM-06-l4AA 25-115A

2-LM-06-14BA 25-115A

2-LX-06-14AB LOCAL

2-LH-06-14BB LOCAL

2-LCV-06-14A LOCAL

2-LCV-06-14B LOCAL

LIST

LooP nENTIFIR: 2-L-06-14

REF. EL. Mr.

22 559' 22

22 559' 22

22 561' 22

22 561' 22

22

22

22

22

COORD.

d-tlO

d-tl1

d-t1O

d-tlO

REE.

22

22

22

22

INSTRUMENT TAP INFORMATION:

HEATER TOP 598' 3W

TAP ELEVATION: WLLP 595' 2'

INSTRUMENT ELEVATION: 559'

BEATER BOTTOM 595' 9'

WLEZ 599'0O

DEFERENCE: 22

FEZDflWET BE=ATR BS LOOP XDZENTIrXI: 2-L-06-32

DEVICE ID# PANEL REF. EL. RER.

2-LT-06-32A 25-115B 23 559' 23

2-LT-06-32B 25-115B 23 559' 23

2-LM-06-32AA 25-115B ' 23 561' 23

2-IM-06-32BA 25-115B 23 561' 23

2-LM-06-32AB LOCAL 23

2-LM-06-32BB LOCAL 23

2-LCV-06-32A LOCAL 23

2-LCV-06-32B LOCAL 23

COORD.

d-tll

d-tll

d-tll

d-t11

REF.

23

23

23

23

1INSTRUMNT TAP INFORMATION:

EEATER TOP 5 98' 3"

TAP ELEVATION: WLLP 595' 2.

INSTRUMENT ELEVATION: 559'

REATER BOTTOM 595' 9W

WLHP 599'0W

REFERENCE: 23

PEV PREp DATE CHECK DATE SET 16 C/c
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Appendix i

Example Calculation

SZTPOnI am SCALXXG CXLC==OzS
3RANCa/PROjZC= 3DzNTZrzR XD-N2006-920370

4) DZZtGX XNPUS D3T.

4.1) LOOP COMPONENT LIST

2mflWAEXR sZx1ZR. Cs L0OPl smXTnsrR: 2-L-06-30

DEVICE XDf PAS£L REF. EL. REF.

2-LT-06-50A 25-IISC 24 559' 24

2-LT-06-50B 25-115C 24 559' 24

2-LM-06-50AA 25-llSC 24 561' 24

2-LM-06-5OA 25-lISC 24 561' 24

2-LM-06-5OAB LOCAL 24

2-LM-06-50RB LOCAL 24

2-LCV-06-SOA LOCAL 24

2-LCV-06-5OB LOCAL 24

COORD.

d-t11

d-tal

d-t11

d-tll

REF.

24

24

24

24

INSTRUMENT TAP INFOR1MATION:

EEATER TOP 598' 3'

WLEP 599' 0'

INSTRUMNT ELEVATZON: 5S9'

EZATER BOTTOM 595' 9"

REFERENCE: 24

TAP ELEVATION: WLLP 595' 2-

MEY PREP DATE CEECK DATE SET 17 C/O
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Appendix I

Example Calculation

SETrona am SCALN zc caLc=ATlOs
b /-aPJZYRO D2= 4DZNTZF = D1-2006-920370

4) DEsIG INPUT DATA

4.2) LOOP FUNCTION AND REQUIRENTS

4.2a3) LOOP FUNCTION

TEE REACTOR FEEDUATER HEATER LEVEL TRSMITTER CONTROLS TEE BEATER DRAIN FLOW BY
CONTROLLING TEE VALVE, TO EINTAIN TEE REQUIRED WATER LEVEL IN TEE BEATER. THIS LEVEL IS
MAINTAINED SO TEAT THE MAT TRANSFER TO REACTOR FEED-WATER IS REPT AT THE OPTISUM.
MINTAINING LEVEL PREVENTS WATER FROM GETTING BACK TO T1E TURBINE.

4.2b) RESPONSE TIME

TEI RESPONSE TIME OF T8E FD ATER HEATER LEVEL CONTROL LOOPS HAS BEEN ADEQUATE IN TEE
PAST WITH TEE EXISTING PNEU7kTIC DIFrERENTIAL PRESSVRE TRANSMITTERS AMD CONTROLLERS. TEE
FOXBORO 823DP TRANSMITTERS HAVE A FASTER RESPONSE TIME THAN THE EXISTING TRANSMITTERS.
MODERN DISTRIBUTIVE CONTROL SYSTEMS ARE USED AS CONTROLLERS WHICH AR MUCH FASTER TARN TEE
PNEUMATIC CONTROLLER SYSTEMS. THEREFORE T5E RESPONSE TIME OF TEE NEW CONTROL SYSTEM IS
ACCEPTABLE.

4.Zc) CALIBRATED SPAN AND SETPOnTS

FEEDWATER BEATER SETPOINTS GIVEN BELOW ARE FOR CALIBRATION. CONTROL POINTS M4Y BE TAXEN
ANY WHERE IN BETWEEN LOW AND HIGH LEVEL AIAR&M SETPOINTS IN ORDER TO ACHIEVE TEE MAXIMUM
EEATER EFFICIENCY AND ARE SET AT RESTART TE6STING.

BEATER

1

2

3

4

5

CALIBRATED
SPAN
INWC

43.5-5.4

35.7-3.4

35.8-2.8

44.8-2.2

38.8-9.8

SPAN
IN

INCHES

0-44

0-36

0-36

0-45

0-30

LOCAL LOW
LVL ALARM
INCHES

4

3.S

3.5

12.5

3

MCR HIGH
LVL ALARM
INCHES

26

28

28

34

23

REV PREP DATE CHECK DATE SET 19 C/O_
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Appendix J

Exwple Calculation

SITPOINT AMD SCA=Ll CALCUL1TIONS
1RpiC/PPJ=CT IDXXTIFIVR ZD-W2006-920370

4) DESIG INPUT DATA

4.2) LOOP FUNCTION AD REQUIRMENTS

4.2d) CALIBRATED SPAN OF LEVEL TPSHXTTERS

NOTE: STEAM PROPERTIES ARE TAEEN PROM CRANx TECHNICAL PAPER NO.410, 'FLOw OF FLUIDS'* DENSITY OF
WATER AT STANDARD CONDITION (60'F) IS 62.371 POUNS PER CUBIC FEET.

GUARANTEE TEROTTLE FLOW, 3 REACTOR FEED Pms RUNNN - 100 t POWER. SEE PPERENCE 52. THESE VALUXS
ARE USED TO SPAN TIM TPAXSNXTTZS

EEATER

I

SPAN PRESSURE
ACTUAL PSlA

44 195

2 36 106

3 36 65

4 45 25

5 30 8

TE~.

380 WATER
STEAM

332 WATER
STEAM

298 WATER
STEAM

239 WATER
STEAM

184 WATER
STEAM

SPECIFIC
VOLUME v

0.01836
2.3438
0.01779
4.1931
0.017433
6.6533
0.016927
16.301
0.016527
47.345

DEUSITY
lb/C FT

54.47

56.21

57.36

59.08

60.51

SPECIFC
GRAVITY

0.873

0.9012

0.9197

0.947

0.970

REFERZNCE LEG SPECIFIC VOLUME OF WATER AT 90'F IS 0.016099 CU.FT/lbm
AXD SPECIFIC GRAVITY 0.996

FEEDWATZR EEATER i1

PRESSURE AT REFERENCE LEG = 44 * 0.996 w 43.824 INWC

PRESSURE AT FULL HEATER LEVEL - 44 * 0.873 - 38.412 INWC

PRESSURE AT ZERO EEATER LEVEL - 44 * 1/2.3438 - 1/1728 - 172Bi62.371
- 0.301 INWC

AP AT FULL LEVEL - PRESSURE AT REF.LEG - PRESSURE AT FULL LEVEL
- 43.824 - 38.412 a 5.412

- 5.4 INWC

ar AT LEVEL EMPTY - PRESSURE AT RIF. LEG - PRESSURE AT ZERO LEVEL
43.824 - 0.301 - 43.523

w 43.5 IXWC

THEREFORE HEATER LEVEL 0 TO 44 INCHES CORRESPONDS TO 43.5 TO 5.4 IRWC AT THE TRANSMITTER 19PUT.

REV PREP DATE _ CaEC DATE SAT 19 C/O _
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Setpoint Calculations
EEB-TI-28

Appendix J

Xxample Calculation

SZTPOINT AM SCPLING CALCX gNS
a/cEPROJECT ZDZIIWrX ZD-V2006-920370

4) D:WSIG 2nPOT DXA

4.2) LOOP FUNCTION AID REQUIREMNZTS (CONTINUED)

4.2d) CALIBRATED SPMA OF LEVEL TANSM1ITTERS (CONTINUED)

FEEDWATER BEATER t2

PRESSURE AT REFERNCE LEG - 36 - 0.996 - 35.856 XNWC

PRESSURE AT FULL BEATER LEVEL - 36 * 0.9012 - 32.443 INWC

PRESSURE AT ZERO HEATER LEVEL - 36 * 1/4.1931 - 1/1729 8 1728/62.371
0 0.1377 INWC

AP AT FULL LEVEL - PRESSURX AT RXF.LtG - PRESSURE AT FOLL LEVEL
- 35.B56 - 32.443 - 3.413

= 3.4 INWC

£A AT LEVEL EMPTY - PRESSURE AT REF. LEG - PRESSURE AT ZERO LEVEL
- 35.656 - 0.1377 - 35.718
- 35.7 INWC

THEREFORE E£ATER LEVEL 0 TO 36 INCHES CORRESPONDS TO 35.7 TO 3.4 IXVC AT TEE TRANSMITTER INPUT.

FEEDWATER HEATER #3

PRESSURE AT REFERENCE LEG - 36 * 0.996 - 35.856 INWC

PRESSURE AT FULL HEATER LEVEL = 36 * 0.9197 - 33.109 INVC

PRESSURE AT ZERO HEATER LEVEL - 36 1/6.6533 - 1/1728 - 1729/62.371
- 0.0868 INWC

AP AT FULL LEVEL - PRESSURE AT BEF.LXG - PRESSURE AT FULL LEVEL
- 35.856 - 33.109 m 2.747

- 2.8 INWC

AP AT LEVEL EPTY PRESSURE AT PEF. LEG - PRESSURE AT ZERO LEVEL
- 35.856 - o.oe68 - 35.769
= 35.8 XMWC

THEREFORE HEATER LEVEL 0 TO 36 INCHES CORRESPONDS TO 35.8 TO 2.8 INWC AT THE TRANSMITTER INPUT.

REV PREP DATE CHECK DATE SET 20 C/O_
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Setpoint Calculations
EEB-T1-28

AppendIx z

zrwrpIe Calculalton

8ZTPOnU? AM~ 5C~.la CALCULRTIOWS
BUMCR/PROJC 1DXXTZTZZR XD-X2006-920370

4) DZSIQI XI0T DIA

4.2) LOOP FUNCTION AND REQUIWrENTS (CONTINUE)

4.2d) CALIBRATED SPAN OF LEVEL TRANSMITTERS (CONTIED)

FEEDWATER HEATER #4

PRESSURE AT PEFENCE LEG * 45 0.996 - 44.820 nhC

PRESSUHE AT FVLL EATR LEVEL - 45 0.947 - 42.615 INTC

PRESSUPE AT ZERO HEATER LEVEL - 45 1/16.301 - 1/1728 *1729/62.371
' 0.0443 INWC

AT FULL LEVEL - PRESSURE AT l.LEG - PESSURE AT TULL LEVEL
- 44.820 - 42.615 - 2.205

- 2.2 INWC

AP AT LEVEL Z.MTY - PRESSUPE AT REF. LEG - PRESSURE AT ZERO LEVEL
w 44.820 - 0.0443 - 44.776
* 44.8 XnWC

TREREFORE HPEATER LEVEL 0 TO 45 INCHES CORRESPONDS TO 44.8 TO 2.2 INWC AT TEE T.ANSNITTER INPUT.

FEEDWATER BEATER #5

PRESSURE AT REFERENCE LEG - 39 0.996 - 38.e44 INWC

PRESSURE AT FULL HEATER LEVEL - 30 0.970 - 29.100 IhWC

PRESSURE AT ZERO PEATER LEVEL - 30 1/47.345 - 1/1728 * 1728/62.371
- 0.0102 ISWC

AP AT FULL LEVEL PR2SSURE AT REF.LEG - PRESSURE AT FULL LEVEL
38.844 - 29.100 - 9.744

9. 8 *NWC

AP AT LEVEL EMPTY PRESSURE AT RMr. LEG - PRESSURE AT ZERO LEVEL
' 38.044 - 0.0102 - 38.8338
- 38.08 IWC

THEREFORE HEATER LEVEL 0 TO 30 INCEES CORRESPONDS TO 38.9 TO 9.8 ISWC AT TEE TRANSMITTER INPUT.

REV PREP DATE CHECK DATE SET 21 C/O
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Setpoint Calculations
EEB-TI-28

Appandix B

ZExzazp1 Calculatlon

SMTO!MT AD SCA.ING CALCULAI.ONS
BRANCIH/PRD3XCT XZNTZI3R Z-X2006-920370

4) DZSIG1S fuT DATA

4.2) LOOP FUNCTION AND REQUIREMENTS (CONTINUED)

4.2s) CORRECTION FACTOR FOR DIFPREflT REACTOR POWER LEVEL FOR MAC1 rXEDWATER HEATER

1. 75 t VWO '2EROTTLE FLOW, 3 REACTOR FEED PMdPS RUNNING
- 75 t POWER, REFERENCE 53.

IEATER SPAN PRESSURE eP. SPECIFIC DENSITY
* ACTUAL PSIA F VOLMS v lb/C FT

1 44 154

2 36 84

3 36 52

4 45 20

5 30 7

360

316

284

229

175

0.01812

0.017608

0.017296

0.016834

0.016491

S5.19

56.79

57.81

59.40

60.64

SPECIFC
GRAVITY

0.885

0.910

0.927

0.952

0.972

2. 50 1 VWO TOTTLE FLOW, 3 REACTOR FEED
- 50 t POWER, REFERENCE 55.

P17Y.S RUNNING

SPECIFIC DENSITY SPECIYC
VOLUME v lb/C PT GRAVITY

BEATER SPAN PRESSURE
ACTUAL PSIA

TEMP.
*F

1 44 104

2 36 57

3 36 36

4 45 14

5 30 5

331

289

260

208

159

0.01777

0.017351

0.017097

0.0l6702

0.016407

56.27

57.63

58.49

59.87

60.95

0.902

0.924

0.938

0.960

0.977

REVPREP DATE CHECX DATE SET 22 C/O-
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Appendix H

Zxam~ple Calculation

SETPOIrT AM SCALIN CASCCL.TZOXS
D3RPc/PR0JCT IDErTIrIIR ZD-N2006-920370

4) DtSIGN INPUT DAJ5

4.2) LOOP FUNCTION MMD REQUIREMENTS (CONTINUED)

4.2.) CORRECTION FACTOR FOR DIFFEREXT REACTOR POWER LEVEL FOR EAC8 FEEDWATER HEATER

3. 25 % VWO THEOTTLE TLOW, 3 REACTOR FEED PUMPS RUNEING
- 25 1 POWER, REFERENCE 53.

HEATER
4

1

2

3

4

5

SPAN PRESSURE
ACTUAL PSIA

44 52

36 29

TEMP.
*F

283

248

223

177

134

SPECIFIC DENSITY SPECIFC
VOLUME v lb/C FT GRAVITY

36

45

40

18

.7

3

0.011296

0.016993

0.016793

0.016491

0.01630

51.82

58.85

59.55

60.64

61.34

0.927

0.944

0.955

0.972

0.984

4.2f) TO OBTAIN LEVEL AT POWER OTHER THAN 100 t POWER, A CONVERSION FACTOR IS CALCULATED
(SPECIFIC GRAVITY AT POWER LEVEL / SPECIFIC GRAVITY AT 100t POWER) AS SHOWN BELOW. FOR

DIFFERENT LEVELS OF REACTOR POWER, ACTUAL LEVEL = INDICATOR READING MULTIPLIED BY (t/100)

HEATZR.
f

1

.2

3

4

5

SPAN
ACTUAL
INCHES

44

.36

36

45

30

REACTOR
POWER 75t

101.4

101.0

100.8

100.5

100.2

REACTOR
POWER 50t

103.3

102.5

102.0

101.4

100.7

REACTOR
POWER 25t

_

106.2

104.7

103.8

102.6

101.4

REV PREP DATE CRECX DATES SET 23 C/O_
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Zxarplo Calculatton

SZPOT mJfm sCA.LIxa CxLcumlow0S
NIRANC1/R3ZCT XDX1qTIFIr =D-N2006-920370

4) DZSZX XNPUZ DLA

4.3) CO1PONENT DATA

VALm FOR: ALL TRANSMITTERS IDENTIFIED ON SHEETS: 12 TRW 19

CONTRACT 4: 82127 D REF #: 47 NOTE(S): N/A

WkNUFACTURER/MODEL: F0O3XRO 823DP REF J: 47

INSTUUMENT RANGZ: 0 TO 2 lSO 150 nWC JET 4: 26 NOTE(S): N/A

INPUT RANGE & UNITS: 0 TO 150 MC OUTPUT PANGE & UNITS: DIGITAL

OVERANGE LIMIT: 3000 PSIG REr f: 26 NOTE(S): N/A

MIN/MAX ABNORMAL TEMP: SEE NOTE 1 ACCIDENT TEMP: SAME

RADIATION TID (RAD): SEE NOTE 1 RADIATION IAD (RaD): N/A

40 TEAR NID (RED): SEZ NOTE 1 PEW 4: W/A NOTE(S): 1

FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMINTS PER MCEL: pEW #: N/A NOTE (S)s N/A

EVENT / CAT. / OPER. TIMZ

LOCA N/R

PELB-IPC N/R

EPCI-OPC N/R

RCIC-OPC N/R

RWCU-OPC N/R

MS-OpC N/P. __

X MILD ENVIRONMENT, TEREFYORE, NOT APPLICABLE.

REV PREP DATE CHECK DATE SET 24 C/OQ
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Zxample Calculation

SZTPOXNT AMD SCALNCG CAL=ALMIOWs
BMAWCK/PROJZC= ZDZNTXFXrA =D-N2006-920370

4) DZS1GC XNPuT DAEL

4.3) COMPONENT DATA (CONTINUED)

VALID FOR: ALL LT IDENTIFIED

ACCUPACY PARAM5TERS:

TYPE VALUE

R& i 0.032 IINRC

De * 0.140 INWC

TNe ai 0.200 INWC

SPEe f 0.032 INWC

SECU ± 0.042 INWC

PSEe t 0.003 InWC

PWDe 0

ICTe z 0.1 INWC

ICRe i 0.. INWC

OCTe 4 0.1 InWC

OCRe 0

Ab * 0.1 INWC

So N/A

RADe N/A

TAe N/A

WTe _ 0.5 INWC

IRe 0

WL& CORRECTION FACTOR USED

SFIe :t 0.045 INWC

SEP N/A

ON SHEETS: 12 TERD 19

NOTE

2

3

4

S

6

7

9

11

12

11

13

10

15

1

1

i8

14

17

a

17

-

PZFERENcES

26

26

26

26, 42

26, 42

26, 50

11, 5

46

46

46

N/A

1, 26

26

N/A

N/A

N/A

4

N/A

26

N/A

PXV PREP DATE C8ECR DATE SET 25 C/t_
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Example Calculation

SZTPOIXT MM SCALInG CaLCjLATIOvS
PIANCx/PRO.ZCT XDZSNTIFZR ZD-N2006-920370

4) DESIGN INPUT DATA

4.4) COMPOIENT DATA NOTES : COMpOE= ALL LTm

TRANSMITTERS ARE LOCATED IN TEE TURBINE BUILDING GENERAL FLOOR ARMA ELEVATION 586'/ 557'
OUTSIDE TEE HEATER ROOMS. THE TEEPERATURE IN THE HEATER ROOM IS HIGH. TEE GENERAL FLOOR
APEA IS VENTILATED AND BY ENSINEERING JCDGEMENT TSE WORST TEMPERATURE CAN NEVER EXCEED
120-F. THEREFORE TEE WORST CASE TEMPERATURE TIE TRANSMITTER WILL EVER SEE IS 120 *F. THIS
IS ESSENTIALLY A MILD AREA AND EENCE THE RADIATION IN THIS AREA IS NEGLIGIBLE. TEE TOTAL
INTEGRATED DOSE NEVER EXCEEDS S 9 X 10' PADS.

THUS,

RADe - N/A TAe - N/A

2 PER REFERENCE 26, TEE TRANSMITTER REFERENCE ACCURACY FOR A DIGITAL LINEAR 03TPUT IS ± 0.07
t OF CALIBRATED SPAN, WHICH INCLUDES LINEARITY, HYSTERESIS AND REPEATABILITY. FOR A 45 IN
SPAN (TEE LARGEST SPAN IN ALL TRANSMITTER IS 45), TEE REPEATABILITY IS

Re - ± .0007 - 45 SSWC

Re = * 0.032 INWC

3 PER REFERENCE 26, TEE DRIFT OF TEZ TRANSMITTER OVER A PERIOD Or 6 MONTHS IS L 0.07 t Or
REFERENCE SPAN. A COMXONLY USED SPAN FOR EACH SENSOR RAS BEEN DEFINED AS THE REFERENCE
SPAN, WHICH IS 100 INEJO (25 kPa). THUS, FOR A 18 MONTE CALIBRATION INTERVAL INCLUDING
TECH SPEC ALLOWANCE OF 25 t IS ADDED STATISTICALLY AS,

De - * i3-1.25 0.0007 *100 INW

De - * 0.13555 IUWC

De - t 0.14 INWC

4 PER REFERENCE 26, TEE TOTAL TEMPERATORE EFFECT FOR THIS TRANSMITTZR IS * 0.2 t OF
REFERZNCE SPAN FOR h TEMPERATURE RANGE -20'F TO +180 PF. TEE MAXIMUM CHANGE IN TEL
ABNORMAL TEMPERATURE RANGE IS LOW IN TEE TURBINE BUILDING AND TEE TRANSMITTER TEMPERATURE
EFFECT IN TEE TURBINE BUIDING IS,

TNa - _ (0.002 * 100) INWC

Tge - * 0.2 INWC

5 PER REFERENCE 26, TEE STATIC PRESSURE EFFECT FOR THIS 316 SS SENSOR DIAPHRAGM TRANSMITTER
IS CATAGORIZED AS ZERO SHIFT AND TOTAL EFFECT FOR 1000 PSI. TEE MAXIMUM DESIGN PRESSURE IN
TEE SHELL SIDE OF FEEDWATER EZATER IS 208 PSI (REFERENCE 42). PER RETERENCE TRE ZERO SHIFT
FOR 1000 PSI PRESSURE IS 1 0.15 V OF REFERENCE SPAN. 8ENCE

SPEe - *(0.0015/1000 PSI) 2 208 PSI * 100 IMWC

SPEe = ± 0.032 INWC

REV PREP DATE CEECK DATE SET 26 C/O_
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Jkppendix H

Example Calculation

SZTPOINT SCALNG CALCUIATIONS
DRRACH/PROJCT EDRz=ETIF ZO-R2006-920370

DESIG DZP5 Z DATA

4.4) COMPO11T DATA NOTZS : COMPONENT A LTS

6 TSE SPAN EBROR CORRECTION UNCERTAXNITY PER REFERENCE 26 IS * 0.2 OF RWERENCE SPAN FOR A
1000 PSI PRESSURE. NEwcZ

SECu - *(0.002/1000 PSI) - 208 * 100 InWO

SECi - * 0.042 TNWC

SINCE TEE STATIC PRESSURE SPAN EFFECT IS SYSTEMATIC, IT CAN BE CALIBRATED OUT. BUT THEY
ARE NOT CALIBRATED OUT IN THESE LOOPS. RENCE, TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL MARGIN FOR NOT
CORRECTING TEE SPAN, TEE STATIC PRESSURE SPAN INACCURACY WILL BE CONSIDERED IN THIS
CALCULATION.

7 PER REFERENCE 26, TEE TRANSNITTER INACCURACY DUE TO POWER SUPPLY VARIATIONS XS LESS TEAR *
O.005V OF OUTPUT SPAN PER VOLT. TEE OUTPUT SPAN CORRESPONDS TO 45 INWC. PER REFERENCE 50,
TEE POWER SUPPLY REGULATED OUTPUT IS 24 VDC +4t/-2'p A VARIATION OF * 1.44 V. TEZ POWER
SUPPLY IS LOCATED IN A MILD AREA AND TEE INACCURACY GIVEN IS VALID FOR A TEMPERATURE OF
40-F TO 120 *F. PENCE,

PSEe = t O.00005/V 1.44 V 45 INWC

PSEe = * 0.003 INWC

PSEe - ± 0.003 INWC

8 PER REFERENCE 26, TEE RFI EFFECT OUTPUT ERROR IS 0.1 t OF CALIBRATED SPAN FOR A RADIO
FREQUENCIES IN T8E RANGE Or 27 TO 500 MRZ AND FIELD INTENSITY OF 30V/I WEEN TEE
TRANSMITTER IS PROPERLY INSTALLED AND HOOSING COVER ARE IN PLACE. THUS

RPIe - * 0.001 * 45 INWC

PFIe - ± 0.045 InWC

9 TEE TRANSMITTER IS LOCATED IN TEE TURBINE BUILDING. RADIATION ESVIRONMENT IS e 5 X 104
RADS. PER REFERENCE 5, STRANSMITTER INACCURACY DUE To A RADIATION ENVIRONMENT OF C 5.4 X
10' RADS IS NEGLIGIBLE. THEREFORE,

MRe). - 0

10 PER REFERENCE 1, TEE ACCEPTANCE MAND CAN BE SELECTED TO TWICE TEE REFERENCE ACCURACY OF
TEE DEVICE. SINCE THERE ARE MARGIN IN THIS CALCULATION, BY ENGINEERING JUDGZMENT Ab Is
TAX2N AS THREE TIMES TEE REPEATABILITY. TEES,

Ab - 3 Re

Ab - ± 0.2I NWC

REV PREP DATE CHECZ DATE SET 27 C/O
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Zxranple Calculation

SETPOINT AM SCAZIN CALCULATIONS
BNC/cz1PB3cT IDrNTIrzIR ZD-J2006-920370

4) DzSIGn nPU D=A1

4.4) CObM4ONENT DAT1A ZOE: COMPONENT ALL iTz

11 FOXBORO INTELLIGENT AUTOMTION SERIES 25ODEL SET EAND-SELD TERKINAL IS USED AS TEE OUTPUT
TEST INSTRUSENT. TEE INACCURACY IS NOT GIVEN. PER REFERENCE 46, TIE CONTROL OF IASURING
AND TEST EQUIPhIENT SEALL IN NO CASE BE LESS ACCURATE TMAN THE DEVICE BEING CLATED.
TEEPEFOBE,

ICTe - Ab AND OCTe -A~b

ICTe = ± 0.1 INWC
OCTe - ± 0.1 INWC

12 PER ENGINEERING JUDGEMENT, THE READING ERROR OF TEE INPUT I&TE WILL NOT BB GREATER THAN
THE ACCURACY OF TE3 METE. TEEREFORE,

ICRe - ICTe

ICRe - * 0.. ISNWC

13 TEEME S NO READING ERROR ASSOCIATED WITS TEE BET BAND-ELD TERMINA, WHICH ES USED TO
BEASURE TPE TRANSMITTER OUTPUT.

OCRe = 0

14 PEFERENCE 4 CONCLUDES TEAT TEERE IS NO INACCURACY DUE TO CABLE LEARAGE CURRENT FOR
INSTRUMENTATION LOOPS IN A HARSH ENVIRONVNMN AT BROWNS FERRY. TURTEERMOBE, THE
TRANSMITTERS (AND THEIR ASSOCIATED CABLES) ARE NOT LOCATED IN A PARSE ENVIRONMENT IN TERMS
OF UNIT 2.

IRe * 0

15 SINCE TBE LOOP IS NOT SAFETY RELATED, IT IS NOT REQUIRED TO FUNCTION AFTER A SEISMIC
EVENT, THEREFORE So IS N/A

Se - N/A

16 THERE IS No INDICATOR READING ERROR ASSOCIATED WITH A TRANSMITTER.

INDRe - N/A

17 SINCE IT IS A LEVEL INSTRUMENT, THERE IS NO STATIC BEAD PRESSURE CORRECTION. THIS
TRANSMITTER SENSES TEE DIFFERENCE IN STATIC HEAD TO MEASURE TE3 LEVEL IN VESSEL. TEE WATER
LEG EFFECT VARIES WITH REACTOR POWER AND IS CALCULATED SPEPATELY IN PAGE 21 TO 23.
WATERLEG EFFECT IS NOT TAZEN AS AN ERROR, BUT USED AS A CORRECTION FACTOR TO TEE NEATER
LEVEL INDICATION. TEE OPERATOR IS PROVIDED WITS A TABLE OF INDICATION CORRECTION FACTOR AT
DIFFERENT LEVELS REACTOR POWER (SEE PAGE 23).

SEP - N/A
WLe CORRECTION FACTOR IS USED

18 SINCE THE LOCATIOC OF CONDENSATE POT IS NOT EXACT, A MOUNTING PROCESS ERROR IS CONSIDERED
AND BY ENGINEERING JUDGEMENT, IT IS TShXN AS ± 0.3 INWC

HTe - 0.5 SNWC

REV PREP DATE CEECZ DATE SST 28 C/o
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Exauple Calculation

SZTP*OIT AD SCALING CALCULATIONS
BRANCZ/PYO:ECT ZD=ZTIWI ZO-N2006-920370

4) DZSIGN RPUT DATX

4.5) COMPO DATA rOR X/P SIGNAL ComVERTER

VALID rOR: I/P SIGNAL CONVERTERS IDENTIFIED ON SEETS: 12-19

CONTRACT f: 82127 D REF U: W/A NOTE(S): N/A

)NUFACTURER/MODEL: FOXBORO/ E69F REF #: 48 NOTE(S): N/A

INSTRUENT PANGZ: 4 TO 20 M REF f: 48 NOTE(S): N/A

__ -____ _

INPUT RANGE £ UNITS: 4 TO 20 MA OUTPUT PASGP & UNITS: 3 TO 15 PSI

OVEPANGE LIMIT: N/A PEF 4: 4B NOTE(S):

EIN/MAX ABNORKAL TEMP: SEE NOTE 1 ACCIDENT TEMP: W/A

RADIATION TID (RAD): _ 5E10' RADIATION SAD (RAD): N/A

40 YEAR KID (RAD): < 5X104 REF 4: - NOTE(S):

waetsnflnn�rsfln.nnnininwss

FUNCTIONAL R.EQUIREMENTS PER MCEL: PEF 4: N/A

EVENT / CAT.

LOCA N/iR_

EELS-IPC N/R

HPCI-OfC U/R

RCIC-OPC N/R

RWCU-OPC U/R

MS-OPC .ALR

NOTE(S): N/A

/ OPER. TIME

N/A MILD ENVIRONMENT THEREFORE, NOT APPLICABLE.

REV PREP DATE CHECK DATE SRT 29 C/O_
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Ezxaiple Calculation

SZTPO}= AM SCAL=IG CtLC:OJfLONS
NR3f x/r/PQojzCT lDZNTZ:YZR ED-J20o06-920370

4) DVSXIC XP"T DaA

4.5) C 2ONN DATA (CONISMlD)

VALiD roR: I/P SIGNAL COWVERTER IDENTIrIED ON SM:ETS: 12-19

ACCMPACY PA2AMTERS:

_ VALUE NOTE REPE5RENCES

*O * 0.32 MA 3 48

De * 0.32 MA 4 48

Tie _ 0.16 MX 5 48

SPES W/A 6 N/A

SECU N/A 6 2N/A

ASEe t 0.08 MA 7 48

Me N/A 0 8

ICTe * 0.32 MA 10 36

IC?.& 0 11 N/A

OCTe * 0.32 MA 10 36

OCRe * 0.32 NA 10 N/A

Ab ±0.32 MA 9 1

Se N/A 13 N/A

M7De 0 2 N/A

TAe 0 2 N/A

x=Re N/A 14 N/A

SEM W/A. i1 N/A

I~e 0 12 4

REVPREP DATE CEMC. DAT& SRT 30 C/O_
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Zxasmple CalculatI on

SMTPOI=r AND SCALINC CALCULMXOWS
BRAKICE/PRO T= XDrXTIFIER D-E2006-920370

4) DESIGN INPUT D)2A

4.6) COMOIMT DATA mTES: COmma= Am I/P SIGNAL 5 COE=RS

1. THE I/P SIGNAL CONVERTER OUTPUT RANCE OF 3 TO IS PSI CORRESPONDS TO AN INPUT OF 4 TO 20 MA.
ACCURACIES IN THIS SECTION WILL BE DETERMINED IN UNITS OF HA.

2 ALL I/P SIGNAL COVERTERS AIRE LOCATED IN THE TURBINE BUILDING GENERAL FLOOR AREA ELEVATION
586'/ 557'OUTSIDE TEE REATER ROOMS. TEE TEMPERATURE IN TEE HEATER ROOM IS SUBSTANTIALLY
HIGH. TEE GENERAL FLOOR AREA IS VENTED AND BY ENGINEERING lUDGEMENT THE WORST TEMPERATURE
CAN NEVER EXCEED 12Z0F. TEEREFOPE THE WORST CASE T MPERATURE THE I/P CONVERTER WILL EVER
SEE IS 120 'F. THIS IS ESSENTIALLY A MILD AREA AND EZXCE TE RADIATION IN THIS AMEA IS
NEGLIGIBLE. THE TOTAL INTEGRATED DOSE NEVER EXCEEDS 2 5 X 10' RADS. THUS:

RADe - N/A TAe - N/A

3 PER REFERENCE 48, TEZ I/P CONVERTER WORSE CASE REFERENCE ACCURACY FOR AN OUTPUT SIGNAL CODE
OF 7 IS * 2.0 t OF CALIBRATED STAN, WHICH INCLUDES LINEARITY, HYSTERESIS AND REPEATABILITY.
FOR A 16 HA SPAN, THE REPEATABILITY IS

Re - * .02 - 16 HA

Re - * 0.32 HA

4 THE DRIFT OF THE I/P CONVERTER IS NOT GIVEN IN REFERENCE 48. HENCE IT IS CONSERVATIVE TO
USE THE REPEATABILITY AS THE DRIFT FOR A CALIBRATION CYCLE OF 1B+25t MONTHS. THUS, FOR A
18 MONTE CALIBRATION INTERVAL INCLUDING TECH SPEC ALLOWANCE OF 25 t IS:

De - * 0.02 - 16 HA

De - t 0.32 MA

De - * 0.32 MA

5 PER REFERENCE 48, THE AMBIENT TEPERATURE CHANGE OF S0 *F, BASED ON A 100 *F CYCLE WITHIN
THE OPERATIVE LIMITS, WILL CAUSE ZERO AND SPAN SHIFTS OF * 1.0 t OF SPAN OR LESS. TEE
MAXIMCM CHANCE IN TEE ARNORMAL TEMPERATURE RANGE IS LOW IN TEE TURBINE BUILDING AND TIE I/P
CONVERTER TEMPERATURE EFFECT IN TEE TURBINE BUIDING IS,

TNe - (0.01 * 16) NA

T11e - ± 0.16 MN

6 TEE STATIC PRESSURE EFFECT CSPEe) AND SPAN ERROR CORRECTION UNCERTAINITY (SECu) FOR T$E I/P
COMVERTER IS NOT APPLICABLE:

SPEe N/A SECu = N/A

7 TEE I/P CONVERTER INACCURACY DUE TO AIR SUPPLY VARIATIONS IS LESS THAN * 0.25 Pi OF SPAN PER
PSI (REFERENCE 48) . TEE AIR SUPPLY IS REGULATED TO 20 PSI BY A REGULATOR, WHICH HAS AN
ACCURACY Or 2 PSI BY ENGINEERING JUDGEMENT. THEREFORE TIE AIR SUPPLY EFFECT IS

ASEH - 0.0025 - 2 - (15-3) PSI 16/12 MA
ASEe - t 0.08 NA

ASEH 8 ± 0.06 MA

REV PREP DATE CHECK DATE SET 31 C/O
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Example CWXculation

SETPOIUT AMD SCALING CALCoLATIONS
BRANCE/PAOZZCT ZDNTIZZ ED-N2006-920370

4) DESIGN ISNPU DATA.

4.C) COMOxZNT DASA JOTZSE: COIPOERM ALL Xh? SIG= CO2MRTzES

8 TEE TRANSMITTER IS LOCATED IN TIE TOEBIhE BUILDING. RADIATION INVIPONMENT IS S 5 X 10'
PADS. PER REFERENCE 5, TFANSMITTER INACCURACY DOE TO A RADIATION ENVIRONXET OF 5 5.4 X
104 RADS IS NEGLIGIBLE. TXEPEFO1E,

REDe - 0

9 PER ENGINEERING JUDGEMENT AND REFERENCE 1, TEE ACCEPTANCE BAMD IS SELECTED TO EQUAL TEE
REFERENCE ACCURACY OF THE DEVICE. THUS,

Ab - Re

Ab - * 0.32 MA

10 PER REFERENCE 46, TEE CONTROL OF )EASURING AND TEST EQUIPMENT SHALL IN NO CASE BE LESS
ACCURATE TRAN TEE DEVICE BEING CALIBRATED. THEREFORZ,

ICTe - Ab AND OCTc - Ab OCRe P Ab

ICTe - i 0.32 MA
OCT. = 0.32 MA
OCRa - ±0.32 MA

11 THERE IS NO READING ERROR ASSOCIATED WITE A DMM, WHICH IS USED TO MEASURE TEE I/P CONVERTER
INPUT CURRENT.

ICRO - 0

12 REFERENCE 4 CONCLUDES TEAT THERE IS NO INACCURACY DUE TO CABLE LEAXAGE CURRENT FOR
INSTROMENTATION LOOPS IN A HARSH ENVIRONMENT AT BROWNS TERRY. FURTHERMORE, THE
TRANSMITTERS (AND TETIR ASSOCIATED CABLES) ARE NOT LOCATED IN A ZARSE ENVIRONI2NT IN TERMS
OF UNIT 2.

IRe 0

13 SINCE THE LOOP IS NOT SAFETY RELATED, IT IS NOT REQUIRED TO FUNCTION AFTER A SEISMIC EVENT,
THEREFORE Se IS N/A

Se U I/A

14 THERE IS NO INDICATOR RZADING ERROR ASSOCIATED RITE AN I/P CONVERTER.

XNDRe - N/A

15 STATIC EEAD PRESSURE AND WATERLEG ERROR ARE NOT APPLICABLE IN THIS APPLICATION

SEP - N/A
-WLe e N/-A

REV PREP DATE CHECK DATE SET 32 C/O_
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Exampl- Calculation

SZTPOZVT AMD SCALING CALCfLAIONS
BR.NCH/P3OJZCT IDLZT=FrIR =D-J2006-920370

4) DZSICN INPUT DATA

4.7) COMPOWNZT DATA FOR POSITIONER

VALID FOR: POSITIONERS IDENTIFIED ON SEEZTS: 12-19

CONTRACT I: 82127 D REF 4: NOTE(S): N/A

MANUFACTURER/) ODEL: FOXBORO/ TYPE C REF I: NOTE(S): N/A

INSTRDMENT RANGE: 3 TO 15 PSI REF t: NOTE(S): N/A

INPUT RANGE & UNITs: 3 TO 15 PSI OUTPUT RANGE & UNITS: 0 TO 100 k

OVERRANGE LIMIT: N/A REX f: NOTE CS):

MIN/HXX ABNORMAL TEMP: SEZ NOTE 1 ACCIDENT TEM: N/A

RADIATION TID (RAD): SEE NOTE 1 RADIATION IAD (RAD): N/A

40 YEAR NID (RAD): SEE NOTE 1 REF : _ NOTE(S):

FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS PER MCEL: REF W: N/A NOTE(S): N/A

EVENT CAT. 02ER. TIMZ

1OCA N/R

IMLB-IPC N/R

EPCI-OPC N/R

RCIC-OPC N/R

RwCv-oPC N/R

MS-OPC N/R _

N/A MILD ENVIRONMENT, THEREFORE, NOT APPLICABLE.

NOTE 1: TEE POSITIONER IS LOCATED ON THE VALVE IN THE TUP3INE PUILDING EZATER ROOM. TEE
ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITION IN THESE RoOMS ARE NOT AVAILABLE.

REV PREr DATE CHECK DATE SET 33 C/O
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Example Calculation

SlTPOInT AM SCALXNG CALCUOI0NS
B1JAcg/PEO3ECT IDNPU=IR 3M-N2006-920370

4) DZSXGN nUT DATA

4.3) COMPONENT DOAk!

VALID FOR: DISTRIBUTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM IDENTIFIED ON SHEETS: 12

CONTRACT f: 02127 D E f: NOTE(S): N/A

FANUFACTURER/MODEL: FOXBORO / DCS IMF f: U OTE(S) :N/A

INPUT RANGE & UNITS: DIGITAL OUTPUT RANGE & UNITS: 4 TO 20 MA

MIN/MAX ABNORMAL TSEP: NOTE 1 ACCIDENT TEMP: N/A

RADIATION SID (PAD): NOTE 1 RADIATION IAD (RAD): NOTE 1

40 YE" NID (RAD): NOTE 1 REF 9: _ __ NOTE(S): N/A

mflit -flfl saffsnflnesa an

FMUCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS PER MCEL FOR SYSTEM 071: NOTE(S): N/A

LOCA

RELB-IPC

ZPCI-OPC

RCIC-OPc

EWCU-OPC

MS-OPC

EVENT / CAT.

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A 0

N/A

/ OPZR. TIME

X MILD ENVIROMENT, TEEPEFOPE, NOT APPLICABLE.

NOTE 1: THE POSITIONER IS LOCATED ON TEE VALVE IN TEE TURBINE BUILDING SEATER ROOM. THE
ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITION IN TRESE ROOMS AME NOT AVAILABLE.

REV-PREP DATE CEECK DATES SET 34 C/O_
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Erample Calculation

SITPOINT JamD SCALING CLadULA~xORS
DRAN/PROJZCT ZDENTIFIZA yD-N2a06-920370

4) DESIGN MNPUT DATA

4.9) Co)0ONZST DATA 4OTzS AmD VALSr9

TEE TWO WIRE INTELLIGENT TRANSMITTER MEASURES DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE AND TRANSMITS A DIGITAL
OUTPUT SIGNAL. THE FOLLOWING FOXBORO PRODUCTS ARE USED USED BEFORE TEE SIGNAL IS CONVERTED
TO PNEUMATIC AT THE I/P CONVERTER.

1) INIELLIGENr AUTOMATION SERIES MODEL RET LAXD HELD TERMINAL.

2) INTELLIGENT AUTOMATION SERIES PANEL DISPLAY STATION.

3) INTELLIGNT AUTOMATION SERIES AUTO/MANUAL STATION.

4) I/A SERIES XNTELLIGENT TRANSMITTER INTERFACE MODULE

A REVIEW OF TEI PRODUCT SPECIFICATION SHOWS TEAT TEE WORSE CASE INACCURACY IS
FOR TEE AUTO/ MANUAL STATION, WHICH IS 0.5 t. THEREFORE AS A CONSERVATIVE
APPROACH THE TOTAL DISTRIBUTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM IS I % OF SVAN.

THUS NORMAL MEASURABLE/ MnEMASURABLE ACCURACY IS

An, * 1 t or SPA-N

An. - * .01 * 45 * 0.45 INWC

THE ACCEPTABLE AS LEFT VALUE IS

Aba 0.45 Zr#?C

5. DOCSMzNSATSON or ASSUMPTIONS:

SEE SECTION 2

REV PREP DATE CRECK DATE SET 35 C/O
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Example Calculat:Ion

SZETPOn anD SCALXI CALCULA.!oNS
BRJ.NCE/PsRojzT InzNTIF ZD-zN2006-920370

6) ACcaltcY CLCUIA IONS , )XALYSZS

6.1 ACCURACY DISCUSSION

6.2 N;UERICAL CALCULATION METHODOLOGY

6 .3 TRANSMITTER ACCURACY

NORMAL MEASURABLE ACCURACY Anf,

NORMAL ACCURACY ,

ACCEPTANCE AND b

6.4 I/P SIGNAL CONVZRTER

NORMAL MEASURABLE ACCURACY Arnf

NORMAL ACCURACY A

NORMAL ACCURACY IN INWC AN,;Mc

ACCEPTANCE BAND AN

ACCEPTANCE BAND IN INlWC

6.5 DISTRIBUTIVE COITTROLLER ACCURACY

NORMAL MEASURABLE ACCURACY Anf4

ACCEPTANCE SAND AbA

REV PREP DATE CHECK DATE SET 36 C/O
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Exavmple Calculation

SZTPO=n! A2ND SCaLsG CAsULATIONS
BRANCH/PROJP.Ce ZErsTIrPZO LP-N2006-920370

6) AcCMCY CALCULLTZONS / aNLYSIS

I R D X X (CONTIN=ED)

6.6 DISTRIBUTIVE CONTROL LOOP ACCURACY

LOOP NORMAL MEASURABLE ACCURACY LA]

LOOP NORMAL ACCURACY LAJ

LOOP ACCIDENT ACCURACY IJU

LOOP POST SEISMIC ACCURACY IA

LOOP COMBINED ACCIDEST AND POST SEISMIC ACCURACY LSj

LOOP DESIGN BASIS EVENT ACCURACY ,Ai

LOOP ACCEPTANCE BAND LA

6 * PLANT OPERATIONS PARAMETERS

ANALYTICAL LIMIT AL

CONTROLLER OPERATIONAL LIMIT

ALLOWABLE VALUE AV

HAMGIS

CONTROLLER LOOP ACCEPTABLE AS rOUND Al:

CONTROLLER LOOP ACCEPTABLE AS LEFT AL

REV PREP DATE CHECK DATE SQT 37 C/O _
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xrap,.le Calculation

XZHETPOI AiD SCALING CALLAIONS
3NZANCHIPROZZCT IDENTIFIR ZX 006-920370

6) ACcAA? CALCaTIONS / "ALYSZS

6, .) ACCURACY DISCUSSIOX

THE ACCURACY Or THESE INSTRUMENTS FOR NORMAL CONDITIONS WILL BE DETERMIN.D BY CONSIDERIZG
TEE PARAMETERS TABULATED IN TEE DESIGN INPUT SECTION Or THIS CALCULATION.

TEE SQUARE ROOT OF THE SUM Or TEE SQUARES METHOD SHALL BE USED IN THIS CALCULATION FOR
CALCULATING ACCURACY SINCE TEE FACTORS AFFECTING ACCURACY ARE INDEPENDENT VARIABLES.

BIDIRECTIONAL ERRORS AND UNIDIRECTIONAL ERRORS, IF ANY, WILL BE COMBINED IN A MANNER SUCH
THAT THE SUM OF T5E POSITIVE UNIDIRECTIONAL ERRORS WILL BE ADDED TO THE POSITIVE PORTION OF
TEE BIDIRECTIONAL ERROR (OBTAINED FROM THE SQUARE ROOT OF TEE SUM OF TEE SQUARES METHOD),
AND TEE SUM OF TEE NEGATIVE UNIDIRECTIONAL ERRORS WILL BE ADDED TO TEE NEGATIVE PORTION OF
TEE BIDIRECTIONAL ERROR. THIS METHOD IS CONSERVATIVE AND WILL THEREFORE BE USED IN THIS
CALCULATION.

LOOP ACCURACY INCLUDES THE TRANSMITTER AND DISTRIBUTED CONTROL SYSTEM ONLY. TEE POSITIONER
AMD I/P SIGNAL CONVERTOR ARE NOT INCLUDED. TEE DISTRIBUTED CONTROL OUTPUT IS A DEMAND
SIGNAL BASED ON TEE FEEDBACK SIGNAL AND SPARED BASED ON THE DISTRIBUTED CONTROL
PROPORTIONAL BAND SET VALUES.

6.2) NUECRICAL CALCtLATION METHODOLOGY

NUMZERICAL CALCULATIONS IN THE FOLLOWING SECTIONS ARE PERFORYED USING MATECAD SOFTWARE
PACKAGE AND ARE VERIFIED BY RAND CALCULATIONS. LISTED BELOW ARE THE APPLICABLE ACCURACY
PARAMzTERS FROM SECTION 4 USED IN THESE CALCULATIONS AS DEFINED IN MATSCAD. UNLESS NOTED
OTHERWISE, TEE ACCURACY PARAM3TERS LISTED BELOW AND TEE VALUES CALCULATED IN TEESE SECTIONS
ARE BIDIRECTIONAL (+/-).

TRANSMITTER ACCURACY
PARAMETERS

(VALUES IN INWC)

Re, - t 0.032

Da2  - ± 0.140

The- - f 0.200

SPEc, = t 0.032

SECU, - * 0.042

PSEc, - * 0.003

ICTav - :t 0.100

lCRc-, *0.100

OCT.t - t 0.100

Ab, - ± 0.100

MTe. - t 0.500

RFIel - t 0.045

DISTRIBUTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM
PARAMETER

(VALUES IN INCHES)

Anfo - * 0.45

A1b - ± 0.45

I/P SIGNAL CONVERTER
PARAMETERS

(VALUES IN MA)

Rem - I0.32

Dem -' 0.32

TNe - * 0.16

ASEe. - ± 0.08

ICTN - *0.32

OCTa. - 1 0.32

OCRem - *0.32

Abk - *0.32

REV PREP DATE CHECK DATE SAT 38 C/O0_
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SZT3WOXXT AM~ SC=LNr. Ca.LCUIJ.=OWS
WI1CRO3ZCT XDMXYXM mD-X200G920370

6.3) TRSMITTER NORMAL 3MASUR.BLg = ACY

Anf4 =Re+De2+ 2er+RF +SPEe2+SECu+CTel+CRe2+OCTe Ab+pSEe2

Anf. - * 0.32 INWC

TRANSdMITTER WO2ML ACCURACY

An, AnfT + e,

An. = 0. 6 INWC

TRINSMITTER ACC.PTANCE BAND

AbX - * 0.1 INWC

6.4) I/P S!GIULL CCIVERTZR, ACCURA

I/P NOP1L IASUABLE ACCUACY

Anf = /ReM -DeH i2Ne; +ASEei+XCTe +OCTe; OCRe%,+AbM,

16

Anbt__- *t 0.6 PST

I/P NORMAL ACC0PACY

Ann - Anfm

I/P ACCEPTANCE 2D

Ab, 0.32 MA

Abm =r - * =A

*i 0.24 PSI

REV PREP DATE CHECK DATE . SRT 39 C/O_
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:raqpl. Calculation

SZTPOfltT MM~ SCAI..N C&=VLITIOWS=
BRANCH/PROJZOT =TXTWUYr= ZD-X2O06-920370

6.5) DZSTsrns CoN=L=T wcsao

CONTROLLCR NORMAL MZSUPMALE ACCU2ACy

Anf, - * 0.45 INCHES

Ab,- k 0.45 INCEES

6.6) DXSTRZBUsrVE CORrTot. LOP £Cc=^RAC

CONTROLLER LOOP NO'XAL MZMSRAB3L ACCUPACY

Lz~n f. n1fT + Af

Onf, - .55 INC

CONTROLLZR LOOP NORg4L .CCURACY

LAnD - VAnT + AnfD

LAnf, = * 0.75 INWC

CONTROL LOOP ACCIDENT AID POST SEISMIC ACCMRACIES

SXNCE TIE CONTROLLER rUNCTTION IS NOT SAFETY REILATED, TZE ACCIDENT AND POST SEISMIC ACCURACIES
ARE NOT REQUIRED.

L^Aza w 2NIA I

Lzt - N/A

JAasr, - N/A

Ihdbea - N/A

CONTROLLER LOOP ACCEPTANCE BAND

LA4D = b + AD

ILb= :* 0. 46 n1WC

REV PREP DATE CEECK DATE SET 40 C/o-
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Exazple Calculation

SZTPOIT AaND SCALING CALCUL).HIONS
RANC{PROJ.ECT =DZNTIFIr ED-N2006-920370

6) AICURACY C&.LcmamnS / ZAIXYT=S

6.7) PLANT OPZR.TIONS PARAETZRAS

ANALYTICAL $IMIT (AL)

SINCE TEE CONTROLLER FUNCTION IS NOT SAFETY RELATED, THERE XS NO ANA.LYTICAL LIMIT
ASSOCIATED WITH TEE CONTROLLER.

AL = N/A

CONTROLLER OPERATIONXL LIMIT

SINCE THE LOOPS ARE NOT SAFETY BELA-ED, THERE IS NO SPECIFIC REQOIREMZNTS FOR CONTROLLER
LOOP ACCURACY. TIE REQUIRED ACCURACY oF THE LOOP IS SELECTED TO EQUAL THE CONTROLLER
LOOP NORMAL ACCURACY.

REQUIRED ACCURACY - lABZ

REQUIRED ACCURACY - * 0.75 INWC

ALLOWABLE VALUE (AV)

SINCE THE LOOPS ARE NOT SAFETY RELATED, THEN THERE IS NO ALLOWABLE VALUE ASSOCIATED WITH
TEE SWITCE.

AV - N/A

MARGIN (M)

SINCE THERE IS NO ANALYTICAL LIMIT, THEN THERE IS NO MARGIN.

1 = R/A

REV PREP DATE CHECK DATE SET 41 C/O
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ZrJ3naple Calculation

SSTPOSNT A=D SCALZ1I CALCULIZOES
DPRANCv/vROcT nDZSTJxTZR ZD-K2006-920370

6) ACCURACY CALCULATZONS / AnALYSZS

6.7) PLANT OPERATXOIS PARPJMTZRS (CORT'lu M)

EEATER NUMBER 1, 2, 3, 4, AND 5

CONTROLLER LOOP ACCEPTABLE AS FOUND (Ailf)

PER PEFERENCZ 1,

Alf, - LAnfD

Alf - * 0.55 INWC

CONTROLLER LOOP ACCEPTABLE AS LEFT (All,)

PER PEFERZNCE 1,

Al, - LAbD

All, ' 1 0.46 INWC

Abq - * 0.46 MNWC

7) SURKGLRY OY RSUL!TS

FOR EIGE AND LOW LEVEL ALARM LOOPS, AND_

FOR DISTRIBUTED CONTROLLER LOOPS

CALCULATED ACCURACY XS:

Ant - f 0.55 IMhC

An - * 0.75 INWC

Ab - * 0.46 XNWC

REV PREP DATE C2IECK DATE SET 42 CO
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SZTPOnrT AxD SC== I caLCULASTxo
BRANCHz/PRf3CT XDEMN!ZER ED-X2009-920370

7) sMOeQ=r or RLSULTS (ContiDut d)

I LOOP NUMBER: 2-L-06-1 I CSSC? NO

LOOP FUNCTION: MONITOR TEE REACTOR FEEDWATER REATER LEVEL AND MAINTAIN
TEZ REQUIRED WATER LEVEL BY CONTROLLING TEE DISCHARSE FLOW.

LOOP ACCURACY:
ALLOWABLE ACCEPTABLE ACCEPTABLE

FUNCTION VALUE AS FOUND AS LEFT

REACTOR FEZDWATER HEATER 2A1 N/A t 0.55 INWC * 0.46 INWC

LOOP COMPOSZNTS:
PROCESS CALIBRATION VALUE ACCEPTABLE ACCEPTBLE

NO. mmID NO. RANGE/SETPOIXT INPUT I OUTPUT AS FOUND AS LEFT

1 2-LT-06-01A 0 - 44' 43.5O 0 - 44' *0.32 IMWC * 0.1 INWC
5.4 M

2 2-LT-06-01B 0 - 44 43.5 TOW 0-44' 0.32 SnSC * 0.1 INwC
5.4 INWC

3 BICH ALARM 0 - 44'/ 26' 0-44w CONTACT ±0.4S INC8 *0.45 INCH
4 CONTROL 0 - 44" 0-44' NOTE 3 N/A N/A
5 LOW ALARM 0 - 44S/ 4' 0-44' CONTACT ±0.45 INCH _0.45 INCR
6 2-LM-06-OIA 4 - 20 NA 4-20 mA 3-15 PSI f 0.60 PSI ±0.24 PSI
7 2-LM-06-01B 3 - 15 PSI 3-15PSI OPEN/CLOSE N/A N/A
8 2-LCV-06-01 OPEN / CLOSE 3-15PSI OPEN/CLOSE N/A N/A

COMPONENT DESCRIPTION:
ORIGINAL

NO. MANUFACTURER / MODEL NUMBER CONTRACT NO. LOCATION

1-2 FOXBORO / 823DP 82127 D 25-113?L
3-5 FOXBORO DISTRIBUTIVE SYSTEM 82127 D 25-11L3A

6 FOXBORO / E69F I/P CONVERTER 82127 D 25-113A
7 POSITIONER 82127 D LOCAL
8 VALVE LOCAL

ADDITIONAL CALIBRATION REQUIREMENTS: SEE FOXBORO INSTRUCTION MI 020-467
CALIBRATION FREQUENCY {EQUIREMENTS: ONCE EVERY 18 MONTHS

CALIBRATION EQUIPMENT ACCURACY REQUIREMENTS: FOR TRANSMITTER
ICTe - ICRe = OCTe - 41 0.1 INWC; OCT. - N/A; FOR I/P CONVERTER,
ICTe- OCTe- OCRo-*.24 PSI; ICRe- N/A; FOR CONTROLLER XCTe= OCTe- N/A
OCTe - OCRe - N/A

_ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

STATIC READ CORRECTION: N/A

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS: N/A

Not-: hare VtllI be a ast of SSD' for each loop covered by thl: clculatlon.

REV PREP DATE CRECK DATE SET 43 C/C_
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Zx£amle Calculation

SXZTPOhIUN SC==12 CALCU02=ON
,a"CH/pY=CT ID=3.IrDZZ SM-N2006-920370

7) sm Or 07zSULTS (Continued)

TRANSFER FUNICTIOUS

COMPONENT NO. 1

OUTPUT IN INCHES (DIGITAL) - INPUT Ia INWC

COP2ONENST NO. 2

OUTPUT IN INCHS (DIGITAL) - INPUT IN IRWC

COMPONENT NO. 3, 4, 5

SZTPOINT CONTROLLER FUNCTION

COMPONENT NO. 6

OUTPUT (PSI) - INPUT (MA) - 4 - 12 PSI
16m

I

REV PREP DATE CnECk DASE SET 44 -C/O
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.Example Calculation

=TPOINT AMD SCALXXG CALCULJ=ONS
BRANCRIPRDOJCT IDZNTICZR ZD-N2006-920370

7) SUaMMRY or OzSULTS (Continuad)

COMMENTS AID NOTES

1. THIS INSTRUMENT LOOP IS CALIBRATED TO GIVE CORMEcTED LEVEL
INDICATION FOR FULL REACTOR POWER OPErATION. AT OTBZR POWER
LEVELS, TIE INDICATED LEVEL READING SZOULD BE DIVIDED BY THE
FOLLOWING FACTORS:

REACTOR AT 100t POWER = nND READING - 1.000

REACTOR AT 75% POWER - IND READING - 1.014

READING AT 50V POWER - MMD READING * 1.033

READING AT 25t POWER = ISD READING - 1.062

2 COEFIGURJTION FOR TEE CONTROLLER IS DONE IN TSE DISTRIBUTIVE
CONTROL SYSTEM BY SOFTWARE. TSE CONTROLLER SET POINT,
TEE HIGH LEVEL ALARM AND LOW LEVEL ALARM ARE CONFIGURED BY
SOFTWARE.

3 CONTROLLER HAS REVERSED 4 TO 20 MA OUTPUT SIGNAL CORRESPONDING
TO 0 TO 100 1 DEM1ND SIGSAL. CONTROLLER SETPOINT IS SELECTED
FOR MAXIMUM EEATER EFFIEIENCY.

4 TSE TRANSMITTER COMMUNICATES SI-DIRECTIONALLY OVER TEZ FIELD
WIRING TO TEE nET INSTALLED ANYWEERE ALONG TEE LOOP AND TEE I/A
SERIES SYSTEM. TEZ FOLLOWING INFORMATION CAN BE REMOTELY
DISPLAYED AND CONFIGURED. FOR ADDITIONAL CALIBRATION INFORMATION
SEE CONTRACT NO.82127 D (FOXMORO INSTRUCTION MI 020-467):

OUTPUT zNCGINERXNG U.TS1
ZERO AND SPAN 0-44 XNCRZS
ELEVATION OR SUPPRESSION 5.4 IRwc
OUTPUT LITZAR SIGNAL
PRIMARY ENGINEERING UNITS INCEZS or WA5ZR
STATIC PRESSURE ENGINEERING UNITS SA
DAMPING NONZ
FAILSAFE FAIL UVSCALZ
TAG NAME KT, 23. LEVXL
TEMPERATURE FAILURE STRATEGY CONTINUZ TO OPERATD
TRANSMITTER ACTION REVERSE

REV PREP DATE CHECK DATE SHT 45 C/O_
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Zrav3le Calculatiion

SzTPOINT =JD SCALINC CALcaucLZoNS
WRIPCWJPOWZC IDZMT3FIZR YD-U2006-920370

9) CONCLUSIONS

THE RESULTS Or THIS CALCULATION ARE VALID ONLY FOR LOOPS WITH FOXBORO MODEL
823 DP DIFFERZNTIAL PRESSURE TRANSMITTERS AS STE PRIMARY ELEMENT.

THE INSTRUMENTATION ADDRESSED IN THIS CALCULATION WILL PERFORM ITS INTEDIED
FUNCTION FOR ALL ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS AS REQUIRED FOR TEE RESTART Or UNIT
2.

REV PREP DATE CHECK DATE SET 46 C/O _
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Appendix I

Insulation Reslstance Effects

The components of the Instrument signal transmission system (cable, splices, connectors, penetrations,
terminal blocks, etc.) are all constructed of insulating materials between electrical conductors. These
insulators normally are characterized by a low conductivity due to a low concentration and low mobility of
ions. However, under elevated temperature and humidity conditions, the ionic mobility increases, which
leads to increased leakage current The relationship (Reference 3.20, page 89) between conductivity and
temperature for the insulator is given as:

B
C =COt eE Eqn.(I-1)

where:

C = ionic conductivity in Khos
T = temperature In degrees Kelvin (K)
CO and B - constants

It is observed in the equation above that the conductivity Increases exponentially with Increasing
temperature. As insulation resistance (IR) is the reciprocal of conductivity, IR decreases with increasing
temperature. The rise in moisture also Increases the surface conductivity effects, particularly with respect
to exposed conductor surfaces such as In terminal blocks.

There are also instrument channels where lead wire resistance may be a contributor to the total channel
uncertainty, such as thermocouple or RTD instrument channels. However, this appendix only addresses
IR effects.

Sources of IR Data

Insulation resistance measurements are normally taken before, during, and after the High Energy Line
Break (HELB) simulation phase of a qualification test. Normally the IR data during the HELB simulation is
the data of interest. Therefore, the IR data will usually be published within the qualification test report.
HELB simulation tests may report cable IR based on IR or leakage current tests conducted on various
cable types (e.g., shielded, unshIelded, 2 conductor, 4 conductor, etc.) and measurement configurations
(e.g., conductor-to-conductor, conductor-to-shield, multiple conductor-to conductor/shield, etc.). The cable
IR values extracted from the simulation tests for use in channel uncertainty calculations should bound
those expected for the particular channel's application. If necessary, calculations can be performed, using
the test configuration measured IR values, to obtain IR values for the channel cable configuration.

Usually the qualification test gives data for cable samples longer than 1 foot This Is because practical
considerations normally require lengths longer than 1 foot for qualification testing due to the size of
environmental chamber. When calculating Current Leakage Effect (IR), it is necessary to determine an
"ohms-foot value for IR such that total resistance (RT) for actual Installed cable lengths that vary in length
can be easily calculated. As an example, assume a cable test sample 25 feet in length exhibited a tested
conductor-to-conductor resistance of 1.0 x 10, ohms. The 25 foot sample may be considered to be the
lumped parallel resistance combination of 25 one-foot samples or

R= I I Eqn. (1-2)
_ +_ +
Rt RX Rot
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where RI = R2 = ... R25, each resistance equal to the resistance (R) of a 1 foot sample. Thus, the
equation becomes:

R
RT = Eqn. (1-3)

R -25* Rr Eqn. (1-4)

Thus, the individual 1 foot resistance Is equal to:

R - 25 * 1.0E6 - 25E7 ohms-ft Eqn. (1-5)

Typically, qualification tests use a bounding temperature profile so that the report will be applicable to as
many plants as possible, each with different peak accident temperatures. It Is conservative but not always
practical to use the IR values measured at the peak tested temperature. It Is acceptable to extrapolate by
defining the Equation 1-1 constants by using test data and solving for "C" or using actual tested IR values
at lower temperatures that more closely bound or equal the users peak temperature. When the testing
was performed at the maximum current rating of the cable and the application Is a low current application,
the self heating effect due to the high current can be backed out of the peak temperature to obtain a lower
tested peak temperature. However, caution must be applied and a technical analysis must be performed
when extrapolating test data and backing out the self heating effect

IR Effect Example: Current Source Channel

A great majority of pressure, flow, level, etc., sensors used In the nuclear industry act essentially like Ideal
or constant current sources. That is, for a given process input, their output remains at a constant current
value, insensitive to loop resistance variations within a specified range. Figures l-I(a) and 1-I(b) show a
typical pressure transmitter (PT) and signal transmission system (blocks 1-5) to an indicator. The signal
transmission components are in a harsh environment and, therefore, are subject to IR degradation during
an accident. The system is shielded up to component 2. However, the shield drain wire is included but not
terminated to anything in the splice. The shield is single-point grounded outside containment. The
connector and penetration cases are grounded.

An equivalent circuit schematic, showing the IR leakage paths and currents, Is shown in Figure 1-1(c).
Note that R11, R21, R31, etc., are the conductor-to-conductor IR values. Also, R12, R13, R22, R23, R32, R33,
etc., are the conductor-to-shleld values. The pressure transmitter is represented by current source (I.).
The Power supply is equivalent to a voltage source (Vs), and the indicator is equivalent to the load resistor
(RJ. Note that although the loop shown in Figure l-I(b) is ungrounded, an air leakage path, (RvR), Is shown
to provide a return path for leakage currents 112,1 3,122 123, 13,1,3, etc.
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Referring to Figure 1-1(c) and 1-1(d), the following equalities can be written:

REQI' I I + I + I+ I.

RIj Rn2 R3) R41 R5j

Eqn. (1-6)

REQ2 -

REQ3
-

I

l + R + I + I + I
Rl1 R22 R32 ala2 R52

Eqn. (1-7)

I Eqn. (I-8)
I + I + I I

R13 R23 R33 Rj3 R5j

These equations can be solved for REQ1, REM2, and REc3 and substituted Into Figure 1-1(d) for analysis. If we
assume RAR Is several orders of magnitude larger than REO2 and REO3, the circuit further simplifies to that
shown In Figure l-I(e). This means,

RE ' I 1
II +

REQ REQ2 + REQ3

Eqn. (1-9)

Thus this equation can be solved for RE. This leakage path gives rise to leakage current (1g). which is also
the error current. Under ideal conditions with no leakage due to IR degradation, the transmitter current (Is)
and load current (I1) would be equivalent. As shown in Figure 1-(e), however, 'L and Is differ by the error
current, IF

Summing voltages in a clockwise fashion around the right-hand loop of the circuit, the following equality
can be written:

Vs - iE * RE) + (It * RL) Eqn. (1-10)

Solving for IE'

VS - IL * RL

RE
Eqn. (1-11)

At node I of Figure 1-1(e),

IL = JE + IS Eqn. (1-12)
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Substituting Equation (1-12) into Equation (1-11) yields

Vs - CIE + IS) * RL
1E = Eqn. (1-13)

Rearranging Equation (1-13),

I & RE a VS - RE RI - IS RI Eqn. (1-14)

IE ' (RE + RL) = Vs - Is ' RL Eqn. (1-15)

JE Vs - Is * RL
RE + RL

Eqn. (1-16)

Using Equations (1-6), (1-7), (1-8), (1-9), and (1-16), the error current l, can be determined for a given
transmitter output current (Equation 1-16). Examination of Equation (1-16) reveals the following facts:

1) The [R, for a current loop is a positive bias with respect to current
2) The larger the V,, the larger IR,
3) The smaller the I., the larger IR,
4) The smaller the RL, the larger IRK
5) The smaller the RE, the larger IR,

The error in % span can be determined by:

- If _ 100%IN=Is(MkX). - 5(MIN)
Eqn. (1-17)

Note that the resistance paths shown apply to a typical configuration. More or less leakage paths may be
present in a particular situation (e.g., 4 wire RTD).

As an example, assume the circuit shown in Figure 1-1(b) and l-I(c) has the following values:

RnJ - Ri - R41 -S.OE60hmS Eqn. (1-18)

Cable length = 300 ft (sample tested was 25 ft In length with measured conductor-to-conductor resistance
= 1.0E7 ohms and conductor-to-shield resistance = 0.5E7 ohms)

R51 - R52 - R5j - f.0E6 ohms Eqn. (1-19)

RI; - Ri- R22 - Rm - R42 - R4 - ZSE6 ohms Eqn. (1-20)
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For this example, assume that the area of Interest or the setpoint Is 50% of span or

Is -12.0 mA Eqn. (1-21)

Note: To obtain a worst case or bounding analysis, the corresponding current at 0% of span (4 mA) should
have been used.

IS(Max) 20.0mA Eqn. (1-22)

Is(Min) = 4.0mA Eqn.(1-23)

vs - 30 VDC Eqn. (1-24)

For V., the maximum loop voltage (ie., power supply voltage plus the power supply's tolerance) shall be
used for the calculation.

RL = 250 ohms Eqn. (1-25)

Using the measured conductor-to-conductor resistance 1.0E7 ohms for a 25 foot sample of cable,
the"ohms-foot" value of R3, is determined by:

R - 25 * I.OE7 = 25E ohms-fl Eqn. (1-26)

Thus,

R 2.SES ohms- fl Eqn. (1-27)
- 300fl

Rut - 8.33E5 ohms Eqn. (1-28)

Similarly,

R32 = R33 C 25f * O.5E7ohms Eqn. (1-29)
R32 t R33 t 4300f

Rn2 Rj.,- 4.1 713 ohms Eqn. (1-30)
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Using Equations (1-6), (1-7), (1-8), and (1-9),

I
REQj = Eqn. (1-31)

5.0E 1 83E 5 I E 1
5.0E6 S.0E-6 933E5 5.0E6 ).0E6

REQI - 3.57F5 ohms Eqn. (142)

I
REZ + + + _

2.5E6 2.5E6 4.17E5 2.5E6 l.OE6

REQ2 - RF.O3 - 2.17E5 ohms

RE - I IRE+
3.57E:5 2.1 7E5 + 2.17E5

Eqn. (1-33)

Eqn. (1-34)

Eqn. (1-35)

RE - 1.96E5 ohms Eqn. (1-36)

Thus, substituting (1-21), (1-24), (1-25), and (1-31) into equation (1-16):

IE 30 - 0.012 * 250

IM96E5 + 250
Eqn. (1-37)

IE - 0.138 mA Eqn. (1-38)

IF MY) - 013 * 1000
.20.0 - 4.0

Eqn. (1-39)

Based upon Equation 1-12, the leakage current (IE) increases the current flow through the load which
causes the output to Indicate a higher than actual value. Per this Ti's sign convention, the uncertainty
would be negative.

I/. %) - - 0.866 span Eqn. (1-40)
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IR Model For Current Loop

4 5 Indicator

Current Connector
.Source

Splice Cable Splice Penetration Load

Figure 1-1(a)

- 5-| -c - U.

I

-EJ-
2

Splice Cable

-ElF
4

-mlmla

_ _@ .

5

ad

)py.5 _ _ _ . 0

Current
Source

Connector Splice Penetration

Figure 1-1(b)

2"r

Figure 1-1(c)

Designation R X Y means:
R = Resistance
X - Signal Transmission Component Number (See Figures 1(A). 1(B))
Y = 1 - Conducdor-To-Conductor; 2 - Conductor-To-ShieldICase; and 3 -To-ShleldwCase
For example, R12 is resistance of component I (connector) and Condudor-To-ShleldlCase
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IL

lair

Figure 1.1(d)

Figure 1-1(e)
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The following is a description of and the analysis of the Emergency Gas Treatment System EGTS auto transfer system. It
shows the overlap of multiple setpoints. EGTS Is utilized post accident to maintain a negative pressure in the Annulus of
the Primary Containmentstructure to ensure that all outleakage of Irradiated air is processed through filters. The system
consistsoftwo redundant paths. Onestartsautomaticallyon theoccurrenceofan accidentsignal. Theotheris in standby
and only starts If the first system fails to start and maintain the annulus within proper limits.
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N C. --
I
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A FAN NOR1AL

VENT TO ATK
VENT DAMPER B

NXC. -I

- I

|CONTROJLLER B

I
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AUTOMATIC
SVITCHI2VER
LOGIC RECIRC

DAMPER

CONTROLLER A

/ 'I

A l

I

L -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ I

TRANSMITTER A I I I
A N N u s N I l l

I/\ / I
MITTER B I

),,-I,- _ ,

._

.-

, .

Figure J-1

The following page shows the system diagrammaticallyand shows the logic that initates the transfer from the normal train
to the standby train on detection of Inadequate operation. It should be noted that the EGTS is required to maintain the
annulus at a 0.5 inch water column (WC) vacuum while the normal vacuum system maintains the annulus at a 5 inch WC
vacuum. As can be seen from the transfer logic, Figure J-2, there are four pressure switches that arm and initiate the
transfer of failure detection. These switches are designated A, B, C, & D. Their functions are described as follows: The A
switch detects the total loss of normal and standby vacuum control by detecting a 0.2 inch WC decreasing vacuum
indicating that the EGTS controller cannot maintain the 0.5 inch WC vacuum required.. The D switch (4.0 inch WC
increasing vacuum) Is an arming function that indicates that the normal vacuum control system is functioning and the plant
is running. The C switch (0.7 inch WO decreasingvacuum)works In conjunctionwith the D switch as an additionalarming
function. It indicates that the normal vacuum control system has been lost (normal control Is at 5.0 inch WC vacuum)
which Indicates that the EGTS accident system is controlling the vacuum. The B switch (1.2 inch WC increasing vacuum)
works in conjunction with the two arming
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0.2 _+A SWITCH

0,5EGTS CONTROL BAND

0,7 C SW CH
1.0 _ NO OVERLAP

12 B WITCH

2,0 W CH

STATISTICAL
OVERLAP

B WITCH

3.0

4.0 D SWITCH (NORMAL ACHIEVED ARM)

4.5 NORMAL LOW VACUUM ANNUNCIATE
4,5+

5.0 __- NORMAL VACUM CONTROL BAND

ISM-ATE RUNNING TRAIN
XTAPT STANnRY TRAIN.

Figure J-2

switches (D and C) to indicate that the EGTS accident vacuum
control system has failed and Is pulling too much vacuum. The
significance of too much vacuum Is that there is too much exhaust
going through the filtration system with too littie holdup time for
radiation filtration and absorption. The significance of too little
vacuum is that the can be leakage directly to the environment
without filtration. The interaction of the differing switch actuation
points and the control ranges are shown on the Figure J-4. The
figure shows that the small range of vacuum causes a congested
layout of switch actuation points and control ranges. This type of
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layoutof switch actuation is more representative of actual
plant situations than the simple examples of the Ref. 3.4,
with one setpointand one limit. In this example it should
be noted that biases effecting the different device
setpoints cancel in the analysis of overlap. It also should
be noted that for extremely congested setpoints statistical
overlap can be considered to allow closer setpoint
arrangement but still guaranty a 95% confidence that the
setpoints do not overlap nor violate the safety and
operating limits. This is possible by taking into
consideration that the accuracies of each device is
random and therefore can be statistically combined
(SRSS) such that the overlap is in the tails of the normal
distribution (See Figure J-3).
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Purpose Required Data

The purpose of this document is to provide
guidance and direction in the collection and
analysis of instrumentation calibration data. The
following requirements will ensure a quality end
productfrom the standpointof 10CFR50Appendix
B, standardization of data from plant to plant, and
provide a standard method of data analysis.

The analysis of calibration history can be a useful
but dangerous tool for predicting future response
of instrumentation. The usefulness is that time
and seasonal trends can be quantified and
projected Into the future. The danger lies In not
knowing what you are attempting to predict before
analyzing the data. It should also be noted that
the resulting predictions are different if making
predictions about the analyzed instruments or
about the general population of like instruments.
The predictions are also different if using one or
two sided statistics.

Data Collection Process

To ensure the collection of quality data that will
meet 10CFR50, Appendix B Standards, plant
procedures which fall under the plant's existing
Appendix B program should be utilized. Additional
procedures may be needed to supplement the
data collection process. The plant's Surveillance
Instructions (SI) utilized to implement the plant's
Technical Specification surveillance requirements
should be the main source of plant data since
these SI and their results (data) already fall under
the plant's Appendix B program.

When data for a specific device is needed, the
person performing the analysis should start by
identifying all the different applications of that
specific device within the plant (A computerized
instrument database, if one exist, is very valuable
in doing this search). Once the different
applications have been identified by a unique tag
number or function, a search for the associated
Sl(s) can be performed. When the associated Si's
are Identified, the data documented from the
periodic performance of these specific SI's can be
retrieved (QA Record for Appendix B
requirements) for review and analysis.

The following information and data is needed to
perform a thorough analysis and achieve a good
understandingof the plant's raw calibration data.

1) Manufacturerand Model Number

2) Manufacturer's Lot Number or Revision
level if applicable

3) Instruments Range

4) Instrument's calibrated span for its
specific application

5) In service conditions (Normally
pressurized or not pressurized)

6) As Found/ As Left Values from the plant's
Si's

7) Time Span between As Found/ As Left
Data from the plant's SI's

8) Time Span between Calibrations (Can be
different from the time span between As
FoundlAs Left data)

9) Temperature at the time of calibration
(Some temperatures can be obtained
from plant temperature monitoring
programs), or a Statement that the
temperature was the same during the As
Found and the previous As Left data
collection process, or a statement that the
room temperature Is limited to a small
variation such as +/-10 IF (a small
variation is normally Insignificant).

10) Measurement and Test Equipment
(M&TE) Accuracy or requirements (e.g., 4
to I Ratio of M&TE to Tested Device
accuracy, 10 to 1. etc.). The plant Si
should have recorded the serial numbers
of the actual M&TE used during the
performance of the SI.

11) M&TE Reading uncertainties (if MT&E
has a digital readout, there would be no
indicator uncertainties).
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12) Instrumentsetting or calibration tolerance
used during calibration process (A,).

13) Document any Maintenance Reports or
Work Orders on the Instruments (i.e.,
Time, Problem Found, etc.)

Recommended Data

The following data is not necessary but could be
useful during the data analysis process.

1) Time in Service

2) Power supply stabilitywithin 10%

Outline for the Analysis of Drift Data

The basic steps that must be performed to
analyze the raw data obtained from the plant are
as follows:

1) Quantify drift uncertainties through
statistical methods (i.e., calculate
deviation and it's mean and variance);

2) Determine If drift Is a function of time by
plotting deviation versus duration
between calibrations (a trend would be
indicated if the data drifted in a single
direction or If the data becomes more
spread with time). If there is no apparent
relationship to time then the deviations
are likely due to other factors such as
repeatability.

3) Determine if there are any temperature
effects by plotting deviation versus month
of year or date of calibration; quantify the
temperature effect (refer to example
shown later in this report which uses
multiple linear regression to quantify both
time and temperature effects);

4) Separate these effects from the drift
uncertainties if possible;

5) Determine if the drift's distribution is
normal (plot histogram of deviation vs
frequency and/or cumulative);

6) Determine if drift has a dependence with
respects to setting, calibrated span, upper
range limit or a combination thereof. This
is accomplished by plotting the deviation
versus setpoint, span, or upper range
limit and looking for an apparenttrend.

Data Analysis Methodology

The general data analysis compares the as-found
data of one calibration to the as-left data from the
previous instrument's adjustment which may or
may not be it's last calibration. The results of the
calibration must be noted to determine if a device
has been recalibrated or only checked, replaced
due to damage, or any other unusual
circumstance that could bias the results. The
other part of the data analysis is to note the
duration from the previous calibration and the date
of the calibration. Plots of the deviation versus
duration and the deviation versus date are used to
determine if there is a time relationship or a
seasonal fluctuation indicative of a temperature
effect. Trends in the drift data with relation to time
or temperature must be quantified first, then the
uncertainty about the trend statistically evaluated.
After qualitatively determining that there Is or is
not a timelseasonal variation, the data is
statistically reduced by calculating the mean,
standard deviation, and distribution. The
distribution is used to evaluate how close the data
is to a normal distribution. As long as the data
approximates a normal distribution the reduced
data's mean and standard deviation can be used
to predict future behavior utilizing the tolerance
and confidence tables of this paper.

There are two types of predictions that can be
made about future device accuracy utilizing the
results of the statistical analysis. These are:

1) Predicting the future response of the
devices analyzed (e.g., making a
prediction about the samples from there
past experience),

2) Predicting the future response of all like
devices (e.g., making predictions about
the general population based on a sample
from the population).
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The difference between the two types of
predictions is based upon the uncertainty of
extrapolating the data from the sample set to the
general population. When the mean (m) and
standard deviation (s) of the general population
are unknown, the tolerance limits do not equal 100
percent In general, the price that must be paid
for not knowing the population parameters is a
wider band of uncertainty about the predicted
values. The typical tolerance limits used for
accuracy calculations for the sample set is based
upon a 95% probability limit for the number of
degrees of freedom of the sample. The Inference
to the general population requires the addition of a
confidence limit as well. These two limits yield
multiplying factors that when applied to the
standard deviation In combination with the mean
for the sample data yield the predicted tolerance
bands. The general equation for the predicted
response band based upon the mean (,u) and the
standard deviation (a) of the population are:

R * a - tolerance multiplier

p + a - tolerance multiplier- confidence multiplier

It should be noted that In most practical situations
the true values of the mean (p) and standard
deviation (a) of the general population are not
known, and tolerance limits must be based on the
mean (x) and standard deviation (s) of a random
sample from the general population. Whereas, m
± 1.96s are limits enveloping 95% of a normal
population, the same cannot be said for the limits
x i 1.96s. These limits are values of random
variables and they may not include a given
proportion of the population. Nevertheless, it is
possible to determine a constant K so that one
can assert with a degree of confidence 1-c that
the proportion of the population contained
between x ± Ks Is at least P (i.e., 95%). Such
values of K for random samples from
approximately normal populations are given in
table 14 of reference 1 for proportions P = .9, .95,
99 and for degrees of freedom n-1 (n is the
number of samples) from 2 to 1000. The table
provides values for both single sided and two
sided statistics. In order to determine that the
tables are applicable to your data you must verify
that the distribution of the deviations is bell shaped

and thus approximately normal. This Is
accomplished by developing a histogram or
frequency graph that plots the number of data
points that occur in a range of deviations. As long
as the curve appears to be a single bell shaped
distribution, the tables are applicable. If the
distribution is other than a bell shaped such as a
uniform equal probability distribution then you
should refer to a more detailed statistical text book
for the appropriate tables of probabilities. The
example shown later In this report shows how to
utilize a spreadsheet program to develop a
histogram of a data distribution.

To avoid confusion, note that there is an essential
difference between confidence limits and
tolerance limits. Whereas confidence limits are
used to estimate a parameter of a population,
tolerance limits are used to bound a certain
proportion of a population. This distinction is
emphasized by the fact that when n becomes
large the length of the confidence Interval
approaches zero while the tolerance limits
approach the values for the population (e.g., for
large n of approximately 30, K approaches 1.96
for P=.95).

The purpose of the statistical analysis is to
develop a realistic prediction of accuracy for a
device based upon past operating experience.
Since the statistical analysis yields a prediction of
accuracy that approximates a normal distribution,
the resulting number (g ±Ka) can be used directly
In the Square Root of the Sum of the Squares
(SRSS) combinationaltechnique.

The prediction of the accuracy consists of two
parts which are the equation for the trend as a
function of time or temperature, and the
uncertainty about this trend. The analysis of the
uncertainty has been discussed In the preceding
sections and consists of a combination of a
multiplier and the standard deviation of the
deviations. The quantification of the trend will be
discussed In the following sections.

Before proceeding with quantifying the trends a
method of determining if any data points are
statistically Insignificant cutler or invalid data
points should be discussed. The analysis
discussed so far assumed that all the data taken

I
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is valid and should be Included In the analysis.
This assumption is not always legitimate since it is
always possible to incorrectly copy a number, or
miss-calibrate a test instrument, or any of a
thousand other reasons for obtaining invalid data
points. Reference 3 of this Appendix and
Appendix B of this TI provide methods of
evaluating the apparently extreme observations to
determine if they are statistically valid data points.
The method used here is based upon evaluation
of the Maximum Normal Residual (MNR). The
attached MNR table provides the criterion to
evaluate for various sample sizes (n) for 95% and
99% confidence levels. The method of evaluating
the suspect data point in order to determine if it is
an extreme observation that can be thrown out is
to first calculate the criterion based on the sample
size, and then compare it to the value in the
appropriate significance column. If the calculated
criterion value Is larger than the significancefactor
then it can be concluded that the data point is
extreme and can be dropped from further
evaluations. The test of a second suspect data
point can now be performed based upon the
reduced numberof samples.

Quantification of Trends in Time and
Temperature

The following is an example of a typical data
analysis. This evaluation Is an analysis of the
data provided by a transmitter manufacturer
(which will not be mentioned due to the proprietary
nature of the test results). This particular
manufacturer has had a long running test setup to
analyze drift. The test Includes 12 transmitters
that have been powered and pressurized. The
data taken on these transmitters has been the as-
found values for specific calibration points. The
data including calibration temperature was
recorded monthly for 63 months.

The analysis was performed to analyze the
deviation data as a function of Independent
variables (months since calibration and
temperature deviation from calibration
temperature). The analysis of the data is an
application of a linear regression least squares
curve fit of the dependentvariable (deviation) from
the two independent variables (time and

temperature). Linear regression is described in
reference 4 (NUMERICAL METHODS FOR
ENGINEERS). The linear regression analysis
performs a statistical reduction of the data and
yields the coefficients of the equation for the trend
and the standard deviation of the data about this
trend equation. There are several software
packages available to perform the multiple
variable linear regression (i.e., Excel or MathCad)
with most being very similar In use. These
packages require the user to define certain
portions of information defined as follows:

Dependent variable Is the raw data being
analyzed. It is being analyzed as a function of
the independentvariable(s).

Independent variable(s) are the inputs to the
regression analysis that you suspect are the
causes of the variation of the raw data. As an
example the duration since last calibration
and the temperature deviation from the
calibration temperature are Independent
variables.

For the purpose of this example, spreadsheet
software was used to perform the multiple variable
linear regression. The raw data provided by the
manufacturer Is shown in the table that follows
and consists of the duration since the previous
calibration (column 1), difference In temperature at
recalibration relative to temperature at initial
calibration (column 2), and the as-found minus as-
left instrumentsetting (column 3):

Time ATemp
(Months) (OF)

Deviation
(% of span)

, . . .. .. . . . . .. . _ . _ _

0
I
2
3
4
5
6
7

0
2
16
21
20
-1
12
-38

0.030
0.080
0.035
0.000
0.000
0.080
0.010
0.150
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Time ATemp
(Months} (PF1

Deviation
%/ of stand

8
12
15
18
21
25
27
30
34
36
38
40
42
44
45
48
50
53
55
67
62
63

-41
-14
20
-18
-56
-13
28
-2
-30
-16
18
14
6
20
-26
2
22
-18
-28
-22
4
8

0.210
0.090
0.040
0.115
0.200
0.090
0.010
0.090
0200
0.160
0.010
0.090
0.140
0.310
0.330
0.260
0.060
0.290.
0.310
0.250
0.150
0.140

examined. Since the curve fit is a fit of the
dependent variable to two independent variables,
there are four parts to the equation that
represents it These are:

dev constant + timevtimeslope +
Atemp'tempslope ± std_y..error * K

The slope constants are shown in the table (X
Coefficients). As can be seen from the goodness
of fit indicator(R squared), the linear regression is
good (79.93%) but not great (100% is perfect).

I

DA

0.4

0.?

0.2
0.

-CA
0. I

_,..
C 2 A 6 8 1 21 27 34 38 42 AS 50 '5 62

I 35 7 12 1 25 52 3C 40 d4 48 53 57 53
LCmSIThe regression was performed by defining the first

two columns (duration and A temperature) as
Independent Variables and defining the third
column (deviation) as the Dependent variable
then telling the software to perform the analysis.
The results of the linear regression are printed in
the following spreadsheetformat.

Regression Output:
Constant 0.03975271
Std Err of Y Est 0.04725163
R Squared 0.79933641
No. of Observations 30
Degrees of Freedom 27

duration A temp

X Coefficient(s) 0.002661 -0.0031532
Std Err of Coef. 0.000426 0.004068

These analysis results form the basis for an
equation that best fits the data with a quantified
error band noted (Std Err of Y Est or s). Before
examination of these results, the format of the
tables must be discussed. There are several
pertinent pieces of results that are to be

The time and temperature curve fit Indicate that
there is a high degree of correlation of the
deviation to both time and temperature. The
figure shows the raw data as X's, the time and
temperature curve fit (horizontal line) and the
repeatability band consisting of the standard ernor
of y estimate (or repeatability) times the tolerance
multiplier for 27 degrees of freedom as vertical
lines. For this example we are predicting future
operation of these S/N devices only. In order to
generalize to the population of like devices, the n
(number of samples) would be the number of
transmitters in the test (12). The multiplier Is a
tolerance limit based on two sided statistics, 27
degrees of freedom, and a desired 95%
confidence level and 95% tolerance limit. It is
assumed that the data Is roughly normally
distnibuted.

As can be seen In the figure, the raw data Is
always enveloped by the predicted deviation limits
represented by the vertical bars. Here the
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horizontal curve Is the temperature and time (drift)
effects and the vertical bars are the repeatability
or uncertainty of the devices.

If the analysis is to quantify only the drift effect of
the device, then the temperature effect should be
removed. A plot of the raw data deviation versus
temperature along with the straight line predicted
by the slope of the temperature regression
coefficientshows a high correlation.

5 -1
6 12
7 -38
8 -41
12 -14
15 20
18 -18
21 -56
25 -13
27 28
30 -2
34 -30
36 -16
38 18
40 14
42 6
44 -20
45 -26
48 2
50 22
53 -18
55 -28
57 -22
62 4
63 8

0.0800
0.0100
0.1500
0.2100
0.0900
0.0400
0.1150
0.2000
0.0900
0.0100
0.0900
0.2000
0.1600
0.0100
0.0900
0.1400
0.3100
0.3300
0.2600
0.0600
02900
0.3100
0.2500
0.1500
0.1400

0.0562
0.0179
0.1782
0.1903
0.1158
0.0166
0.1444
0.2722
0.1473
0.0233
0.1259
0.2248
0.1860
0.0841
0.1020
0.1326
0.2199
0.2415
0.1612
0.1034
0.2375
0.2744
0.2608
0.1921
0.1822

0.0768 0.0133
0.0478 0.0160
0.0302 0.0186
0.0807 0.0213
0.0459 0.0319
0.1031 0.0399
0.0582 0.0479
0.0234 0.0559
0.0490 0.0665
0.0983 0.0718
0.0837 0.0798
0.1054 0.0905
0.1095 0.0958
0.0668 0.1011
0.1341 0.1064
0.1589 0.1118
02469 0.1171
0.2480 0.1197
0.2663 0.1277
0.1294 0.1330
02332 0.1410
0.2217 0.1463
0.1806 0.1517
0.1626 0.1650
0.1652 0.1676

By plotting the raw data minus the temperature
effect the drift trend predicted by the regression
analysis the trend Is apparent

The temperature corrected raw deviation data
should now be analyzed to determine the
statistical variation from the trend. This is
performed by subtracting the temperature
corrected data from the trend equation and then
statistically evaluating the deviations (mean and
standard deviation).The raw data can have the temperature effect

removed by subtracting the value of the
temperature coefficient times the calibration
temperature deviation from the raw data. This is
shown in the following table.

be..untn Tamp thangn As Ic'md TIns L Ro Drf

ui n from miens hamp mines n.PY

afb tabh as . t uAnd e"MP en

0 0 0.0300 0.0398
1 2 0.0800 0.0361
2 16 0.0350 -0.0054
3 21 0.0000 -0.0185
4 20 0.0000 -0.0127

0.0300 0.0000
0.0863 0.0027
0.0855 0.0053
0.0662 0.0080
0.0631 0.0106
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Raw data Drift De'don

Tninus tine fnrm

Temp Trend Timo

Effect frond

0.0300 0.0398 -0.0098
0.0863 0.0424 0.0439
0.0855 0.0451 0.0404
0.0662 0.0477 0.0185
0.0631 0.0504 0.0127
0.0768 0.0531 0.0238
0.0478 0.0557 -0.0079
0.0302 0.0584 -0.0282
0.0807 0.0610 0.0197
0.0459 0.0717 -0.0258
0.1031 0.0797 0.0234
0.0582 0.0876 -0.0294
0.0234 0.0956 -0.0722
0.0490 0.1063 -0.0573
0.0983 0.1116 -0.0133
0.0837 0.1196 -0.0359
0.1054 0.1302 -0.0248
0.1095 0.1355 -0.0260
0.0668 0.1409 -0.0741
0.1341 0.1462 -0.0120
0.1589 0.1515 0.0074
02469 0.1568 0.0901
0.2480 0.1595 0.0885
0.2663 0.1675 0.0988
0.1294 0.1728 -0.0434
0.2332 0.1808 0.0525
0.2217 0.1861 0.0356
0.1806 0.1914 -0.0108
0.1626 0.2047 -0.0421
0.1652 0.2074 -0.0422

avg -0.0000
std 0.0448
min -0.0741
max 0.0988

30Samples (or12samplesfor
predircatingfuture operation of the
general population)

In order to properly extrapolate the above results
to eitherthefuture operation of these devices or to
the general population, the distribution of the
deviations should be verified to be approximately
normal. This Is performed by partitioning the
deviations into deviation magnitudes from the
most negative to the most positive and then
counting the number of deviations that fall into
each partition. The table below shows such an
analysis.

Deviation from the trend

Deviation bands Count

-0.10 to -.08
-0.08 to -.06
-0.06 to -.04
-0.04 to -.02
-0.02 to .00
-0.00 to .02
0.02 to .04
0.04 to .06
0.06 to .08
0.08 to .10
0.10to .12

0
0
2
4
6
5
4
3
3
0
3

-0.1c -0.06 -0.02 0.02 0.06 0.10

-

The frequency distribution of the data as
calculated in the above table appears as.

The figure appears to show that the deviations
have an approximately normal distribution (mound
shaped) and therefore the* results can be
extrapolated to the general population based on
the standard deviation and the number of degrees
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of freedom utilizing the 95%/95% confidence
multipliers discussed earlier. A cumulative graph
(See Section 4.3.3.5) can also be used for easier
visualization.

For predicting future operation of these specific
devices use 29 degrees of freedom and two
sided statistics, the tolerance & confidence
multiplier from the K-tables is 2.549 which when
combined with the standard deviation of the
deviations from the trend (0.0448) yields an
accuracy band of 0.114 about the time trend. The
time trend Is the equation based on the linear
regression utilizing the constant and time slope X-
coefficientas follows:

deviation(time) = Constant + time * timeslope Kcr

To generalize to the population of like devices,
use the K values for n = 12 samples.
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-KTable-
95% confidence 95% of population enveloped
(and 95% student-t)

95%195% 95%195% 95%
n I side 2 side student t
3 7.655 9.916 4.303
4 5.145 6.370 3.182
5 4.202 5.079 2.776
6 3.707 4.414 2.571
7 3.399 4.007 2.447
8 3.188 3.732 2.365
9 3.031 3.532 2.306
10 2.911 3.379 2.262
15 2.566 2.954 2.145
20 2.396 2.752 2.093
30 2.220 2.549 2.045
n = number of samples

Normal Distribution Probability Density

Jfx; IL,) =r e 2 a)

-co<x<+eo

Maximum Normal Residual
Significance (See AppendixB of this TI)
Criterion n 5% 1%

REFERENCES:

1 PROBABILITY & STATISTICS FOR
ENGINEERS, 2nd, Irwin Miller and John
Freund, Prentice-Hall Inc., 1977

2 STATISTICAL METHODS FOR
ENGINEERS, McCuen, Prentice-Hall Inc.,
1985

3 STATISTICAL METHODS. 8TH, Snedecor
and Cochran, Iowa State University Press.

4 NUMERICAL METHODS FOR
ENGINEERS, Chapra & Canale, McGraw
Hill 1985.

Xn- x,3 .941
4 .765
5 .642
6 .560
7 .507

n h 8 .554
.r.-X2 9 .512

10 .477

Xn-X,,. 11 .576
Xn - X. 12 .546

13 .521

14 .546
Xp,-. 15 .525

X- 1 17 .490
20 .450
25 .406

.988

.889
.780
.698
.637

.683

.635
.597

.679

.642

.615

.641

.616

.577

.535
A89
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When differential pressure transmitters are used to measure liquid level in vessels, changes in density of the reference leg
fluid, the vessel fluid, or both, can cause uncertainties unless the level measurement system automatically compensated
for density changes. This occurs because differential pressure transmitters respond to hydrostatic (head) pressures,
which are directly proportional to the height of the liquid column multiplied by the liquid density. Therefore, measurement
uncertainty may be induced because, while the actual level In the vessel or reference leg remains constant, the liquid
density changes as a function of pressure and temperature. This changes the pressure delivered to the differential
pressure transmitter, which makes the indicated level appear different for the actual level. The transmitter cannot
distinguish that the difference In pressure is caused by the density effect

In most applications,two (2) situationsare frequentlyencountered.Although other situations are common, it Is not practical
to cover the details of each. Instead the situations described herein encompass the basic theory and methodology that
can be applied to the other situations. These are:

1) Type A: The level measuring system Is calibrated for assumed normal operating conditions. No automatic vessel
or reference leg density compensation Is provided.

2) Type B: The level measuring system is automatically compensated for density variations of the fluid in the vessel,
but no reference leg compensation Is provided.

It is further assumed that the vessels are closed (non-vented) and contain a saturated mixture of steam and water, the
reference leg is water-filled and saturated, and no temperaturegradientexists along the length of the reference leg. Often
the reference leg fluid is a compressed liquid, but for the purpose of this discussion, it is assumed to be saturated. Use
densities and specific volumes as appropriate (e.g. subcooled, superheated). For simplicity vessel growth is not
considered In this example.

Before deriving the uncertainty equations for the situations described above, a review of level measurement theory is
presented. Figure L-A shows a closed vessel containing a saturated steam/water mixture along with explanations of the
symbols used. From Figure L-1 the differential pressure supplied to the transmitteris obtained as follows:

dP - Pressure (Hi) - Pressure (LO) Eqn. (L-1)

Now,

Pressure (HI ) HR * SGR + Static Pressure Eqn. (L-2)

Pressure (LO) = HW * SGW + HS * SGS + Static Pressure Eqn. (L-3)

Substituting Equations (L-2) and (L-3) into (L-1),

dP - HR I SGR - HW SG;Y- HS * SGS Eqn.(L-4)

Lea.
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li100

HO

Full Level .*

100u I

Steami (SGS)

I

H

Zero Level

U V

FIGURE L-1: Saturated LiquidlVapor Level Measurement

EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS:

HW
HS
HR
HO
HI-00
Svw
SVS
SVR
SGW
SGS
SGR
dP

Height of water (see note 1)
Height of steam (see note 1)
Height of reference leg (see note 1)
Height of 0% indicated level (see note 1)
Height of 100% indicated level (see note 1)
Specific volume of water at saturation temperature
Specific volume of steam at saturation temperature
Specific volume of reference leg fluid
Specific gravity of water at saturation temperature (see note 2)
Specific gravity of steam at saturation temperature (see note 2)
Specific gravity of reference leg fluid (see note 2)
Differential pressure in Inches of H20,

dP Laval
Tzansmitter

Where:

dP - HLR * (SGR - SGS) + HW ' (SGS - SGW)

Notes: 1. All heights (except HS) are referenced above centerflne of lower level sensing nozzle
(recommended units are vessel Inches)
2. Equation for Specific Gravity calculation:

SGq Svw(@68ON ) N =W, S, R
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Substituting (HR - HW) for HS in Equation (LA) yields

dP - HR * SGR -HW * SGW - 10R - hF9 SGS Eqn.(L-5)

or

dP - HR (SGR - SGS) + H W* (SGS - SGA) Eqn.(L-6)

Using Equation (L-6) and substituting in for HW the height of the water when at 0% of Indicated scale (HO)
and at 100% of indicated scale (H100), the differential pressures at 0% (dPO) and at 100% (dPlOO),
respectively, can be deterrnined.

Note that HR, HW, HO, and H100 are normally stated in Inches above the lower level sensing tap centerline.
If the senselines below the lower tap are routed together, it is good engineering judgment that the fluid In
these senselines are at the same density if they contain the same fluid and are at equal temperature.
Because SGW, SGR, and SGS are unitless quantities, dP, dPO, and dPl0O are normally stated in "inches of
water' (in H20) based on 680F water. To calibrate the transmitterto read correctly, it is necessary to establish
a base set of operating conditions in the vessel and reference leg from which SGW, SGR, and SGS can be
determined using ASME steam tables. After the specific gravity terms are defined, they can be plugged into
Equation (L-6) along with HR, HO, and H100 and the equation solved for dPO and dPlOO These values of dP
are then used to calibrate the transmitter (assuming in an Ideal situation that the transmitter static head
correction is neglected).

As long as the actual vessel and reference leg conditions (SGWA, SGSA, etc.) remain the same as the base
conditions for the Type A System, the Indicated level Is a linear function of the measured differential pressure
and no vessellreference leg density effects are created. Therefore, the following proportionality can be
written:

H11- HO dP - dPO
H100 - HO dPMOO - dPO Eqn.(L-7)

Solving for HWyields:

11 - (100 - HO) *(dP dPO) + Ho Eqn.(L-8)
M~OO - dPO

To assess the effects of varying vesseVreference leg conditions, assume an erroneous differential pressure,
dP., and erroneous water level, Ht are generated due to an off-base operating condition. Equation (L-8) can
then be rewritten as:

HiWt At, = (H100 - HO) * (dP ± dP. - dPO) +'O Eqn.(L9)HW+1410 - dPO
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Substituting Equation (L-8) into Equation (L-9) and solving for H. yields

He = (H)O - HO) *dP, Eqn.(L-10)
dP100 - dPO

The denominator of Equation (L-10) can be rewritten using Equation (L-6) as

dPJOO - dPO = [HR * (SGR - SGS) + H100 * (SGS - SGW)j -

... [HR * (SGR - SGS) + HO * (SGS - SGU7j

dPJOG - dPO - (H)iOO - HO) * (SGS- SG99 Eqn. (L-1 1)

Equation (L-1 I) can be substituted Into Equation (L-1 0) yielding

He -= dP Eqn. (L-12)

The numerator of Equation (L-12) is simply the difference in the differential pressure measured at the actual
conditions, dPA, less the differentialpressure measured at the base condition, dPB, or

d. - dPB - dPA (TVA Sign Comention) Eqn. (L-13)

Using Equation (L-6) and assuming HR and HWare constant, we can substitute

dPA = HR 0 (SGRA - SGSA) + M1Y * (SGSA - SGW4) Eqn. (L-14)

and

dPB = RRR SGRB - SGSB) + MV * (SGSB - SGWB) Eqn. (L-15)

into Equation (L-1 3), yielding

dP, - HR * (SGRB - SGSB - SGRA + SGSA) + H' * (SGSB - SGWYB - SGSA + SGWA) Eqn. (L-16))

The denominator in Equation (L-12) Is equivalent to (SGSB-SGWB). Substitutng this and Equation (L-16)
into Equation (L-12) yields

H HR * (SGRB - SGSB - SGRA + SGSA) + HW' * (SGSB - SGWB - SGSA + SGWA) Eqn. (L-17)
(SGSB - SGWB)
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Equation (L-17) defines the uncertainty induced by changes in liquid density in the vessel, reference leg, or
both for Type A situations. For Type B situations, SGSA = SGSB and SGWA = SGWB as the vessel
conditions are automatically compensated. In other words, a Type B system measures the temperature of
the vessel fluid and effectively modifies the base calibration point of the transmitter to be equivalent to the
measured or actual temperature. Therefore, reference leg density effects must be determined, but the vessel
density effects are eliminated. Typically, the signal compensation is done with a network of function
generators and signal multipliers programmed with correction factors, based on density, that multiply the
correctonfactortimes the dP inputfrom the level transmitterto getthe true level. As equipmentuncertainties
may be present in the compensaton circuitry, which may effectively multiply the dP as well, it is necessary to
calculate the reference leg heatup effect In terms of dP, using Equation (L-16), and plug dP. in the channel
uncertainty equation in a similar fashion as a dP equipment uncertainty. Therefore, for the Type B situation,
Equation (L-16) reduces to:

dPe -HR * (SGRB - SGRA) Eqn. (L-18)

Equation (L-18) shows that dP uncertainty becomes increasingly positive as the actual temperature
increases above the base temperature. This Is expected due to the way dP. is defined and the fact that the
hydrostatic pressure contributed by the reference leg decreases with increasing temperature. dP magnitude
decreases as vessel level rises. It Is also worth noting that the equipment errors associated with the
compensation circuits normally are very small. Therefore, the approximate magnitude of the reference leg
density effect can be estimated by:

H= 111? (SGRB - SGRA) Eqn. (L-19)
SGSB - SG;VB

This equation was developed from Equation (L-17) letting SGSA = SGSB and SGWA = SGWB.

As previously discussed, the Type B system compensation equipment effectively "adjusts" the base
calibration conditions to match the actual vessel conditions. Therefore, when using Equation (L-19) the level
error, H., is determined at the vessel condition of Interest by plugging in the specific gravity steam and
specific gravity water values for that condition, not the base condition for which the transmitteris calibrated.

If the high pressure (HI) side of the transmitterhad been connected to the lower nozzle and the low pressure
(LO) side had been connected to the upper nozzle, it can be shown by similar derivation that Equations
(L-17) and (L-19) still apply. Equation (L-18) becomes:

Ho - HR * (SG - SGRW) Eqn.(L-20)

Because the denominator term in Equations (L-17) and (L-19) decreases with Increasing temperature, It is
evident that the effect Increases with rising vessel temperature. Furthermore, examination of the numerator
of Equation (L-17) reveals that the effect is maximized when HW is equal to HI00. Examination of Equation
(L-19) reveals that an increasing reference leg temperature above the base conditions results In an
increasing negative effect assuming vessel conditions remain constant

The equations above calculate uncertainties in actual engineering units. If it is desired to work in percent
span, the quantities H. and dP, can be converted to percent span by dividing each by (H-100IH0) or
(dP10-dP0), respectively, and multiplying the results by 100%. As previously discussed, the sign of dP.
must be considered based on which way the high and low pressure sides of the dP transmitterare connected
to the vessel.
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Assume for example that a Type A system configured as shown in Figure L-1 has the following conditions:

1) HR = 150 inches

2)HO = 50inches

3) H100 = 150 Inches

4) HW = 100 inches

5) Base Conditions: Vessel Fluid Temperature = 532 0F (saturated water@ 681 psia)
Reference Leg Temperature= 68°F (subcooled water @ 681 psia)

6) Actual Conditions: Vessel Fluid Temperature = 50F (saturated water @ 900 psia)
Reference Leg Temperature = 300 0F (subcooled water @ 900 psia)

It is desired to determine H. using Equation (L-17). First, the specific gravity terms are found using the
specific volumes of water (SVW) and specific volumes of steam (SVS) from the thermodynamic steam
tables. The following values are determined:

SGWA . SVW(68'19 0.01605 fl3 /lbm Eqn. (L-21)
SJ'W(500 0F) 0.02043 ft13/Ibm

SGSA SVW(68--9 0.01605 fb- " b 0.0238 Eqn. (L-22)
SYS(500° F 0.67492 fl3 /lbm

SGMA SVW(68SF) 0.01605 ft3/lbm as2 Eqn.(L-23)
SVZT(300°F) 0.01741 fl371bm

SGWB SP7V(680 ;9 0.01605 f 3/ lbm 0.76 Eqn. (L-24)
SVW(532 0 F) 0.02123 fl /Ibm

SGSB SKY(68°F) 0.01605 fl/lbm 0.0321 Eqn. (L-25)
SVS(532°f) 0.50070 fr3 /lbm

SGRB SVW(68 0F) 0.01605 fl 3/lbm 1.0 Eqn. (L-26)
SVW(68 0F@, 900psia) 0.01600 fl3/ Ibm
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Next we substitute HW = 100 inches, HR 150 inches, and quantities from Equations (L-21) through (L-26)
above into Equation (L-1 7) and solve for H,; thus,

HR ' (SGRB - SGSB - SGRA + SGSA) + MV * (SGSB - SGWB - SGSA + SGWA)
(SGSB - SGWB)

Eqn. (L-27)

150 * (1.0 - 0.0321 - 0.92 + 0.0238) + 100 * (0.0321 - 0.76 - 0.0238 + 0.79)
(0.0321 - 0.76)

In percent of indicated span,

= -20.04 inches

He fY) = H J00°f
1W110 - HO

- -20.04 * 100%
150 - 50

-20.04% ofspan

L-7 (LAr FMO)

Eqn. (L-28)


